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Terms of reference
That the Public Accountability Committee inquire into and report on the regulation of
building standards, building quality and building disputes by government agencies in
New South Wales, including:

1.

(a)

the role of private certification in protecting building standards, including:
(i)
conflicts of interest
(ii) effectiveness of inspections
(iii) accountability of private certifiers
(iv) alternatives to private certifiers,

(b)

the adequacy of consumer protections for owners and purchasers of new
apartments/dwellings, and limitations on building insurance and compensation
schemes, including:
(i)
the extent of insurance coverage and limitations of existing statutory
protections
(ii) the effectiveness and integrity of insurance provisions under the Home Building
Act 1989
(iii) liability for defects in apartment buildings,

(c)

the role of strata committees in responding to building defects discovered in
common property, including the protections offered for all strata owners in
disputes that impact on only a minority of strata owners,

(d)

case studies related to flammable cladding on NSW buildings and the defects
discovered in Mascot Towers and the Opal Tower,

(e)

the current status and degree of implementation of recommendations of reports
into the building industry including the Lambert report 2016, the Shergold/Weir
report 2018 and the Opal Tower investigation final report 2019, and

(f)

any other related matter.

That the committee table an interim report as soon as practical and its final report by 14
May 2020 1.

2.

The terms of reference were self-referred by the committee on 4 July 2019. 2

1

2

The original reporting date was 14 February 2020 (Minutes, NSW Legislative Council, 6 August
2019, p 305). The reporting date was later extended to 14 May 2020 (Minutes, NSW Legislative
Council, 15 October 2019, p 504).
Minutes, NSW Legislative Council, 6 August 2019, p 305.
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Chair's foreword
The public's faith in building standards and building quality in New South Wales is at an all-time low.
The lack of standards in the industry has been highlighted in many reports before us, dating back 20
years. It has been a two decade-long experiment with privatisation, deregulation and industry selfregulation. It is unacceptable that to this day comprehensive reform has not been put in place. I hope
that this report will help deliver that change.
The government's approach to tackling the longstanding issues within the building and construction
industry will not fix the crisis. Piece-meal legislation, and the progress in implementing it, is no-where
near enough to address the loss of confidence in the industry. Regulators have failed to regulate in New
South Wales and it is home owners who are paying the cost.
The problems with the government's approach are illustrated by the Building and Development Certifiers Act
2018, which is yet to be implemented – almost two years after the legislation was passed. The
committee and stakeholders also critiqued the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, which was
introduced as this inquiry progressed. It was important for the committee to deliver our report in time
for our findings to influence debate on the bill in the Legislative Council.
We heard from many key industry stakeholders that there are deep structural failings in the New South
Wales construction industry; not all practitioners are required to be licensed or registered; there are
two-dollar companies setting up and closing down; there are unqualified and unprincipled developers
building complex multi-storey apartment blocks; and a regulator who's performance is inadequate.
There is no transparency or visibility in what is being built and who is doing the building. The issues
occurring within the industry are not only significant and complex, but have dire consequences if left
unresolved, as we have seen with Opal Tower and Mascot Towers.
As a direct result of the lack of standards in the industry there is no functioning insurance market
willing to take on the risk of residential building and construction. This comes down to a fundamental
failure of building standards and the failure of successive governments to effectively regulate the
industry. The magnitude of defects we are seeing today is just the tip of the iceberg. The government
needs to urgently address the standard of building quality to ensure the insurance market is confident in
underwriting that risk.
Many stakeholders welcomed the appointment of a Building Commissioner. However, they also
advised the committee that it was unacceptable that the Building Commissioner, who is tasked with
reforming the building and construction industry, has only a handful of staff and is not provided with
the powers to even sign off on his own work plan. The crisis in the industry needs to be addressed by a
Building Commission that is sufficiently resourced and with the powers it needs to effectively regulate
and oversight the industry. It is a central recommendation of this committee that this occurs as a matter
of priority.
The committee has also made a number of other recommendations to improve the building and
construction industry. These recommendations follow the blueprint laid down in the Shergold Weir
and Lambert reports. We urge the government to fully implement these recommendations to resolve
the current crisis in the industry.
The committee is yet to consider further issues that are plaguing the industry, in particular the
significant issue of flammable cladding. This and other issues will be presented in the committee's final
report.
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Finally, on behalf of the committee, I'd like to express my thanks to all those who have participated so
far in this inquiry. My thanks also go to my committee colleagues and to the secretariat.

David Shoebridge MLC
Committee Chair
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1
23
That the NSW Government expedite the implementation of the regulations to support the
Building and Development Certifiers Act 2018, to ensure the Act and regulations are operational well
in advance of July 2020.
Recommendation 2
23
That the NSW Government commence the amendments to the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 passed in November 2017, relating to the building and construction industry,
that were scheduled to start on 1 September 2019.
Recommendation 3
23
That the NSW Government act now to address the issue of flammable cladding. The committee
supports a more centralised approach to the issue of flammable cladding on New South Wales
buildings, including a financial support package to assist buildings to rectify and remove it as a
matter of urgency.
Recommendation 4
35
That the Building Commissioner finalise his work plan as soon as possible, by the end of 2019 at
the latest, including detailing the powers, resources and funding required to undertake this role,
and make this work plan publicly available.
Recommendation 5
36
That the NSW Government establish a Building Commission as an independent statutory body
led by a Building Commissioner, and that the Commission be provided with broad powers and
sufficient resourcing and funding to oversee and regulate the building and construction industry
in New South Wales.
Recommendation 6
36
That the NSW Government establish a statutory industry advisory committee to support the
Building Commission, with its aims to include strengthening industry ties with government and
guiding the strategic direction of the Building Commission.
Recommendation 7
62
That the NSW Government, subject to engagement with the insurance industry and economic
modelling of the effect of these changes, extend the time period in which to claim under statutory
warranties for residential buildings to a minimum seven years for both major and minor defects.
Further, the implementation period be as follows:
•
•

residential buildings currently covered by the Home Building insurance scheme – the
timeframe in which the Shergold Weir report recommendations are implemented
all other high rise developments – as soon as reasonably practicable.

Recommendation 8
62
That the NSW Government consider amending the definition of 'defect' to provide more clarity
for home owners.
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Recommendation 9
63
That the NSW Government increase the defects bond under the Strata Building Bond and
Inspections Scheme, subject to economic modelling of the effect of these changes.
Recommendation 10
86
That the NSW Government, as part of its implementation of Recommendation 1 of the Shergold
Weir report, immediately investigate the current licencing system for building trades in New
South Wales, giving particular consideration to:
•
•
•

the effectiveness of the existing inspection regime
the need for an independent examination of building trades before a licence is
granted, especially for electrical trades
which additional building practitioners should be licenced, including, but not limited
to, installation of medical gas and maintenance of fire safety systems.

Recommendation 11
117
That the NSW Government, in accordance with the recommendation from the Lambert Review,
undertake to consolidate the existing laws and regulation into a consolidated, stand-alone
Building Act covering building regulation in New South Wales. This should be principles-based
and written in plain English.
Recommendation 12
117
That the NSW Government establish a single, senior Building Minister with responsibility for
building regulation in New South Wales, including administering the new stand-alone Building
Act, and responsibility for the Building Commission and its Building Commissioner.
Recommendation 13
118
That the NSW Government amend the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 to address
stakeholder concerns raised during this inquiry, in particular ensuring that:
•
•
•
•
•

all classes of building practitioners and types of buildings are specified in the bill
a Professional Engineers Registration scheme is put in place
a Building Commission is established, as per Recommendation 5
stakeholders' concerns in relation to the duty of care provisions are reviewed and
changes made where appropriate
the duty of care provisions commence on the date of assent of the Act and are
applied retrospectively.

Recommendation 14
118
That the NSW Government not proceed with the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 until it
works closely with the Insurance Council of Australia and its members to develop appropriate
insurance products. The committee supports bringing forward the final implementation of the
bill and the regulations to 31 March 2020.
Recommendation 15
119
That the NSW Government not proceed with the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 until
the draft regulations are developed in close consultation with stakeholders and made available to
the Parliament for scrutiny. The committee supports bringing forward the final implementation
of the bill and the regulations to 31 March 2020.

xii
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Recommendation 16
130
That the NSW Government review its response to the Shergold Weir report, in light of the
evidence to this inquiry that its response does not fully implement the recommendations.
Further, that the NSW Government expedite its response to fully implement the
recommendations within three years, by February 2021.
Recommendation 17
131
That the NSW Government revisit its response to the Lambert report, and commit to implement
those recommendations not covered in the Shergold Weir report that are specific to the New
South Wales building and construction industry by February 2021.
Recommendation 18
131
That the NSW Government, including through the Building Commissioner, consider the merits
of reintroducing a 'clerk of works' on projects of a significant scale as part of its review of its
response to the Lambert report.
Recommendation 19
132
That the NSW Government require on-line contemporaneous lodgement through the NSW
Planning Portal of all relevant documentation, including plans, drawings and certification, to
clearly document the full project as built.
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Conduct of inquiry
The terms of reference for the inquiry were self-referred by the committee on 4 July 2019.
The committee received 175 submissions and 22 supplementary submissions.
The committee received 390 responses to an online questionnaire.
The committee held four public hearings at Parliament House in Sydney, prior to the tabling of this
first report.
This first report also considers the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, introduced to the Legislative
Assembly in October 2019. The bill was not formally referred to the committee. However, given the
timing of when the NSW Government introduced the bill and the inquiry timeframes, the committee
resolved to inquire into the draft bill under its terms of reference.
Inquiry related documents are available on the committee's website, including submissions, the report
on the online questionnaire, hearing transcripts, tabled documents and answers to questions on notice.

xiv
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the first report

Purpose of the first report
1.1

The purpose of this first report is to provide an early indication of the committee's views on
the key issues coming forward in evidence. This will inform the Parliament's response to the
government's legislative agenda as it considers legislation to reform the building and
construction industry over the coming months.

1.2

This first report does not cover all of the issues raised in the terms of reference. This was
impossible given the complexity and scope of the issues under consideration and the
timeframe for delivering the first report. A full analysis will be left until our final report is
tabled in 2020.

1.3

The committee will hold more hearings later in 2019 and early 2020 to gather further evidence
for the final report. The first hearing will focus on flammable cladding on New South Wales
buildings. This is an area of imminent concern to the committee. The committee will also hold
a regional hearing, to learn about the experience of building defects outside Sydney; and
another hearing with building and construction industry professionals, to hear first-hand about
the inside workings of the industry.

1.4

In addition to examining the evidence gathered from these hearings, the final report will
address two key issues raised in the terms of reference, but not covered in detail in this report:
the role of private certification in protecting building standards, and the role of strata
committees in responding to defects.

Report outline
1.5

Over the last thirty years significant and concerning problems have emerged within the
building and construction industry. This is evident with the recent spate of high profile
building failures. Chapter 2 sets out key events in the move to privatisation of building
regulation, in particular private certification, and notes the numerous inquiries that have
sounded warning signals, starting with the Campbell report as early as 2002. The chapter also
describes the high profile building failures that preceded the establishment of this inquiry, and
acknowledges the government's efforts to address problems in the building and construction
industry.

1.6

The following chapters 3, 4 and 5 consider the evidence to this committee regarding the
adequacy of the NSW Government's response to the current crisis in the building and
construction industry, as articulated in the Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper and
other places. Three key areas are singled out as needing further work:
•

the creation of a strong and appropriately resourced Building Commission to oversight
the building and construction industry

•

adequate insurance protections for consumers, in particular protections under statutory
warranties for residential buildings, professional indemnity insurance and the Home
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Building Compensation scheme, as well as the Strata Building Bond and Inspection
Scheme
•

the introduction of licensing, certification and regulation across the construction chain,
that is, for all of those people who actually build buildings.

1.7

During this first phase of the inquiry, the NSW Government introduced in the Legislative
Assembly the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, which provides for the registration of
design practitioners, principal design practitioners and other building practitioners, including
the provisions for compliance declarations and duty of care obligations. 3 Chapter 6 details the
evidence the committee received specifically on the bill from key stakeholders during its
fourth public hearing.

1.8

Our final chapter, chapter 7, assesses the government's progress in implementing the
recommendations of two key reports: the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports. A number of
inquiry participants told the committee that together, these landmark reports provide a
blueprint for reform of the building and construction industry in this State, if their
recommendations are implemented fully.

1.9

The committee is sympathetic to the view that a blueprint already exists, and it is now up to
the NSW Government to follow it.

3

2

NSW Government, Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, first print, 23 October 2019.
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Chapter 2

Inquiry background and recent initiatives

Changes in the New South Wales building and construction industry over the last thirty years have
contributed to the significant and concerning problems now coming to light. This chapter outlines
reform of building regulation in New South Wales over this period, as well as the key inquiries into the
building and construction industry. It then turns to the recent high profile building failures that
precipitated this inquiry, and what they may reflect about the prevalence of defective buildings in New
South Wales. Finally, the chapter finishes with an overview of recent government initiatives in response
to building failures in New South Wales and national efforts to reform the building and construction
industry.

Reform of building regulation
2.1

Over the last 30 years, there has been continuous reform of building regulation in New South
Wales. These changes can be characterised broadly as a move away from local governments
having responsibility for all aspects of construction to privatisation of various parts of building
regulation, most notably of certification.
Reforms over the last 30 years

2.2

Previously, the Local Government Act 1919 regulated construction of buildings and the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 regulated development applications. 4 The
Building Services Corporation, established in 1987, was responsible for licensing of building
professionals and regulating building contracts, as well as education, advice and dispute
resolution. 5

2.3

Privatisation of building regulation occurred gradually with numerous changes to the Local
Government Act 1919 and the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. This occurred
alongside changes to licensing of building professionals, beginning with changes in 1990 to
create a single category of licence for all building contractors and remove legislative
qualifications for a licence. 6

2.4

A key landmark in the privatisation of building regulation was the Local Government Act 1993.
Under this Act local councils were no longer solely responsible for all aspects of building
regulation, whereas previously 'building control was regulated solely by local government with
council employees, employed to protect community interests and safety … and to ensure that
construction and development complied with planning instruments and proper standards'. 7

4

5

6

7

Evidence, Mr Ian Robertson, Secretary, Development and Environmental Professionals'
Association, 27 August 2019, p 29.
Standing Committee on Law and Justice, NSW Legislative Council, Report on the Home Building
Amendment (Insurance) Act 2002, 3 September 2002, p 3.
Joint Select Committee on the Quality of Buildings, NSW Parliament, Report upon the Quality of
Buildings, July 2002, p 32.
Submission 65, Development and Environmental Professionals' Association, p 2.
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The Local Government Act 1993 also removed the compulsory requirement for Councils to carry
out inspections of buildings. 8
2.5

It wasn't until a 1997 package of reforms, enacted 1 July 1998, however, that building
regulation and certification was considered to have been fully privatised. In 1997, the
Environment Planning and Assessment Act 1979 was amended to allow private certifiers to issue
construction certificates and complying development certificates. The amendments also
introduced several new categories of development, including exempt and complying
development, 9 and changed how performance-based alternative solutions were regulated. 10

2.6

Further reforms followed in 2001 when a number of significant amendments were made to
the Home Building Act 1989. The 2001 reform package tightened the licensing system, including
by introducing changes to the disciplinary processes and penalties for non-compliance. 11

2.7

Then in 2003, the Environmental Planning and Assessment Amendment (Quality of Construction) Act
2003 was amended to allow private certifiers to conduct critical stage inspections.
Reforms to building insurance

2.8

Major reforms in building insurance also occurred over this period. The Home Warranty
Insurance Scheme commenced in 1997 to provide cover for home owners against defective
building work. It was amended with the Home Building Amendment Act 1999 and amended again
as part of the 2001 reforms in the Home Building Legislation Amendment Act 2001. 12

2.9

In 2002, the Home Building Amendment (Insurance) Act 2002 was enacted in response to an
increase in the cost of insurance cover for building defects. The Act reduced the overall extent
of insurer liability through five main changes that limited insurance coverage for new
homeowners, including providing that home warranty insurance for residential building was a
last resort only and setting out separate types of cover for structural and non-structural
defects. 13

2.10

The 2002 reforms were ineffective. As a result the Home Building Amendment (Insurance
Exemptions) Regulation 2003 removed high rise buildings from the scheme in 2003. Despite all
these restrictions on insurance coverage the cost of meeting building defects eventually drove
all private insurers out of the market. The NSW Government then entered the market in 2010
and became the sole provider of insurance in 2011 selling insurance at a subsidised rate. 14
8

9

10
11

12

13

14

4

Joint Select Committee on the Quality of Buildings, NSW Parliament, Report upon the Quality of
Buildings, July 2002, p 120.
NSW Parliamentary Library Research Service, NSW Planning Framework: History of Reforms, June
2010, e-brief 10/2010, Holly Park, pp 6-7.
Submission 8, Mr Brett Daintry, p 9.
Joint Select Committee on the Quality of Buildings, NSW Parliament, Report upon the Quality of
Buildings, July 2002, p 32.
Standing Committee on Law and Justice, NSW Legislative Council, Report on the Home Building
Amendment (Insurance) Act 2002, 3 September 2002, pp 3-5.
Standing Committee on Law and Justice, NSW Legislative Council, Report on the Home Building
Amendment (Insurance) Act 2002, 3 September 2002, pp x–xi.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 25.
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Insurance protection for consumers under the Home Building Compensation scheme is
considered in chapter 4.
Stakeholder views on reforms
2.11

Inquiry participants told the committee that problems with the major building reforms of the
early 1990s have been evident for almost as long as the changes have been in place. The
problems have also been acknowledged in multiple inquiries over this time. For example, the
Campbell Report remarked that 'the NSW home building industry has been subject to
substantial legislative change and market expansion over the last decade. Concerns have arisen
that the combined impact of these two changes has been to reduce the quality of home
building'. 15

2.12

Mr Brett Daintry, a building industry professional, characterised the building regulatory
framework as having '… staggered on for more than 20 years, propped up by hundreds of Act
and Regulation changes to keep it going', 16 concluding that the current framework is still
ultimately 'a failure':
We have given private certification 20 years. There have been hundreds of Act and
Regulation changes to prop this system up, trying to make it work, and it remains, on
any reasonable observation, a failure. 17

2.13

Mr Daintry was one of a number of witnesses at this inquiry who remarked that they had
given similar evidence at previous inquiries: 'I, among many of my peers, have, over the last 20
years made significant personal contributions to State Government panels and committees …
trying to make this system work'. 18 Mr Daintry summed up his views by asserting: 'How many
inquiries and reports must be undertaken before it is acknowledged' that the reforms 'are so
fundamentally flawed'. 19

2.14

Similarly, Mr Ian Robertson, Secretary, Development and Environmental Professionals'
Association noted that 'there is a familiarity about this process. It was in 2001 where I did
precisely this with the Campbell inquiry'. 20

2.15

Local Government NSW also noted that 'Local Government NSW has called on successive
State Governments to address the deficiencies with building and certifier regulation in New
South Wales'. 21 Commenting on the impact of the 1998 reforms, they noted that 'the inherent
conflict of interest between a private certifier's legal responsibility as a "public officer" (i.e. to
act in the public interest) and their commercial interests has been a major flaw in the private
certification system since its introduction in 1998'. 22
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Joint Select Committee on the Quality of Buildings, NSW Parliament, Report upon the Quality of
Buildings, July 2002, p iv.
Submission 8, Mr Brett Daintry, p 2.
Submission 8, Mr Brett Daintry, p 1.
Submission 8, Mr Brett Daintry, p 1.
Submission 8, Mr Brett Daintry, p 4.
Evidence, Mr Robertson, 27 August 2019, p 27.
Evidence, Cr Linda Scott, President, Local Government NSW, 16 August 2019, p 41.
Submission 145, Local Government NSW, p 5.
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2.16

According to Mr Robertson, in commenting on the introduction of private certification, 'the
issue for us has always been … that the model itself is so fundamentally flawed … We keep
saying that and have been saying it for 30 years on the 1988 initiative and 20 years on the 1998
initiative'. 23

2.17

The committee notes that in his 2015 report, Mr Michael Lambert, author of the Independent
Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final report, supported increasing accountability
rather than abolishing the system of private certification:
On balance it is concluded that at this point in time in the operation of the building
certification system, it is best to seek to improve the operation of the existing system
by increasing the accountability of certifiers to act in the public interest as regulatory
agents. 24

Previous reports into the building and construction industry
2.18

The serious and concerning problems to emerge over the last 30 years have been well
documented – as shown by the 18 reports into building regulation in this state over the last 20
years. 25 Deficiencies in the building and construction industry have also been in the spotlight
internationally: in the United Kingdom, a report following the Grenfell Tower fire in London
found building regulation in the United Kingdom to be weak and not fit for purpose. 26

2.19

New South Wales Parliamentary committees have played a part in this scrutiny, with a number
of inquiries into various aspects of the building and construction industry. 27 The most
significant of these is the Campbell report, discussed below, followed by other key reviews of
the industry.
Campbell report 2002

2.20

Problems with reforms to building regulation were evident early on and in 2002, a Joint Select
Committee on the Quality of Buildings, chaired by Mr David Campbell MP, was convened to
examine the industry. The committee inquired into the quality of buildings in New South
Wales, including regulation of the building and construction industry as well as certification
and licensing of builders. The report (the Campbell report) noted that 'given the major

23
24

25

26

27

6

Evidence, Mr Robertson, 27 August 2019, p 27.
Mr Michael Lambert, Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final report, October
2015, p 262.
Submission 56, Mr Michael Lambert, p 2. Note: This total includes the Shergold Weir report which
addresses issues not just in New South Wales but across Australia.
Dame Judith Hackitt DBE FREng, Building a Safer Future: Independent Review of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety: Interim Report, December 2017, p 9.
For example: General Purpose Standing Committee No. 2, NSW Legislative Council, Inquiry into the
operations of the Home Building Service, December 2007; Standing Committee on Law and Justice, NSW
Legislative Council, Report on the Home Building Amendment (Insurance) Act 2002, 3 September 2002.
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consequences for individuals when things go wrong and the power imbalances in the process,
governments should and do have a major role in the home building industry'. 28
2.21

The inquiry found that 'both the industry and consumers have told the Committee that quality
improvement of the industry and the regulatory framework is essential. Consolidation of
regulatory operations, early identification of potential problems, and increased accountability
of building practitioners is required'. 29

2.22

The Campbell report, tabled in July 2002, made 39 recommendations including 'significant
restructure of regulatory arrangements'. 30 In particular, the committee recommended the
creation of a Building Compliance Commission with extensive powers to oversee home
building regulation and design and establish standard non-modifiable conditions of home
building contracts.

2.23

The report advocated reforming licensing of building practitioners and expanding certification
and planning processes. It made a number of recommendations to improve consumer
protection and education as well as calling for further review by various parts of government
into the development consent scheme, the Building Code, waterproofing and fire protection.

2.24

According to the NSW Government's response to the Campbell report, as a result of the
report, the Home Building Service was established in 2003. 31 Mr Daintry stated that after the
Campbell report, mandatory critical stage inspections were reintroduced. 32 The great majority
of the Campbell report's recommendations, including its principle recommendation of a
Building Compliance Commission, were not adopted by the government.
Lambert report 2015

2.25

In 2014 Mr Lambert was commissioned by the Hon Robert Stokes MP, Assistant Minister for
Planning, to conduct an independent review of the building regulation and certification system
in New South Wales. The Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final report (the
Lambert report) was delivered in October 2015.

2.26

The report had a broad terms of reference and involved a full review of building regulation in
New South Wales. 33 Mr Lambert concluded that 'a number of significant problems have been

28

29

30

31

32
33

Joint Select Committee on the Quality of Buildings, NSW Parliament, Report upon the Quality of
Buildings, July 2002, p 3.
Joint Select Committee on the Quality of Buildings, NSW Parliament, Report upon the Quality of
Buildings, July 2002, p v.
Joint Select Committee on the Quality of Buildings, NSW Parliament, Report upon the Quality of
Buildings, July 2002, p v.
NSW Government Fair
Trading, Home
building
licensing
in NSW: History,
<https://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/about-fair-trading/how-we-work/protection-schemes-andsystems/home-building-licensing-in-nsw>.
Evidence, Mr Brett Daintry, Director, Daintry Associates, 16 August 2019, p 78.
Submission 56, Mr Michael Lambert, p 2.
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identified with the current building regulation and certification system … These problems
have been identified in a number of earlier reviews'. 34
2.27

The report made 150 recommendations 35 across 10 reform categories. 36 The report set out a
sequenced implementation plan to cover the short, medium and longer term, 37 and identified
the 12 highest priority reforms to be addressed during the first six months. 38

2.28

The NSW Government's response to the Lambert report is discussed in chapter 7.
Lacrosse Building fire report 2015

2.29

In 2014, a fire at the Lacrosse building in Melbourne was started by a cigarette on a balcony.
The fire in the predominantly-residential 23 storey building spread rapidly up the building due
to external cladding material. 39 The Buildings Appeal Board ordered the cladding be removed
in January 2017 and in May 2019, apartment owners were awarded over $5.7 million in
damages against the builder LU Simon. 40

2.30

A report by the City of Melbourne in 2015 reviewed responses to the fire and commented on
shortfalls in the Victorian building regulatory framework. The report recommended a review
of existing building legislation and regulations, noting that they are particularly unsuitable for
the large, complex buildings currently being built. 41

2.31

In 2017, the Victorian Government established the Victorian Cladding Taskforce to
investigate the extent of non-compliant external wall cladding in Victoria. In a report released
in July 2019, the Taskforce made 37 recommendation to address issues in the regulatory
framework, including funding for rectification works. 42 In 2019, the Victorian Government
announced a $600 million package to fix buildings with combustible cladding, along with a
new agency 'Cladding Safety Victoria' to manage the work. 43
34

35
36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43
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Mr Michael Lambert, Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final report, October
2015, p 14.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 54.
Mr Michael Lambert, Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final report, October
2015, pp 18-20.
Mr Michael Lambert, Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final report, October
2015, p 287.
Mr Michael Lambert, Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final report, October
2015, p 22.
Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board, Post Incident Analysis Report: Lacrosse Docklands:
673-675 La Trobe Street, Docklands, 25 November 2014, p 36.
Joseph Dunstan, Lacrosse apartment owners awarded $5.7 million in damages after flammable cladding blaze, 1
March 2019, ABC News, <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-02-28/lacrosse-apartment-ownerswin-5.7-million-cladding-fire-damages/10857060>.
Giuseppe Genco, Municipal Building Surveyor, City of Melbourne, Lacrosse Building Fire: 673 La
Trobe Street, Docklands on 25 November 2014, April 2015, p 21.
State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, Victorian Cladding
Taskforce: Report from the Co-Chairs, July 2019, p 7-8.
Media release, Hon Dan Andrews MP, Premier, State of Victoria, 'Tackling High-Risk Cladding To
Keep Victorians Safe', 16 July 2019.
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Grenfell Tower fire report 2018
2.32

In June 2017, a catastrophic fire in the Grenfell Tower, part of a council housing complex in
London, destroyed the building and caused the deaths of 72 people. An ongoing lawsuit
alleges the fire was spread by highly combustible materials in the insulation and exterior
cladding of the structure. 44

2.33

In response, the United Kingdom Government established two separate inquiries – one into
the circumstances surrounding the fire, with the first report due to be released in October
2019, 45 and the Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety conducted by Dame
Judith Hackitt (the Hackitt review). The report of the Hackitt review, released in May 2018,
branded building regulation and fire safety in the United Kingdom as 'not fit for purpose'. 46

2.34

The Hackitt review noted that both regulatory and cultural changes is required and that 'the
system of failure … has allowed a culture of indifference to perpetuate'. 47 The review
recommended a new regulatory framework with a focus on creating and maintaining safe
buildings by strengthening regulatory oversight, clarifying roles and responsibilities, and
improving competence of building professionals and quality of construction materials. 48

2.35

In October 2018, the United Kingdom Government regulated to ban combustible materials
on new high-rise homes, 49 and in December 2018 released an implementation plan to reform
building regulation, 50 including committing to fully fund the removal and replacement of
unsafe cladding by councils and housing associations. 51
Shergold Weir report 2018

2.36

In 2017 the Building Ministers' Forum (comprised of federal, state and territory ministers with
responsibility for building and construction) commissioned Professor Peter Shergold AC and
Ms Bronwyn Weir to report on systemic failures in building regulation and enforcement
systems across Australia. Their report, Building Confidence: Improving the effectiveness of compliance
and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia (the Shergold Weir
report), was delivered in February 2018 and published in April 2018.
44

45
46

47

48

49

50

51

Reuters/Associated Press, London's Grenfell Tower blaze spread by faulty building materials, 12 June 2019,
ABC News, <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-06-12/grenfell-tower-fire-spread-by-buildingmaterials-lawsuit-claims/11202856>.
Grenfell Tower Inquiry, <https://www.grenfelltowerinquiry.org.uk/.>
Dame Judith Hackitt DBE FREng, Building a Safer Future: Independent Review of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety: Interim Report, December 2017, p 9.
Dame Judith Hackitt DBE FREng, Building a Safer Future: Independent Review of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety: Final Report, May 2018, p 11.
Dame Judith Hackitt DBE FREng, Building a Safer Future: Independent Review of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety: Final Report, May 2018, p 11.
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, Guidance: Ban on combustible materials, 17
April 2019, Gov.UK, <https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ban-on-combustible-materials>.
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, Building a Safer Future: An Implementation
Plan, December 2018.
Ed Potton, House of Commons Library Briefing Papers, Grenfell Tower Fire: Background, 5 June 2019,
p 5.
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2.37

Professor Shergold and Ms Weir concluded that: 'It is our considered view that the nature and
extent of the problems put to us are significant and concerning. They are likely to undermine
public trust in the health and safety of buildings if they are not addressed in a comprehensive
manner'. 52

2.38

The report focused on shortcomings in the implementation of the National Construction
Code. The Code contains the technical requirements and standards for building construction
and plumbing work. The Code is adopted by each jurisdiction in its own legislation. 53

2.39

The report made 24 recommendations to address the highest priority issues. The
recommendations form the basis of a national best practice model for compliance and
enforcement for the building and construction industry in Australia. 54 The report called for the
recommendations to be implemented over a three year period. 55

2.40

The NSW Government's response to the Shergold Weir report is discussed in chapter 7,
together with the response to the Lambert report.

High profile building failures
2.41

As shown by the preceding section, this inquiry is the latest in a long line of reviews of the
building and construction sector. This latest inquiry has been precipitated by two high profile
building failures resulting in the evacuation of hundreds of residents from the Opal Tower and
Mascot Towers high rise apartments in Sydney. These events triggered intense media coverage
and high levels of public concern, heightened by suggestions that they are only the tip of the
iceberg in terms of defective buildings in New South Wales.

2.42

Opal Tower and Mascot Towers and other prominent building failures are outlined below,
concluding with a discussion of the potential extent of the problems in New South Wales.
Opal Tower, Sydney Olympic Park

2.43

The Opal Tower, a block of 392 units in Sydney's Olympic Park, was completed in mid-2018
and occupied in late 2018. Built by developer Ecove and builder Icon, the building consisted
of 36 storeys above ground and 3 basement levels.

52

53
54

55
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Professor Peter Shergold AC and Ms Bronwyn Weir, Building Confidence: Improving the effectiveness of
compliance and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia, February 2018,
p 1.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 56.
Professor Peter Shergold AC and Ms Bronwyn Weir, Building Confidence: Improving the effectiveness of
compliance and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia, February 2018,
p 4.
Professor Peter Shergold AC and Ms Bronwyn Weir, Building Confidence: Improving the effectiveness of
compliance and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia, February 2018,
p 4.
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2.44

The Opal Tower was evacuated only a few months after residents moved in, just before
Christmas in 2018, when residents heard a loud bang. Residents were evacuated on 24
December 2018, allowed to re-enter and evacuated again on 27 December 2018. 56

2.45

Developer Ecove stated that the building was 'well above the industry standard' and that full
liability lay with builder Icon Construction. 57 Icon paid for temporary accommodation and
food but announced in January 2019 it would no longer do so for units declared safe to
occupy. 58

2.46

In response to the evacuation, the NSW Government commissioned a technical failure report
into the structural damage of the building. The final report, released in February 2019, found
that deficiencies in construction and materials led to the cracks and that significant
rectification works would be necessary for the building to become safe to occupy. 59

2.47

It has been reported that over half of the apartments were deemed safe for re-occupation a
few weeks after the evacuation. 60 However 170 apartments in the tower were still
uninhabitable in June 2019. 61 Most residents had moved back into the building as of
September 2019, and the 12 remaining residents will be able to return after Christmas 2019. 62

2.48

The NSW Government stated that it has been involved in 'providing information, assistance
and intervention' to residents, tenants and owners of Opal Tower, including engaging face to
face with owners and residents and making information available through Fair Trading's
website and phone line. 63

2.49

In July 2019, it was reported that owners of apartments in the Opal Tower had commenced
legal action in a class action against the Sydney Olympic Park Authority, the owners of the

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

Unisearch, Opal Tower Investigation Final Report: Independent Advice to NSW Minister for Planning and
Housing, 19 February 2019, p 3.
Naaman Zhou, Sydney Opal Tower cracks: developer defends 'high quality' building at Olympic Park, 26
December
2018,
The
Guardian,
<https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2018/dec/26/opal-tower-cracks-nsw-government-urgent-investigation>.
Australian Associated Press, Some Opal Tower residents refuse to return home as builder stops paying allowance,
27
January
2019,
The
Guardian,
<https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2019/jan/27/more-opal-tower-residents-to-return-home-as-builder-stops-payingallowance>.
Unisearch, Opal Tower Investigation Final Report: Independent Advice to NSW Minister for Planning and
Housing, 19 February 2019, pp 1-2.
Nick Sas, Opal Tower apartment owners move back in, but repairs continue as builder claims 'exemplary'
approach, 3 August 2019, ABC News, <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-08-03/opal-towerapartments-moving-day-as-icon-claims-exemplary/11379254>.
Kate Burke and Tawar Razaghi, Five months on, more than 170 Opal Tower apartments still uninhabitable, 3
June 2019, Domain, <https://www.domain.com.au/news/five-months-on-more-than-170-opaltower-apartments-still-uninhabitable-843214/>.
Josh Dye, Remaining Opal Tower residents to return home by Christmas, 22 September 2019, Sydney
Morning Herald, < https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/remaining-opal-tower-residents-toreturn-home-by-christmas-20190920-p52ser.html>.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 50.
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land during the building's construction. 64 Owners are claiming breach of warranty and that the
complex was not built with due care and skill or in accordance with the Home Building Act.
Builder Icon and developer Ecove are now involved in the class action, with Sydney Olympic
Park Authority launching cross claims against them in October 2019. 65
2.50

In October 2019, it was reported that residents of Otto Rosebery, another apartment block
built by Icon, were warned not to use their balconies as they were structurally defective. 66
Mascot Towers, Mascot

2.51

Mascot Towers is a 10 storey block of 132 units in Mascot. Completed in 2008, the building
was evacuated in June 2019 after cracks became apparent: residents were given less than two
hours notice to evacuate. 67

2.52

Locks were changed after residents were evacuated with their possessions left inside. 68 In the
next few days, 64 units were determined to be partly accessible and residents were able to
collect possessions while escorted by management and security.

2.53

Residents told our inquiry that they had reported problems for a number of years before they
were evacuated. Minor defects, such as the hot water system, were identified in 2011, 69 and
apartment owners had paid higher than normal strata fees in order to fix defects. 70 Vibrations
were also reported by residents to strata and local councils on a number of occasions. 71

2.54

Mr David Chandler OAM, the newly-appointed Building Commissioner, told the committee
after he had visited the building that 'I am embarrassed frankly that the industry has allowed a
product like Mascot Towers to turn up on the marketplace'. 72 He stated that the building was
constructed poorly, telling the committee 'my personal observation of the engineering design
is that it is poor … I do not think I have seen many buildings as poorly built as that'. 73
64

65
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Nick Sas, Opal Tower unit owners launch multi-million-dollar class action against NSW State Government, 30
July 2019, ABC News, <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-07-29/opal-tower-class-action-suitby-owners-sydney-olympic-park/11354562>.
Su-Lin Tau, NSW government drags Icon and Ecove into Opal Tower class action, 6 October 2019,
Australian Financial Review, <https://www.afr.com/property/residential/nsw-government-dragsicon-and-ecove-into-opal-tower-class-action-20191004-p52xsw>.
Euan Black, Balcony safety fears for more apartments linked to Opal Tower builder, 9 October 2019, The
New
Daily,
<https://thenewdaily.com.au/money/property/2019/10/08/otto-apartmentsbalconies/?utm_source=Adestra&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Morning%20News%20%2020191009>.
Evidence, Mr Vijay Vital, Owner, Mascot Towers, 12 August 2019, p 24.
Phoebe Loomes, Mascot Towers cost estimates at $5.5 million in fees to owners, 18 June 2019,
News.com.au,
<https://www.news.com.au/national/nsw-act/news/mascot-towers-costestimated-at-41-million-in-fees-to-owners/news-story/ebcfa0d6cabd27df0b6602b0b0f677a0>.
Evidence, Mr Vital, 12 August 2019, p 26.
Evidence, Mr Vital, 12 August 2019, p 20.
Evidence, Mr Vital, 12 August 2019, p 24.
Evidence, Mr David Chandler OAM, NSW Building Commissioner, 16 August 2019, p 10.
Evidence, Mr Chandler, 16 August 2019, p 11.
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2.55

In an extraordinary general meeting held soon after the evacuation, an immediate special levy
of $1 million was agreed to, due by 1 August 2019, to cover costs of emergency propping and
engineering, as well as legal fees and media. 74

2.56

In evidence to the inquiry, apartment owners said they were frustrated that even though they
were not at fault, they were experiencing significant financial and emotional hardship. Mr
Anton Chen said 'we have done our due diligence; we went through every single page of the
strata report and we found no fault'. 75 Mr Vijay Vital told the committee that when he bought
the property 'we found nothing defective' but that multiple defects became apparent over the
last 10 years. 76

2.57

Apartment owners could not pursue the builder or developer as four of the five companies
responsible for construction of the building had been deregistered. 77 Though the building was
insured, residents noted that they could not make an insurance claim until the root cause
could be determined. 78

2.58

Apartment owners were unhappy that they were still living out of home and did not know
when they could return, with Mr Vital telling the committee that the situation 'has caused a lot
of trauma'. 79 Mr Chen stated: 'We do not know when we can go home. We do not know how
much liability there is right in front of us'. 80 Residents have since been informed they are
unlikely to return by the end of 2019. 81

2.59

Uncertainty about the future, particularly around remediation costs, was a particular concern.
Mr Vital noted that: 'we still have not accounted for what is in the future, what is the
additional insurance we might have to pay and other costs that have not been accounted for'. 82
Owners also noted they felt unprotected, especially in relation to consumer protections and
protections offered to insurers and developers. Mr Chen stated:
Perhaps then what we all should have done is to invest in a caravan, because if it was
burnt down at least it would be covered by the insurance. From my point of view, it
seems that we owners are picking up the aftermath and we happen to be the ones to
pay all the bills while developers and builders have got all these protections … 83
74
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SBS News, Sydney cracked unit owners to pay $1m levy, 19 June 2019,
<https://www.sbs.com.au/news/sydney-cracked-unit-owners-to-pay-1m-levy>.
Evidence, Mr Alton Chen, Owner, Mascot Towers, 12 August 2019, p 20.
Evidence, Mr Vital, 12 August 2019, p 20.
Jacob Saulwick, Laura Chung and Carrier Fellner, Mascot Towers developers busy building apartments
across
Sydney,
25
June
2019,
Sydney
Morning
Herald,
<https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/mascot-towers-developers-busy-building-apartmentsacross-sydney-20190625-p5217s.html>.
Evidence, Mr Vital, 12 August 2019, pp 20 and 27.
Evidence, Mr Vital, 12 August 2019, p 20.
Evidence, Mr Chen, 12 August 2019, pp 20-21.
Megan Gorrey, Mascot Towers residents told they will not return home this year, 23 August 2019, Sydney
Morning Herald, <https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/mascot-towers-residents-told-theywill-not-return-home-this-year-20190822-p52job.html>.
Evidence, Mr Vital, 12 August 2019, p 20.
Evidence, Mr Chen, 12 August 2019, p 27.
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2.60

The NSW Government provided support for Mascot Towers residents by making information
about counselling and other support resources available, including providing information on
the rights and obligations of affected parties and the Tenants' Advice and Advocacy Service.
This information was provided through a phone hotline established within 24 hours of the
incident and through regular updates to social media sites. 84

2.61

The NSW Government also announced temporary accommodation assistance for residents
while their units are unsafe for occupation. 85 According to residents, this assistance package
was accessed by residents approximately a month after they were evacuated. 86 The temporary
accommodation support 'is available on the basis it will be repaid if the recipient later receives
compensation or payment for accommodation costs under an insurance policy or by other
means'. 87

2.62

Mr Chen acknowledged the government's assistance but expressed concern about whether
this support would be ongoing as well as concern about future legal and rectification costs:
If that [government] assistance package stops then a lot of us will have to pay
mortgages for a place that we cannot live in. At the same time, we have got to pay for
the alternative accommodations. And at the same time, there is going to be a possible
or quite likely increase in our insurance premium. Now, lawyers … that is going to
cost a lot of money as well. 88

2.63

Mascot Towers apartment owners have continued to lobby the government for support,
particularly support to fund remediation works in the building. When pressed about financial
support for remediation works in a Budget Estimates hearing, the Building Commissioner Mr
Chandler indicated this should be pursued through insurance, stating:
… the government has stepped up and helped the occupiers of that building with
some rent. The executive committee is responsible for administering the strata plan
and the management of the building. My question has been repeatedly to the
representatives of the owners' association: Is the building insured for its replacement
value? If it is, why are you not dealing with this matter through that process? 89

2.64

In August 2019, Mascot Towers owners voted to raise approximately $7 million in special
levies to pay for remediation work on the building. 90 It soon emerged that many owners could
not afford this levy. 91
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Submission 132, NSW Government, p 51.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 52.
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Submission 132, NSW Government, p 52.
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2.65

In Question Time on 25 September 2019, Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation
Kevin Anderson stated that on 22 August 2019, Mascot Towers voted to reject a 15 year loan
of $10 million, voting in favour of raising $7.7 million in nine months using a special levy
instead. He also stated that this money was for remediation works to fix defects identified in
2017, rather than the current issues that caused the evacuation. 92

2.66

In relation to ongoing government support the Minister stated:
… [W]e have extended the temporary emergency accommodation package. We have
spoken to the banks in relation to financial support. They are switching off their
mortgages. We have said to the insurance companies to crack on with the insurance
claim to meet the current defect, which has affected the building next door. We want
them to release those funds. We are encouraging insurance companies to release the
funds so they can start the remediation works and people can return to their homes
just like they want to. 93

2.67

In October 2019, it was reported that a structural engineer who inspected Mascot Towers
found that the foundation was much worse than previously assumed and that existing cracks
had widened and new cracks had appeared. 94 Later that month, residents voted to rescind the
$7 million special levy to pay for immediate remediation work, voting in favour of an
alternative $5 million commercial loan. 95

2.68

Subsequently, NSW Building Commissioner David Chandler appeared at a Budget Estimates
supplementary hearing and stated that he was working on a recommendation to the
government regarding Mascot Towers but he could not do so without 'having all the facts' 96,
Mr Chandler further advised that he had commissioned a technical investigation to provide
more information. 97 He stated:
… we have engaged an external technical adviser, as was engaged with Opal Tower, to
actually go and provide a detailed technical overview of the circumstances there and
the necessary actions to get that building returned to a state of occupancy. That is
currently underway … 98
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Hansard, NSW Legislative Assembly, 25 September 2019, pp 38-39 (Kevin Anderson).
Hansard, NSW Legislative Assembly, 25 September 2019, p 39 (Kevin Anderson).
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Landmark Building, Charlestown
2.69

The Landmark Building in Charlestown, near Newcastle, is a nine storey mixed used building
consisting of 59 residential units and two levels of commercial space. The complex was
completed in 2008 and won a Master Builders Association Excellence in Construction award
in 2009. 99

2.70

The Landmark Building has had multiple defects, with one owner noting that problems in the
building became apparent immediately. 100 Defects included cracks on balconies and problems
with waterproofing, resulting in water pouring in during rain, damage to internal fixtures and
mould. 101 An engineers' report in 2017 found that the building had inadequate bracing,
incorrectly installed cladding, and sloping and unsafe balconies. 102

2.71

One owner stated that defects were not adequately addressed by the strata committee. 103
Another owner, however, noted that a number of defects had been rectified and there had
been no further reports of water ingress since late 2017. 104

2.72

Residents described problems pursuing those responsible. The original owner, developer and
builder was liquidated in 2015. 105 One resident described some difficulty identifying the
correct entity and stated that the owners corporation commenced legal action against the
wrong entity. 106

2.73

The committee was told that the rectification process was marked by conflict between some
residents and the strata committee. One apartment owner, Mr Richard Devon, noted he had
incurred huge costs attempting to have defects addressed by the strata committee. 107 He was
particularly concerned that decisions by the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)
were not enforceable if not pursued by the committee. 108 Another apartment owner disputed
some of these claims, arguing the strata committee had worked hard and noted a decision of
NCAT in their favour. 109
Extent of the problems and other building failures

2.74

Following the Opal Tower and Mascot Towers evacuations that precipitated this inquiry, a
number of other high profile building failures came to light in the media.
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•

The Garland Loft block of 30 apartments in Zetland was evacuated in 2018 due to
water and fire safety defects, and residents are still unable to return. 110

•

The 109 Sugarcube apartments and 18 Honeycomb terraces in Erskineville were unable
to be occupied 12 months after they were completed, over concerns the developer had
not properly cleaned up toxic land they were built on. 111

•

The Joshua building in Alexandria was occupied despite being the subject of ongoing
legal action after the City of Sydney found the building was not built within approvals
and not compliant with the Building Code. 112

2.75

There is concern that these building failures may just be the 'tip of the iceberg' as significant
defect issues are often not publicised. 113 Researchers from the University of NSW City Futures
Research Centre gave evidence to the committee on their research into building defects in
New South Wales, including a current project into the prevalence and causes of building
defects.

2.76

Their research has shown that property owners and tenants of multi-unit residential housing
bear a significant, and often emotionally and financially challenging burden of addressing
building defects. 114 Speaking to the committee, Associate Professor Hazel Easthope noted that
a previous study found that 72 per cent of strata owners surveyed in New South Wales were
aware there had been defects in their building. 115

2.77

These findings are supported by submissions to this inquiry, which described situations in
owning apartments where:

110

111

112

113
114
115

116
117
118

•

'defects have been numerous and, as is common, the developer had liquidated the
company' 116

•

'my experience is that we do not have anyone to help' 117

•

'this issue has been unresolved for almost two years and the developer has now moved
on.' 118

Carrier Fellner and Laura Chung, $1.2m apartments 'unsaleable' in fresh casualty of Zetland lofts evacuation,
17 July 2019, Sydney Morning Herald, <https://www.smh.com.au/national/1-2m-apartmentsunsaleable-in-fresh-casualty-of-zetland-lofts-evacuation-20190716-p527tc.html.>
Carrier Fellner, 'It's a joke. We can't go on like this': fourth block of units abandoned in Sydney, 19 July 2019,
Sydney Morning Herald, <https://www.smh.com.au/national/it-s-a-joke-we-can-t-go-on-like-thisfourth-block-of-units-abandoned-in-sydney-20190718-p528l7.html.>
Carrier Fellner, Residents at risk: Council sought demolition orders on Alexandria block, 24 July 2019, Sydney
Morning Herald, <https://www.smh.com.au/national/residents-at-risk-council-sought-demolitionorders-on-alexandria-block-20190723-p52a1t.html.>
Submission 79, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW Sydney, pp 2-3.
Submission 79, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW Sydney, p 1.
Evidence, Associate Professor Hazel Easthope, City Futures Research Centre, University of New
South Wales, 16 August 2019, p 32.
Submission 20, Name suppressed, p 1.
Submission 7, Ms Fernanda Rodas, p 1.
Submission 52, Mr Matt Gregory, p 1.
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2.78

Submission authors described a range of defects they had struggled to have fixed, from major
structural problems to minor defects:
•

'my downpipes were never connected to the storm water drain or gutter' 119

•

'water ingress into basement carpark, sandstone falling off external walls, tress planted in
areas that will cause extensive damage when trees mature …' 120

•

'our building needs over $7 million in rectification work due to faulty construction. We
have also spent the best part of $1 million on legal fees pursuing the developer and
related entities … the developer escaped responsibility by putting his company into
administration'. 121

2.79

These submissions were supported by responses to an online questionnaire conducted by the
committee. 122 Many survey respondents, especially in Sydney, noted that they had been
significantly impacted by building failures and were unhappy with various aspects of the
building and construction industry. Over 90 per cent of respondents said they were
dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with private certification. Over 90 per cent of respondents also
felt that protections for owners and purchasers of new apartments were inadequate or highly
inadequate. 123

2.80

Most respondents (63 per cent) had experience with a strata committee in responding to
building defects but satisfaction with this process was varied, with 43 per cent dissatisfied or
very dissatisfied while 34 per cent were satisfied or very satisfied.

2.81

Survey respondents also described their difficulties in seeking to have defects addressed.
The experience has been highly complex, bureaucratic and stressful from a consumer
point of view. It has been 9 years since the defects were first identified and they still
haven't been fixed while the process of seeking redress runs its course. (Home owner,
Metropolitan Sydney). 124
My experience was very frustrating. Suddenly, the [strata] committee needed to engage
engineers and lawyers and the budget had to be expanded. To establish the fact the
building has serious risks in terms of safety, compliance, finance, people management,
and communication … (Home owner, Metropolitan Sydney). 125
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Submission 3, Name suppressed, p 1.
Submission 39, Name suppressed, p 1.
Submission 10, Name suppressed, p 1.
The online questionnaire was not a statistically valid, random survey. Respondents were selfselected in choosing to participate (in the same way that submission authors are self-selected) and
should not be considered a representative sample of the population.
Public Accountability Committee, NSW Legislative Council, Preliminary report on the online survey
questionnaire: Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, quality and disputes, 9 August 2019, pp 3-5.
Public Accountability Committee, NSW Legislative Council, Preliminary report on the online survey
questionnaire: Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, quality and disputes, 9 August 2019, p 8.
Public Accountability Committee, NSW Legislative Council, Preliminary report on the online survey
questionnaire: Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, quality and disputes, 9 August 2019, p 7.
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2.82

When asked what their experience was with seeking to address building defects, respondents
also felt that various government agencies had not been able to assist them:
Each and every government agency contacted failed to resolve dispute. All keen to
"pass the parcel" to another agency. Police say it's a civil matter. NCAT says it doesn't
have the necessary powers under the Strata Management Act. Fair Trading says it
appears fraud may be involved, therefore it's a matter for the police! (Home owner,
Metropolitan Sydney) 126
Disgraceful. Whilst building – had building inspectors visit the house and builders
were told of defects but continued. Rang Fair Trading whilst still building – nothing
can be done until you get the keys. Engaged Fair Trading after we moved in – the
whole process was a joke. Fair Trading still had no power and we were told to engage
legal advice … (Home owner, Regional/rural New South Wales) 127

Recent government initiatives
2.83

Responding to the concerns raised by stakeholders and members of the public about building
standards and industry regulation, the submission from the NSW Government and evidence
from government officials outlined the efforts that have been made to address the issues.

2.84

The NSW Government advised that they have 'made substantial progress in recent years to
reform the state's building and construction sector'. 128 The major initiatives since 2014 are
outlined below, as well as a brief discussion of inquiry participants' views on the adequacy of
these reforms.
Legislative response to Lambert report

2.85

The NSW Government has introduced a number of legislative changes in response to
concerns with the building and construction industry.

2.86

In a partial response to the Lambert report, the NSW Government committed to address two
key reform areas requiring legislative change: to create a principles-based legislative
framework, and to address fire safety in new and existing buildings. 129

2.87

To implement a principles-based legislative framework, the NSW Government revised two
key pieces of legislation regulating the building and construction industry.
•

126

127

128
129

Amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 in November 2017
consolidated certification provisions for buildings and subdivisions. The changes
included new compliance powers requiring principal private certifiers to issue a written
notice when they become aware of non-compliance with the development consent and
Public Accountability Committee, NSW Legislative Council, Preliminary report on the online survey
questionnaire: Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, quality and disputes, 9 August 2019, p 8.
Public Accountability Committee, NSW Legislative Council, Preliminary report on the online survey
questionnaire: Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, quality and disputes, 9 August 2019, p 8.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 5.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 54.
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approved plans. 130 The changes were scheduled to start on 1 September 2019, 131 they
have not yet commenced.
•

2.88

The Building and Development Certifiers Act 2018 was introduced to replace the Building
Professionals Act 2005 and the Building Professionals Regulation 2007. The Act strengthens
regulatory requirements for the registration of certifiers, improves complaints handling
and disciplinary processes for certifiers and introduces more robust conflict of interest
provisions and stronger penalties for breaches. 132 The Act received assent in October
2018 after being passed with urgency by the Parliament. The Act and supporting
regulations will commence in 2020, 133 over a year after the legislation was passed.

To improve the fire safety of new and existing buildings, in 2017 the NSW Government
amended the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, 134 resulting in the new
Environmental Planning and Assessment Amendment (Fire Safety and Building Certification) Regulation
2017. 135
Other legislative reforms

2.89

Other legislative reforms include the introduction of the Building Products (Safety) Act 2017 in
December 2017 to monitor and restrict the use of unsafe building products. 136 The Act
responded to fire safety in high-rise buildings by enabling the Fair Trading Commissioner to
identify buildings where unsafe products have been used and enabling councils or other
relevant authorities to issue rectification orders. It's efficacy was not discussed by the
government in its submission. 137

2.90

The Strata Building Bonds and Inspections Scheme commenced in January 2019 and is
implemented under the Strata Schemes and Management Act 2015. The Scheme is intended to
incentivise owners' corporations to work with developers and builders to identify and rectify
defective building work early in a building's life. 138
Consolidation of building regulation

2.91

Also in line with the recommendations in the Lambert report, the NSW Government
consolidated a number of responsibilities for building regulation and certification in the Better
Regulation Division of the Department of Customer Service. 139
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2.92

As part of its response to the Shergold Weir report, the NSW Government established the
position of Building Commissioner. Mr David Chandler OAM was appointed as the state's
first Building Commissioner on 1 August 2019. There is no responding legislative package
related to this new position.
Legislative and national response to Shergold Weir report

2.93

The NSW Government released the Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper in June 2019
to seek stakeholder views on implementing the NSW Government response to the Shergold
Weir report. Consultation closed in July 2019. The submissions received were considered by
the government before introducing the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 into the
Parliament. 140

2.94

On 2 October 2019 the NSW Government released its draft of the Design and Building
Practitioners Bill 2019 for public consultation. 141 Subsequently, the NSW Government
introduced the bill into the Legislative Assembly on 23 October 2019. The draft bill is
discussed further in chapter 6.

2.95

The Shergold Weir report recommendations are also being pursued on a national level. The
Building Ministers' Forum convened an industry roundtable with major stakeholders in
August 2018 and subsequently published a national implementation plan in March 2019.
Building Ministers formally agreed to a national approach to implementation in July 2019. 142 It
has since been announced that a national implementation team will be established as part of
the Australian Building Codes Board, to develop and publicly report on a national framework
for the implementation of the Shergold Weir report recommendations. 143
Measures to address combustible cladding

2.96

In response to the Lacrosse building fire in Melbourne in November 2014 and the Grenfell
Tower fire in June 2017, the NSW Government announced a 10-point plan to strengthen fire
safety measures in July 2017. 144 An interagency NSW Fire Safety and External Wall Cladding
Taskforce was established in July 2017 to plan and coordinate the government's response to
combustible cladding. 145 To date no specific legislative or financial response has been
forthcoming to address the scale of the flammable cladding issue in New South Wales.
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Evidence, Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading
Commissioner, 12 August 2019, p 2.
NSW Government, Release of the draft Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 for public consultation,
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Stakeholder views on government reforms
2.97

Stakeholder views on particular reform efforts are covered in detail in later chapters. At this
stage, the committee notes the sentiment expressed by a number of inquiry participants, who
told us that the NSW Government's proposals in the Building Stronger Foundations discussion
paper, as well as the proposed reforms in the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, are
inadequate to address the scale of the problems. For example, Mr Lambert told the
committee: 'The current proposals before us in the discussion paper, Building Stronger
Foundations, are totally inadequate and are quite clearly written by someone who does not
know building regulation'. 146

2.98

Similarly, Ms Kathlyn Loseby, NSW President of the Australian Institute of Architects,
described the government's response as 'piecemeal' noting that certain items have been
'cherry-picked' to enable quick action, and 'we think that unless, holistically, there is a larger
approach, it actually will not be purposeful, we certainly will not get competence back and we
will not get the insurance industry back'. 147

Committee comment
2.99

Detailed conclusions on the adequacy of government initiatives are outlined in the remaining
chapters. However, a number of issues must be highlighted at this point, beginning with the
government's inexcusable delay in implementing the Building and Development Certifiers Act 2018.

2.100

The Act was passed by the NSW Parliament in October 2018. However, neither the Act nor
the supporting regulations have come into force. During this inquiry we were advised that this
is not expected to occur until July 2020.

2.101

In a detailed timeline provided to the committee, the NSW Government advised us that
stakeholder consultation would take place in September; public consultation in October;
redrafting in November; gazettal in December; and stakeholder education programs from
January to June 2020. The new regulations and Act are now scheduled to commence on 1 July
2020. 148

2.102

The committee understands that proper process takes time. However, the committee is
alarmed at the time lag between the NSW Parliament passing the Building and Development
Certifiers Act 2018 in October 2018 and the 2020 commencement date – almost two years after
the legislation was passed by Parliament. This is far too long to address the significant and
concerning issues with private certification in this state. In particular, improved disciplinary
processes and stronger penalties for certifiers need to be in place now. The committee is
particularly concerned by the admission from the Department of Fair Trading that this had
not been prioritised by the department. This matter will be further addressed in chapter 6.
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2.103

The committee therefore recommends that the NSW Government expedite the work to
implement the regulations supporting the Building and Development Certifiers Act 2018, to ensure
they are in place well before the planned timeframe of July 2020.
Recommendation 1
That the NSW Government expedite the implementation of the regulations to support the
Building and Development Certifiers Act 2018, to ensure the Act and regulations are operational
well in advance of July 2020.

2.104

It is now two years since the amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
was passed, and it is unacceptable that those amendments have not yet commenced.
Recommendation 2
That the NSW Government commence the amendments to the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 passed in November 2017, relating to the building and construction
industry, that were scheduled to start on 1 September 2019.

2.105

The committee will be holding a further hearing specifically on the issue of flammable
cladding, and expects that it will have further recommendations to address the issue in more
detail. However, the committee was deeply concerned by evidence already received that shows
a disjointed and lacklustre response from the NSW Government. By contrast, other state
governments have had a more comprehensive approach, including a financial package to
remediate buildings, co-ordinated through a stand-alone agency.
Recommendation 3
That the NSW Government act now to address the issue of flammable cladding. The
committee supports a more centralised approach to the issue of flammable cladding on New
South Wales buildings, including a financial support package to assist buildings to rectify and
remove it as a matter of urgency.
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Chapter 3

Oversight by a Building Commissioner

Since this inquiry was established, the NSW Government has appointed a Building Commissioner. The
committee received evidence from stakeholders who were encouraged by this appointment. However
concerns were raised in relation to the staff available to the Commissioner, the powers sufficient to
undertake this role and the adequacy of funding. This section considers these issues and the call to
establish an appropriately resourced and staffed building commission to support the commissioner in
his work.

Appointment of a NSW Building Commissioner
3.1

As part of its response to the Shergold Weir report, the NSW Government appointed Mr
David Chandler OAM as the state's first Building Commissioner on 1 August 2019. 149

3.2

The Building Commissioner’s role has been described by the government as being is to lead
and oversee building regulation and administration in New South Wales, including:

3.3

•

licensing and authorisation of building practitioners

•

residential building investigations

•

building plan regulation and audit

•

residential building inspections and dispute resolution

•

plumbing regulation

•

electrical and gas safety regulation

•

strata building bond scheme

•

building product safety

•

building and construction security of payment scheme

•

engagement and strategic collaboration with local government. 150

The NSW Government advised that a critical part of this role 'will be an intensive, risk-based
approach to auditing building plans' and that the Building Commissioner will have strong
investigative powers to 'monitor and scrutinise suspected incidents of wrongdoing in the
industry'. The Building Commissioner will also be able to take disciplinary action, including
suspending or cancelling registrations, as well as ordering the rectification of building work in
circumstances of non-compliance. 151
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3.4

Mr Chandler appeared before the committee on his third day in the position and commented
on the NSW Government's approach to reforming the industry:
For those who may be in any doubt about the government's or my intent to get on
top of this, please let there be no misunderstanding. The New South Wales
Government intends to lead the nation on building reforms and ultimately deliver a
framework that is considered amongst the best in the global construction market … 152

3.5

Mr Chandler told the committee that he would engage Ms Bronwyn Weir, co-author of the
Shergold Weir report, to provide advice and assist with the preparation of proposed legislation
and that he will also establish a building and construction advisory committee. The committee,
as Mr Chandler explained, will build upon stakeholder engagement to address the issues within
the industry:
For the first time, through this reform process, we have seen a full range of interest
groups and industry leaders engaged and happy to sit around one table to achieve
outcomes the government has in mind. The government intends to capitalise on the
success of these discussions to ensure stakeholders, whether they are builders,
developers, architects, insurers, financiers, owners, strata managers or certifiers, all
work together to get the reform outcomes that we believe are possible. With the
engagement of the stakeholders we can more easily address outdated industry work
practices and models of operation that are no longer relevant in a modern
construction environment. 153

3.6

Mr Chandler was confident that together the NSW Government and industry stakeholders
can implement change to tackle the current issues and build a stronger industry:
Under the New South Wales Government's reform process we have a once-in-alifetime opportunity to transform the building and construction industry. That is why
I have put my hand up to lead these initiatives. Working in collaboration with
everyone who has skin in the game, I believe we can create an environment where
future generations are confident in the quality of construction, the security of their
investments and the prospect of great places to live. I can assure the Committee that
there is a very clear mandate for me—from the Premier and from the Minister—to
deal with today's issues and then to set a direction for a stronger, more confident
construction industry. 154

Resourcing and powers of the Building Commissioner
3.7

Stakeholders welcomed the appointment of a Building Commissioner but raised concerns
relating to the number of staff available to him, the budget of his office and his powers.
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3.8

Many inquiry participants were encouraged by the appointment of the Building
Commissioner.
•

Local Government NSW described the appointment as a positive step 'towards fixing
the problems and delivering safe and compliant buildings that protect the public
interest'. 155

•

The Insurance Council of Australia said it is 'encouraged by the appointment of the
NSW Building Commissioner and looks forward to engagement with this office to work
towards re-establishing confidence in the sector'. 156

•

The Australian Institute of Building Surveyors commented that 'such an authority would
be highly influential in strengthening an appropriate culture within the industry as well
as in providing an important public confidence feature to the system'. 157

3.9

However, inquiry participants cautioned that the Building Commissioner needs to be provided
with the appropriate powers and enough resources to be successful in the role.

3.10

Local Government NSW raised concerns that 'no details of funding and administrative
support for the building commissioner have been announced and it is unclear what statutory
provisions are proposed to support this role'. Local Government NSW urged the government
to 'prioritise sufficient funding and staff resourcing to support the role'. 158

3.11

During a hearing, Cr Linda Scott, President, Local Government NSW, emphasised that the
success of the role will depend on the government's commitment to properly resource the
position 'with skilled, expert and capable staff and that the position have very clear
accountabilities and roles, within government and also in their regulatory powers'. 159

3.12

The Owners Corporation Network suggested that a key test of the government's commitment
to reforming the industry will be whether additional funding is allocated to the Building
Commissioner, the relevant capability of the appointee, and the authority and political support
provided to the role. 160

3.13

Mr Michael Lambert, author of the Lambert report, commented on the importance of the
Building Commissioner being fully resourced and transparent in undertaking the role:
It is essential that the proposed NSW Building Commissioner is suitably resourced
and tasked with responsibility for establishing an implementation program to progress
the reforms as an integrated package, undertaken in a consistent manner with other
jurisdictions and that the implementation program is made publicly available to ensure
full accountability to the community. 161
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3.14

Mr Chandler appeared before the committee and gave evidence on two occasions. When
questioned at his first appearance on the available resources for his office, Mr Chandler
explained that he has been provided with four to five people within the Department of Fair
Trading as direct resources and will also have available to him the remainder of the
department. Mr Chandler stated that he is 'absolutely satisfied that the resources that will be
required will be available and the directions to be taken will be followed'. 162

3.15

Ms Rose Webb, the NSW Fair Trading Commissioner, confirmed at the committee's third
hearing that they were currently building up the secretariat team of four to five full-time staff
that would be assigned to Mr Chandler and noted that a number of other staff had been
assisting him already. 163

3.16

When pressed further on the issue of undertaking this task with only a small number of
resources, Mr Chandler argued that 'there is a huge team that is committed to support what I
am about to do'. Mr Chandler added that 'most of the resources we will find internally, within
the organisation, but if we need to go outside we will go outside and get those resources in
addition'. 164

3.17

At his first appearance, Mr Chandler explained to the committee that he was developing a
work plan which would map out the resources that were needed moving forward and this
would be made available within the next three months. Mr Chandler indicated that 'as I
progressively reveal the work plan, you will see how the resources that are there will be better
applied to achieving the outcomes to build stronger foundations for the construction
industry'. 165

3.18

Mr Chandler was of the view that "the job is about leadership; it is about developing policies
and recommendations for the whole of the organisation to take on", commenting that in his
experience strong leadership is what is needed to get things done:
… [T]hat on all the turnarounds that I have done over my many years is that once you
actually bring the right leadership in and you bring the right level of confidence in and
you point the ship in the right direction, actually people jump on board and you start
doing good things. 166

3.19

In terms of his budget, Mr Chandler indicated at this first hearing that he did not have a
budget at that stage and this would be incorporated in his work plan. 167 Ms Webb further
clarified that the work plan 'will inform our submissions to the Government about the
budget', however she confirmed at that time that there was nothing specifically allocated to the
Building Commissioner in any published budget. 168
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3.20

When Mr Chandler appeared before Portfolio Committee No. 6 – Transport and Customer
Service during the 2019-20 supplementary Budget Estimates hearings, he advised that he had
prepared the work plan, and it was 'currently being socialised with industry and the relevant
parts of government' and expected to be published in early 2020. Mr Chandler said that 'the
content of the work plan is well advanced and well discussed' and that 'we are travelling very
much on schedule'. 169

3.21

When questioned as to why the work plan had not been published within the three months
originally committed to, Mr Chandler responded: 'Because there is an appropriate process
before it is appropriate for me to publish a document that is yet to be signed off by
Government'. Mr Chandler could not provide a definitive date on when the work plan would
be published in early 2020, on the basis that publication would need 'to follow full submission
to government, then agreement by government to that work plan and then authorisation to
release it publicly'. 170

Calls to establish a Building Commission
3.22

In addition to appointing a Building Commissioner a number of stakeholders called for the
Building Commissioner to be supported by a fully resourced building commission with the
requisite staff, budget and powers. It was argued that a building commission would bring
together the current fragmented approach to the regulation of the industry, in line with the
response from other Australian states and territories.

3.23

Several witnesses who appeared before the committee called for the establishment of a
Building Commission to address the fragmentation.

3.24

•

Ms Kathlyn Loseby, President NSW, Australian Institute of Architects, stated that 'we
would wholeheartedly say that the Building Commissioner needs a commission—needs
incredible support'. 171

•

Mr Brett Daintry, Director, Daintry Associates also argued that 'the building
commission needs to exist … It needs to be given resources and it needs to fill a proper
function: regulating the building system in New South Wales'. 172

•

Likewise, Mr Craig Hardy, President of the Association of Accredited Certifiers said 'we
are strong supporters of a building commission and having it all together. There is an
existing legislative framework and it probably has the elements in it to make it work, but
it needs to be under the control of one body'. 173

Mr Brian Seidler, Executive Director, Master Builders Association of NSW, highlighted that
the establishment of a building commission 'has been one of the top priorities for the industry
for over 15 years'. Mr Seidler noted that the Campbell inquiry in 2002 recommended the
establishment of a building commission and 'many subsequent inquiries into the industry have
169
170
171
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made similar recommendations'. Mr Seidler was perplexed as to why a building commission
has not been introduced, commenting that a holistic approach was needed to rebuild the
industry:
As I said earlier, unless all issues impacting the industry are dealt with holistically, and
everyone in the building chain takes ownership and is held responsible for their
contribution, the industry will not produce a better built environment, which is what
we as consumers demand. 174

3.25

A key advocate for the establishment of a building commission, Mr Lambert, stated that 'while
there is an in-principle benefit in having a Building Commissioner, this is totally inadequate as
a reform proposal in that it fails to address crucial issues'. Mr Lambert advocated for a
building commission that would be directly accountable to the Minister and fully resourced
with the necessary powers. 175 Mr Lambert cautioned that 'failure to act in this area will lead to
a continuing decline in confidence, continuing increase in insurance premiums and a collapse
of building certification'. 176

Location of a Building Commission within government
3.26

Stakeholders told the committee that a key benefit of a building commission would be to
consolidate functions that are currently fragmented across government.

3.27

Mr Lambert explained that at present, 'there are two areas of government with a building
regulation and policy function: the Building Policy Unit in the Department of Planning and
the Environment, which advises the Minister for Planning on the National Construction
Code, and the Home Building Services part of Fair Trading'. 177

3.28

Mr Lambert recommended the establishment of a NSW Building Regulation agency with
broad powers to audit building work and take effective compliance and enforcement action
across the building sector, including the commercial building sector, located in a regulation
hub in the Department of Finance, Services and Innovation, and incorporating the building
policy function currently in the Department of Planning, Industry and the Environment. 178

3.29

Ms Loseby pointed out that currently the functions sit across Finance, Planning and Better
Regulation and highlighted that this structure has many different and disparate groups holding
the responsibilities. 179

174

175
176

177
178
179
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Evidence, Mr Brian Seidler, Executive Director, Master Builders Association of NSW, 27 August
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3.30

Mr Daintry expressed the view that the building and construction industry has not been given
the focus that is needed, commenting that the functions have always sat in small sections of
government departments and not been provided with sufficient resources:
For too long in my opinion, ever since the Local Government Act 1993, the
importance of building in New South Wales has been hived off and shoved into other
departments. It got put into the Department of Planning as a small little department
and not given a lot of resources. The building professionals board was formed, again it
stayed within the Department of Planning, and was not given a lot of resources. The
building commission needs to exist. 180

3.31

Mr Lambert recommended that the functions be combined into one office, located outside of
Fair Trading. Mr Lambert explained that 'the reason for proposing this relocation is that the
culture and philosophy of Fair Trading is at variance with what is required of an Office of
Building Regulation'. 181 When questioned further on this point during a hearing, Mr Lambert
advised:
Fundamentally, Fair Trading is about consumer protection and it has no
understanding or knowledge of regulation, per se. It has a reactive approach to
informing consumers of their rights and to investigating problems. But this requires
you to be very much involved in regulating the industry on a hands-on basis. That is
not in Fair Trading's DNA. 182

3.32

In terms of the Department of Fair Trading, Mr Daintry indicated that it does a great job in
regulating automotive dealers and dodgy products, but the 'regulation of tradesmen and
builders should be part of the building commission, not the Department of Fair Trading'. Mr
Daintry argued that 'there is a real pressing need to once again raise the pre-eminent
importance of building control in New South Wales' and 'bring those disparate functions back
together within a building commission'. 183

3.33

Mr Justin Page, Secretary, Electrical and Trades Union of Australia, NSW Branch, at a hearing
agreed that Fair Trading's regulation in this area has been inadequate and that 'the current
system is failing'. Mr Page remarked that 'unfortunately the evidence I have seen Mr Chandler
give today does not give me any confidence that is going to be turned around any time
soon'. 184

3.34

Along similar lines, Cr Scott commented that they appreciate the work of Fair Trading
however highlighted that it is 'manifestly evident by the building faults that we have today in
New South Wales that their powers and their funding have been insufficient to prevent the
problems'. 185
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3.35

A related issue raised by inquiry participants was the establishment of a dedicated cabinet
minister to support building regulation. Mr Seidler highlighted that currently there are four or
five Ministers overseeing elements of the industry and 'there can be a lot of disconnect over
those ministries'. Mr Seidler suggested a 'standalone independent commission with an advisory
committee of industry could report to a dedicated Cabinet Minister', and explained why this is
so important for the industry:
We are the second-largest industry in New South Wales and across Australia. We
engage over 1.1 million people. We train more apprentices and tradespeople than any
other industry, even though that is not enough to make the work in the pipeline. We
think the industry has earned having a dedicated Minister. 186

3.36

Likewise, the Owners Corporation Network recommended that a new senior 'Minister for
Housing, Strata and Building Quality' be established, with a building commission reporting to
this dedicated Minister to oversee and implement the reforms of the residential building and
construction industry. The Owners Corporation Network stated that it is crucial that these
responsibilities are resourced appropriately. 187

3.37

The idea of an advisory committee was supported by Mr Lambert, who recommended that a
Building Regulation Advisory Committee be established to advise both the Building
Commissioner and the Minister on building regulation reform and practice, with membership
drawn from suitable persons in key parts of the industry and relevant consumer representative
organisations, each with relevant knowledge and experience and a commitment to best
practice regulation and industry performance. 188

Approach in other jurisdictions
3.38

Inquiry participants reflected on the merits of the models in place in other jurisdictions that
have established a stand-alone building commission. In particular, inquiry participants pointed
to the building commissions in Queensland and Victoria, which are not located within a
government agency but are independent bodies.
Queensland Building and Construction Commission

3.39

The Queensland Building and Construction Commission is an independent statutory body
that provides information, advice and regulation to ensure the maintenance of proper building
standards and remedies for defective building work in Queensland. The Commission is led by
a commissioner and governed by a board and reports to the Minister for Housing and Public
Works. 189
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3.40

The Commission is responsible for administering the Queensland Building and Construction
Commission Act 1991, which includes:

3.41

•

regulating the building industry to ensure the maintenance of proper standards in the
industry and achieving a reasonable balance between the interests of building
contractors and consumers

•

providing remedies for defective building work

•

providing support, education and advice for those who undertake building work and
consumers

•

regulating domestic building contracts to achieve a reasonable balance between the
interests of building contractors and home owners

•

regulating building products to ensure the safety of consumers and the public generally
and that persons involved in the production, supply or installation of building products
are held responsible for the safety of the products and their use

•

providing for the proper, efficient and effective management of the commission in the
performance of its functions. 190

As at 30 June 2018, the Commission employed 429.12 full-time equivalent staff across
professional, technical and administrative roles with 87 per cent of staff providing frontline
services. In 2017-18 the Commission recorded a total income of $257.3 million from
continuing operations and total expenses of $262.7 million. 191
Victorian Building Authority

3.42

The Victorian Building Authority is a statutory authority that is governed by a board of
commissioners named the Victorian Building Authority Board. The Board is responsible for
the governance and strategic management of the Authority to ensure its effectiveness as a
regulator. The Board and the Authority are accountable to the Minister for Planning. 192

3.43

The Victorian Building Authority is responsible for monitoring and enforcing compliance
with a number of relevant building acts. Its functions include but are not limited to:

190

191

192
193

•

the registration and monitoring of building and plumbing practitioners

•

promoting the resolution of consumer complaints

•

conducting and promoting research

•

monitoring the collection of building permit levies

•

issuing certificates of consent. 193
Queensland Building and Construction Commission, Overview, <https://www.qbcc.qld.gov.au/
about-us/overview.>
Queensland Building and Construction Commission, Building trust and confidence in the construction
industry through innovation and efficiency (Annual Report 2017-2018), p 68.
Building Act 1993 (Vic).
Building Act 1993 (Vic).
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3.44

As at June 2018 the Victorian Building Authority had a combined ongoing, fixed term and
casual employee headcount of 289.36 full-time equivalent staff and total expenses of $63.2
million for the financial year 2017-18. The Authority collected a total income of $69 million
for the financial year 2017-18. 194
Stakeholder views on other jurisdictions

3.45

Inquiry participants commented on the models in Queensland and Victoria, as described
above, in comparison to what has been introduced in New South Wales.

3.46

Mr Seidler observed that Queensland and Victoria are of a similar size to New South Wales
and hoped that the establishment of the Building Commissioner in New South Wales is the
first step to establishing a building commission. 195

3.47

Mr Lambert expressed the view that 'Queensland is the best of the systems in place in
Australia and it has the resources and the general mindset and philosophy that make it
reasonably effective'. Mr Lambert reported that the commission in Queensland has around
400 staff and it is a similar number in Victoria. 196 Mr Lambert added that 'a comparison of the
current level and type of resourcing of building regulation in NSW relative to Victoria and
Queensland reveals that NSW commits far fewer resources to the function and undertakes a
less active approach'. 197

3.48

Mr Ian Robertson, Secretary, Development and Environmental Professionals' Association,
expressed his disappointment at the response of New South Wales compared to the other
states, commenting that 'a building commission should be big' and 'if it is 55 people as it was
in 1997 in Victoria, it is hard to imagine it would be any smaller in New South Wales'. 198

3.49

Ms Weir acknowledged that Victoria and Queensland's separate building authorities are 'very
large organisations' and are independent of government. However she noted that some of the
other states and territories have taken a different approach and have the functions sitting
within government departments. Ms Weir said that there are pros and cons for each different
model and that it is really a matter for governments as to how they decide to structure it. 199

3.50

In addition, Ms Weir observed that while New South Wales does have a fragmented approach
to oversighting the industry, this is also a feature in the other states even when they have a
separate independent building commission. Ms Weir stated that 'fragmentation is a feature of
building regulation and in fact many other sectors that are regulated by governments' and that
a balance needs to be achieved 'between a siloed approach and an integrated approach and
how you slice and dice these things will be open to opinion'. 200
194
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3.51

At a hearing the committee probed the newly-appointed Building Commissioner on his views
as to the need for a building commission. Mr Chandler indicated that a building commission
was not needed at this time:
On the face of it, I do not believe we need that at the moment. I think the first thing
we need is to be very clear about what leadership we need to start turning this industry
around. This is not a bureaucratic solution; this is not going to require a heavy hand of
government; this is not going to require a huge amount of legislation. 201

Committee comment
3.52

It is clear that the newly appointed Building Commissioner has not been provided with
sufficient resources and funding to undertake the huge task of reforming the building and
construction industry. The committee considers the four to five staff provided to the
Commissioner from Fair Trading grossly inadequate and believes that to be successful in this
role the Building Commissioner requires greater powers and authority, a sufficient number of
staff and appropriate funding.

3.53

The committee acknowledges that the Building Commissioner appeared at this inquiry in the
first week in his new position. At that time, Mr Chandler told the committee that he was
formulating a work plan and that this would be made available within three months. We are
disappointed to see that this commitment by the Building Commissioner was not met and that
the Building Commissioner expects the committee, as well as industry, to wait until next year
to see this work plan. We also question the autonomy of the Building Commissioner given he
is unable to sign off on his own work plan without going through the departmental approval
process.

3.54

This work plan should be made available much sooner than next year and should consider the
staffing, funding and powers needed for this role, as well as the powers: the minimum
required goes beyond the 'leadership' identified by Mr Chandler as the bedrock of his reforms.
We therefore recommend that the Building Commissioner finalise his work plan as soon as
possible, at least by the end of the 2019, setting out the requisite powers, staffing and
resources, and make this document publicly available.

Recommendation 4
That the Building Commissioner finalise his work plan as soon as possible, by the end of
2019 at the latest, including detailing the powers, resources and funding required to
undertake this role, and make this work plan publicly available.
3.55

The committee is disheartened by the government's response to the Shergold Weir report to
establish only a Building Commissioner and not a fully resourced commission to tackle the
issues that have been evident in the building and construction industry for decades. Industry
has been calling for a building commission for almost two decades. New South Wales is now
significantly behind Queensland and Victoria in effectively regulating this major industry.
201

Evidence, Mr Chandler, 16 August 2019, pp 5-6.
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3.56

The committee agrees with stakeholders that the Department of Fair Trading is not the most
appropriate agency to oversee the reforms and notes the inadequacy of Fair Trading's
response to date. Indeed, this impression was only strengthened by the evidence given by
those officers who appeared and gave evidence to this inquiry.

3.57

The committee finds that regulation has failed to date, and that Fair Trading is ill-equipped to
lead reforms moving forward. The committee strongly recommends that the NSW
Government consolidate the fragmented building regulation and policy functions by
establishing a Building Commission as an independent statutory body that is headed by a
Building Commissioner and is provided broad powers and sufficient resourcing and funding
to oversee and regulate the building and construction industry in New South Wales.

Recommendation 5
That the NSW Government establish a Building Commission as an independent statutory
body led by a Building Commissioner, and that the Commission be provided with broad
powers and sufficient resourcing and funding to oversee and regulate the building and
construction industry in New South Wales.
3.58

The committee notes stakeholders' calls for better industry engagement through the
establishment of an industry advisory committee. We note that Mr Chandler has taken steps
to establish a building and construction advisory committee, however, this body does not have
the standing required to perform this important role. The committee therefore recommends
that the Building Commission be supported by a statutory industry advisory committee to
strengthen industry ties with government and guide the strategic direction of the commission.
Recommendation 6
That the NSW Government establish a statutory industry advisory committee to support the
Building Commission, with its aims to include strengthening industry ties with government
and guiding the strategic direction of the Building Commission.
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Chapter 4

Insurance protections for consumers

As shown by the many building failures discussed in chapter 2, New South Wales is currently
experiencing a crisis of building defects. This chapter will examine how this is impacting the insurance
protection for consumers. In particular it will consider statutory warranties for residential buildings,
professional indemnity insurance and the Home Building Compensation scheme. The chapter will
finish by discussing the introduction of the Strata Building Bond and Inspection Scheme and its
adequacy in addressing the current crisis.

Statutory warranties for residential buildings
4.1

This section will look at the statutory warranties that apply to residential buildings to protect
consumers for the work carried out by a licensed contractor. It will then consider stakeholder
concerns in relation to the time period to claim for major and minor defects and the practice
of developers and building companies phoenixing to avoid being held liable under these
warranties.
Overview of statutory warranties

4.2

The Home Building Act 1989 stipulates a number of statutory warranties for contracts that apply
to all residential building work carried out by a licensed contractor in New South Wales. 202
These include a warranty that the:

4.3

•

work will be completed with due care and skill and in accordance with any plans and
specifications set out in the contract

•

materials supplied will be new (unless otherwise specified) and will be suitable for the
purpose for which they are to be used

•

work will be done with due diligence

•

work will be done within the time stated in the contract

•

work and any materials used in doing the work will be reasonably fit for the specified
purpose

•

work will result in a dwelling that is reasonably fit for occupation

•

work will be done in accordance with the Home Building Act 1989 and or any other law. 203

If any of the above warranties are breached, proceedings against a builder can be initiated. Any
such proceedings must commence before the end of the warranty period, which is 'six years
for a breach that results in major defects in residential building work, or two years in any other
case'. The warranty period begins on completion of the work to which it relates or for
incomplete work, the date to which either the contract was terminated or work was ceased. 204
202
203
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Submission 132, NSW Government, pp 22-23.
Department of Finance, Services and Innovation, Building Stronger Foundations, Implementing the NSW
Government Response to the Shergold Weir Building Confidence Report, discussion paper, June 2019, p 24.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 23.
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4.4

The primary means of redress for breaches of the warranties are to:

4.5

•

have the work rectified by the responsible builder or developer, or

•

seek financial compensation for the cost of rectification. 205

The NSW Government's submission details the role of Fair Trading in managing building
complaints and disputes and the role of the Tribunal in determining claims made. 206
Time period to claim

4.6

As noted earlier the time period for claiming a breach of warranty is six years for major
defects and two years in any other case. Inquiry participants argued that the timeframes for
claiming for a breach of warranty are too short.

4.7

The City Futures Research Centre at the University of NSW commented that the timeframes
in which a claim must be brought are 'inadequate' and 'can be a major challenge'. It explained
that 'defects may not become apparent immediately, meaning owners may not even know they
have a problem until well into the six-year period for major defects and well beyond the twoyear period for other defects'. It also highlighted that the fragmented nature of strata
ownership creates obstacles for bringing a claim forward within these timeframes. 207

4.8

Some of the comments made by submission authors included:

205
206
207
208
209
210
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•

'I purchased a new Hyundai a while ago and it came with a 5 year warranty. Most people
would not expect a car to last more than 20 years. And yet when you buy a new
apartment it only comes with a 2 year warranty for minor defects and a 6 year warranty
for major defects in circumstances where I would have expected the apartment building
to last for at least 100 years'. 208

•

'In terms of providing protection to consumers the warranty periods should be
considered to be ludicrous. Six years for a breach of warranty that results in a major
defect in residential building work or 2 years in any other case is a relatively short period
in the life cycle of a building'. 209

•

'The sunset clause identifying the timeline for defect action by the builder under his/her
home warranty insurance requires reviewing. At present builders send in unskilled
workers to do patch-up work and delay the required rectification work until the
warranty timeline has lapsed. When an Owners Corporation challenges or takes legal
action against the developer/builder/certifier, responsibility for the timeline inaction
seems to fall on the Owners Corporation for not identifying the defect in a timelier
manner'. 210

Submission 132, NSW Government, p 23.
Submission 132, NSW Government, pp 24-25.
Submission 79, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW Sydney, p 2.
Submission 22, Name suppressed, p 2.
Submission 101, Mr Jan Luikens, p 5.
Submission 43, Residential Strata Committee, p 3.
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•

'The two year period is particularly problematic as many serious defects that may not be
classified as major are hidden from sight at project completion and can take more than
two years to reveal themselves'. 211

•

'At minimum, the regime should reflect the length of time which it would take for
structural defects to become apparent, which may be as long as six-ten years'. 212

•

'Two years is inadequate for the building warranty period. This allows the developer to
keep the apartments for two years then on sell them just as the faults become evident.
The new owners are then left to deal with the problems out of the warranty period. This
can be very costly. A neighbouring building had to wait for an expert report to claim
under warranty. By the time the report was finalised the 2 years had lapsed'. 213

4.9

Many inquiry participants called for the statutory warranty periods to be extended. The City
Futures Research Centre advocated for 'a reconsideration of the limitations on the period in
which claims can be brought for all defects', cautioning that 'otherwise, it is likely that many
owners will still find themselves unable to claim by the time their building's defects become
apparent'. 214

4.10

Mr Michael Lambert, author of the Lambert report, recommended that 'the two year and sixyear period for notification of minor and major defects should be extended to a common
seven years which until recently was the claim period'. 215

4.11

The Strata Community Association NSW called for the two year statutory warranty period to
be extended to at least three years. 216 At a hearing, the Chief Executive Officer, Ms Alisha
Fisher clarified that the 'three years would have to be the minimum that we would hope the
government moved towards' and they would expect more, suggesting that it would be
'fantastic' to have a 10 year warranty period even for the minor defects or at least six years. 217

4.12

Ms Jane Hearn, Director, Owners Corporation Network, gave evidence that a 10 year defects
liability period should be an Australian Standard, noting that this is already a global standard
that New South Wales should be moving towards. 218

4.13

Stanton Legal called for the return of a single warranty period for all defect issues, stating that
'the warranty periods that currently apply are not just unfair to consumers, they also make the
resolution of building disputes much more complex than they need to be' and add
unnecessary time and cost to the process of fixing defects. 219
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4.14

The newly appointed NSW Building Commissioner, Mr David Chandler OAM told the
committee that one of his goals would be that 'from 2023 on we have created a situation
where an option is available to the quality developers to actually offer a 10-year guarantee on
the structure, the envelope, the waterproofing of a building and the fireproofing of a building'.
Mr Chandler pointed to the model in the UK where insurance can be offered at the
completion of a building for a period of 10 years or more. He explained that this is not
legislated but has been taken up by the industry, in particular some of the banks who will not
lend to the developer unless a 10 year guarantee is on the table. Mr Chandler envisaged that
this could be implemented in New South Wales without legislation and noted there are already
a number of developers who are very supportive of this model. 220
Definition of major and minor defects

4.15

The committee heard that the definition of a 'major defect' triggering the six year warranty
period is adding an extra level of complexity to the process for rectifying defects under the
statutory warranties. Another issue raised during the inquiry was the impact of the change in
definition from structural defect to 'major defect'.

4.16

The NSW Government submission provides the following definition for a major defect:
A major defect is classified under the legislation as a defect in a major element of a
building that is attributable to defective design, defective or faulty workmanship,
defective materials, or a failure to comply with the structural performance
requirements of the National Construction Code (or any combination of these), and
that causes, or is likely to cause:
•
the inability to inhabit or use the building (or part of the building) for its
intended purpose, or
•
the destruction of the building or any part of the building, or
•
a threat of collapse of the building or any part of the building, or
•
if the external cladding of a building causes or is likely to cause a threat to the
safety of any occupants of the building if a fire occurs in the building.221

4.17

Associate Professor Hazel Easthope of the City Futures Research Centre argued that this
definition has reduced consumer protections because 'many defects that are common and can
have a significant impact on a building could fall outside of that definition'. Associate
Professor Easthope commented it is very difficult to address even 'minor' defects within a
two-year timeframe:
Major defects have six years and everything else has two. If your defects do not fit
within the very narrow definition of major defects, you have two years. As I have said
before, two years is an inadequate time to address defects in a strata building. 222
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4.18

Stanton Legal also highlighted the complexity of differentiating between major and minor
defects, stating that it undermines the objective of an efficient dispute resolution process
because it leads to the need 'to assess how a complex and convoluted definition of "major
defect" applies to every separate defect issue'. Stanton Legal expressed the view that it is a
recipe for a 'lawyers' picnic' where disputes will be about what the builder or developer can get
out of, and not what repairs need to be done. 223

4.19

The Strata Community Association NSW highlighted that 'the change in the definition of
structural defect to major defect affects the ability of owners in apartment buildings to
arguably make a claim for rectification'. The Association explained that 'the definition when
reviewed as a whole lends itself to a position where practically no building would be able to
make a claim for defects except where the building or apartments within it were totally
uninhabitable (for example Opal towers and Mascot Towers)'. Given this, the Association
recommended that the provisions be amended 'that where a structural element of a building is
defective in construction it is a defect and not that the second limb requires it also to affect
habitability'. 224

4.20

The Owners Corporation Network explained that a 'major defect' is not clearly defined and
recommended further clarification. It noted that the changes to the statutory warranties
continue to impact on consumer protection for new apartment owners, stating that the
current arrangement 'leaves vulnerable consumers exposed to current exploitation practices
and provides no driver for the construction industry to lift its game'. 225

4.21

Ms Karen Stiles, Executive Officer, Owners Corporation Network told the committee that
'the definition of "major defect" is almost impossible', explaining that to get to that point it
must 'render the building unusable, uninhabitable or threaten destruction'. 226 Ms Hearn added
that 'something could be classed as minor but actually be complex and very expensive and
have very significant effects on the people who live there'. Ms Hearn used the example of
waterproofing, where unless the issue is 'extreme' it is not classified as a major defect and
explained that waterproofing issues are very common, it impacts over long periods of time
and has 'real health impacts'. 227

4.22

At a hearing, Ms Hearn highlighted that there is an opportunity for reform to put in place a
more effective system in rectifying defects:
But when we have this mood of reform and an opportunity to fix the system, we need
a more effective, less conflict-ridden process for when defects do occur, because they
are going to continue to occur; we just need to make sure that the risk of them
occurring is greatly reduced and is not the certainty that it currently is. 228
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Illegal phoenix activity
4.23

Another issue raised with the committee was the practice of building companies setting up
what is known as a $2 company and undertaking illegal phoenix activity once the construction
of a building is complete to avoid the responsibility of rectifying defects later down the track.
This is leaving homeowners with no-where to go to rectify defects.

4.24

Illegal phoenix activity is defined by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission as
an activity 'where a new company is created to continue the business of an existing company
that has been deliberately liquidated to avoid paying outstanding debts, including taxes,
creditors and employee entitlements'. Usually a company director will transfer the assets of an
existing company to a new company without paying true or market value, leaving debts with
the old company, and then liquidating this company with no assets to sell, leaving creditors
unable to be paid. 229

4.25

A number of inquiry participants spoke about builders and developers that regularly undertake
in this concerning practice.

4.26

For example, Stanton Legal stated that the building of high-rise buildings by $2 companies has
led to the increase of building defects:
The most significant systemic factor behind the steep increase in residential unit block
defects is that the persons profiting most from the construction (the builder and
developer for each project) control the quality of the construction and are generally
well aware that there will be no consequence for them if the work is done defectively.
That is due to loopholes in the law and the ability since late 2003 to build and develop
residential buildings higher than 3 storeys (multi-storey buildings) via $2 companies. 230

4.27

Mr Lambert highlighted this problem of builders and developers creating special purpose
companies that they can wind up after they have completed the work, and therefore there is
no party that people can go to legally to seek recompense for defective works. Mr Lambert
stated that this 'has to stop, you have to require people individually to be accountable'. 231

4.28

Mr Ian Robertson, Secretary of the Development and Environmental Professionals'
Association, told the committee that it is 'appalling' that builders and developers are setting up
$2 companies to avoid liability:
But, clearly, what is going on now is not working. The idea that you can set up a $2
company, make some profit and then be out of there is just appalling. It is hard to
imagine anything you do in life where you are more vulnerable financially than in
getting caught up in property transactions. 232
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Australian Securities & Investments Commission, Illegal phoenix activity (3 July 2019),
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4.29

Associate Professor Easthope described the use of $2 companies as 'quite widespread', noting
that this practice effectively leaves it to the builders and developers to decide if they want to
rectify issues:
The fact that that is allowed is problematic. In many cases developers and builders will
come back and make right defects, and that is how it should be. The problem is at the
moment that it is kind of on the goodwill of those developers and builders to do
that. 233

4.30

Long standing industry professional, Mr David Dickson, Consulting Engineer, Brooker
Group, reported that he is seeing a lot of developers opening specific companies for each
development, instead of one holding company across multiple developments, 'for the very
reason that if something goes wrong, even half way through, they can just pull the pin and
walk away'. Mr Dickson added that 'by the time a lot of the problems are found the developer
has closed that two-dollar company and he is already onto another one that is doing
something else'. 234

4.31

Ms Hearn also expressed the view that the structure of the insurance system has created an
environment conducive to $2 companies, particularly on buildings over three storeys that are
exempt from the Home Building Compensation scheme as there is no risk assessment of
these builders and developers:
We have actually institutionalised the use of $2 companies phoenixing. There are
many reasons it is institutionalised but one of them, when you follow the trail, is if
they are exempt from having to get home warranty insurance, there is nobody
assessing the risk. There is nobody assessing their quality and the skill or the solvency
of those particular builders to build these complex buildings. 235

4.32

In addition, Ms Hearn highlighted that in the end it is the consumer that is left to deal with a
long, technical and expensive process in trying to pursue a developer or builder where the
company no longer exists. 236

4.33

At a hearing, the committee raised the prospect of attaching liability to directors of companies
with Ms Alisha Fisher, Chief Executive Officer, Strata Community Association. Ms Fisher
supported this being considered, as 'anyone who runs any business, the directors are liable,
why is this able to occur in construction when we are talking of multiple, hundreds of millions
of dollars' and repeated cases of 'construction companies that are setting up, building and
running away'. 237

Professional indemnity insurance
4.34

This section will detail the requirement for private certifiers and other industry professionals
to hold professional indemnity insurance and recent exclusions relating to flammable cladding.
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It will also consider the significant increase in premiums and calls for all building and
construction industry professionals to be required to hold professional indemnity insurance.
Overview of professional indemnity insurance and exclusions relating to flammable
cladding
4.35

Under the Building Professionals Act 2005, an accredited certifier or building surveyor must hold
professional indemnity insurance. 238 Due to a number of recent high profile building failures
in New South Wales (as outlined in chapter 2) and following the Grenfell incident and global
concerns relating to the use of flammable cladding on buildings, New South Wales has seen
insurers who provide professional indemnity coverage losing confidence in the system and
changing their insurance products by increasing exclusions and prices. 239

4.36

In June 2019 the NSW Government received advice that all providers of professional
indemnity insurance for certifiers in Australia were intending to exclude building work relating
to non-compliant and non-conforming cladding for new policies entered into from July 2019.
The NSW Government subsequently announced that it has allowed the Building Professionals
Board to accept insurance policies with conditions or exclusions to ensure certifiers can still be
accredited, in order to prevent the halting of building and construction work in New South
Wales. The NSW Government has stated that this change is a short-term fix and will be
removed once reforms are put in place to improve the insurance market situation. 240 No
timetable is set for this.

4.37

At a hearing the committee heard from Mr Karl Sullivan, Head of Risk and Operations,
Insurance Council of Australia, who spoke about the introduction of exclusions relating to
flammable cladding:
When it comes to certifiers, insurers have not left the market—they have simply
introduced an exclusion relating either directly to any work to do with cladding, or a
slightly broader one used by some insurers regarding any work to do with
nonconforming building products. As with surveyors and other building professionals,
certifiers are still able to take professional indemnity insurance for their work;
however, there is almost globally an exclusion around work pertaining to those two
issues. That has arisen because of a broad global failure to really tackle that issue in a
comprehensive way. 241

4.38

Mr Sullivan went on to explain that the industry started to become aware of the cladding issue
in the year leading up to the Grenfell fire in London, where there was concern from a number
of commercial insurers globally on how it was being used in complex and high-rise buildings.
Following the Grenfell incident, Mr Sullivan said that insurers started to look towards
government in how they would respond to the cladding issue, stating: 'there has been no clear
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resolution of that at a national or state level that would allow insurers to hold the confidence
that it is being dealt with comprehensively'. 242
4.39

Mr Sullivan advised that given insurers do not understand how the individual states will
regulate and require remediation of impacted buildings, it results in an uncapped liability that
makes 'it almost impossible to calculate a probable maximum loss as an insurer'. Mr Sullivan
added that 'this comes off the back of a professional indemnity insurance environment that
has been unprofitable for some time', for example indemnity insurance for certifiers has not
been a profitable product since 2011. Mr Sullivan observed that insurers are reluctant to enter
the market in the event of 'incalculable' potential losses:
With that as a background, putting in there and an uncapped liability or a liability that
cannot be calculated going forward you leave insurers in a very awkward position
where that residual risk at the end of the risk management chain is almost incalculable.
Therefore insurers need to stop their losses. 243

4.40

Further, Mr Sullivan noted that insurers have not been provided with a register of buildings
containing flammable cladding. Mr Sullivan called for all states 'to be more forthcoming with
that information so that we can start to analyse what the probable maximum losses may be
and can start to look at, down the track, how that will influence products and their prices'. 244
The issue of flammable cladding will be considered by the committee in its final report.
Increase in premiums

4.41

Inquiry participants spoke of the impacts to the industry from the significant increase in
insurance premiums stemming from a loss of confidence in the quality and product of the
building and construction industry. As the committee heard, this did not just impact on
certifiers but also the broader industry profession.

4.42

For example, Mr Jonathan Russell, National Manager of Public Affairs, Engineers Australia
claimed that 'it is very well documented and known that within the current building
confidence crisis, insurers are less willing to provide coverage, and where they are, the
premiums are much higher'. Mr Russell indicated that the increased cost of insurance is
'significant' and is causing their members to re-think the viability of their businesses. 245

4.43

Mr Greg Ewing, General Manager for the Sydney Division, Engineers Australia, also
highlighted that professionals are rethinking the viability of their businesses and the types of
projects they will work on:
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But the feedback is that viability of their business, and also projects they are willing to
expose themselves to, because they have to think about that sustainability of their
business should something go wrong in the chain that may or may not necessarily be
of their making, but they could get embroiled in a situation that can be very costly to
them. 246

4.44

Mr Dickson provided a personal example of the increase in costs related to insurance. He told
the committee that he was informed by his insurer that they will no longer be in business next
year and when he has enquired with another insurer the cost to take out a policy was triple
what it is today. Mr Dickson explained that this puts him in a position where he is going to
have to pay $150,000 in insurance and would mean increasing his fees by a minimum of 30
per cent that would probably price him out of the market. Mr Dickson said that his 'farm is
looking very pleasant and very enjoyable in comparison' and although he has the choice to
retire at this stage in his career, young engineers do not:
But, again, younger engineers who I have mentored over the period are telling me that
they are just closing up and going and getting a job in advertising because there is no
risk, which leaves the industry very vulnerable to a lack of good skills over the next
few years. 247

4.45

Mr Brett Daintry, Director, Daintry Associates, observed that building surveyors and certifiers
are part of an ageing industry and may be considering exiting the industry. Mr Daintry
suggested that the insurance problems 'has encouraged many of them down that pathway
already' particularly given the increases in premiums – some at 'big six-figure amounts'. 248

4.46

The Australian Institute of Building Surveyors indicated that industry professionals are
experiencing 'vastly increased prices' for insurance policies and 'big increases in excesses to the
extent that one or two claims could wipe out a business completely'. The Institute advised that
it has warned governments, industry and the public on numerous occasions about the
impending failure of the market and it is 'deeply concerned' that the measures to date will not
'provide immediate relief for building surveyors faced right now with unworkable professional
indemnity insurance renewals'. 249

4.47

Further, the Australian Institute of Building Surveyors reported that it has 'received
notifications from a number of building surveying firms who are closing their doors due to the
impossibility of continuing to work with inadequate and unaffordable insurance cover'. The
Institute provided an example of one medium sized building surveying firm that was unable to
access any professional indemnity insurance, and the impact this type of case will have on the
industry:
Once again, this stems from a lack of confidence in building regulations and quality
around high rise projects and will most certainly mean fewer building professionals
will be available in future to carry out work on buildings over three storeys, including
cladding rectification works. 250
246
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4.48

The Association of Accredited Certifiers highlighted the 'sky-rocket' increase in premiums due
to cladding issues, with almost all insurers pulling out of the industry, and a risk that this 'will
lead to the construction industry grinding to a halt'. The Association commented that without
insurance to cover work related to cladding this has left certifiers unable to 'advise building
owners on what should happen to the cladding on their building nor on its removal',
essentially leaving the issue of cladding 'unresolvable'. 251

4.49

Mr Sullivan also noted the impact on the ability for remediation work to be undertaken due to
the exclusion of insurance relating to cladding work. However, Mr Sullivan advised this has
been partly addressed by the changes announced by the NSW Government to enable this
work to be undertaken without insurance:
When the insurers introduced exclusions that prevent claims from being able to be
made around the cladding it became obvious to us very quickly that that would in fact
inhibit remediation work as well. That is why the steps taken by Queensland, Victoria
and New South Wales to exempt certifiers from having to hold unrestricted PII
[professional indemnity insurance] should alleviate those concerns. As I understand it
though, many certifiers are still uncomfortable operating in the remediation
environment without some kind of professional indemnity insurance that will cover
them specifically for that work. 252

Extending professional indemnity insurance to other building practitioners
4.50

Inquiry participants called for all building professionals across the chain of responsibility to be
required to hold professional indemnity insurance, to ensure that those responsible are held to
account, and also drive down the cost of premiums by increasing the pool of policy holders.
This supports a deeper and more sustainable pool of insurance premiums, greater spread of
the risk in the industry, more levels of accountability and proportionate liability.

4.51

For example, Hornsby Shire Council suggested that all building practitioners should be
'appropriately accredited and have professional indemnity insurance'. 253 Willoughby City
Council also made this suggestion, stating that 'consideration should be given to the
accreditation and professional indemnity insurance of every individual trade ensuring that
those trades that sign off work are appropriately skilled and accountable for their work and
trade'. 254

4.52

The Association of Accredited Certifiers advised that central to restoring confidence is
ensuring accountability of all building practitioners, by requiring more practitioners to be
licensed and hold professional indemnity insurance:
Currently, only Accredited Certifiers are required to be accredited and hold
Professional Indemnity Insurance. This means that those who carry out specific
construction work are not as accountable as they should be for that work.
Additionally, it skews the liability towards Accredited Certifiers, which has contributed
to the current PI [professional indemnity] insurance crisis facing the industry today.
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To deliver the desired accountability across the entire sector, AAC strongly believes
that more practitioners must be accredited or licensed and required to be covered by
PI insurance. 255

4.53

Commenting on builders in particular, Mr Lambert underscored that it is the builder that
needs to be held responsible and accountable for their work and as an individual they need to
be professionally insured, registered and subject to audit. He observed that this is not currently
happening. 256

4.54

Mr Dickson told the committee that by requiring all persons responsible for signing off the
work to hold insurance it will increase the pool of insurance and split the cost, which could
solve some of the current insurance market problems:
That chain of command and responsibility needs to involve insurance for not only the
developer, the builder, the building foreman and the trades underneath that so that
they are personally responsible for the work that they sign off and do. That then
increases the pool of insurance, it splits the PI cost and it ensures that those people
who are running the building industry all the way down the chain have an involvement
that keeps them looking at the way they are doing the job and the way that the job is
performed. I think that would go a long way to solving some of the problems that we
are going to see in the future because of the way things are run at the moment. 257

4.55

Further, Mr Dickson explained that in the end those seeking a remedy for building defects are
trying to chase anyone that holds professional indemnity insurance, which then falls to the
engineer or private certifier, and this is what is driving up the cost of insurance in this space.
Mr Dickson suggested that each person at each part of the chain should be held responsible
and should hold insurance and that directors should not be able to hide behind a company but
personally hold that insurance. 258

4.56

Ms Kathlyn Loseby, President NSW, Australian Institute of Architects, supported
proportionate liability. However, Ms Loseby was of the view that professional indemnity
insurance should be held against a company not just the individual as the cost of taking out
this insurance is significant. Ms Loseby said that this is currently the case for architects where
the insurance is held against the company who then nominates the architects who are held
responsible, stating 'we actually think that that is better because the whole company, then, is
responsible rather than an individual'. 259

4.57

Mr Daintry stated that 'everybody has sought to avoid and duck liability in the process for two
decades' which has left only the certifiers really accountable. Mr Daintry agreed that
'professional indemnity insurance should cover the company but it should also cover the
individuals in the company' who 'should be personally liable through that process'. 260
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4.58

Further, Mr Daintry expressed the view that the issues we are currently seeing regarding
insurance with private certifiers 'was inevitable' given the amount of building defects arising.
Mr Daintry added that back in 1998 he believed that the system 'would implode under the
weight of insurance within a decade' and was surprised that 'it has stumbled on for 20 years –
only because of multiple legislative amendments that have propped it up'. 261

4.59

When asked whether the Urban Development Institute of Australia supports an extension of
the requirement to hold insurance including professional indemnity insurance, paid for by
their members, Mr Steve Mann, Chief Executive Officer, Urban Development Institute of
Australia, advised:
I think there needs to be the right balance in that piece but there needs to be certainty
and the developer is ultimately responsible, together with the practitioners that have
helped and the construction, to deliver the product that he said he was selling.
Absolutely. 262

4.60

In its Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, the NSW Government has included the
requirement that design practitioners, principal design practitioners and building practitioners
(as stipulated in the bill and regulations) are to be 'indemnified by insurance that complies with
the regulations against any liability to which the practitioner may become subject as a result of
providing the declaration or doing the work'. 263 The Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 is
discussed further in chapter 6.

Home Building Compensation scheme
4.61

This section discusses the Home Building Compensation scheme, which is the scheme of last
resort for homeowners if they are unsuccessful in claiming against statutory warranties. The
scheme currently does not apply to multi-storey buildings that are higher than three storeys
and contain two or more dwellings. Inquiry participants raised concerns relating to the
absence of private insurers in the scheme, the exclusion of high rise buildings and the current
deficit leading to higher premiums.
Overview of the Home Building Compensation scheme

4.62

The Home Building Compensation Fund is a statutory insurance scheme for residential
building work in New South Wales. As mentioned in chapter 2, it was first introduced as a
government-run scheme in 1972 and was then privatised in 1997 under the Home Warranty
Insurance Scheme. In July 2010, as a result of private insurers withdrawing from the market
the NSW Government resumed management of the scheme. Currently the regulatory
functions of the scheme are managed by the State Insurance Regulatory Authority (SIRA)
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which oversees Insurance and Care NSW (icare) as the single insurance provider for the
scheme. 264
4.63

Insurance under the scheme is compulsory for certain classes of residential building work with
a contract price exceeding $20,000. 265 It is the responsibility of the holder of the contractor
licence to take out a policy of insurance and this must occur before a contractor requests or
receives any payment for the work, including a deposit, and before any work is undertaken. A
certificate of insurance must be provided by the licensed contractor to the home owner or
consumer requesting the work. 266

4.64

There are a number of exemptions to the scheme where work is not required to have a policy
of insurance and this is detailed in the NSW Government submission. In particular, since 2003
construction of multi-storey buildings that are higher than three storeys and contain two or
more dwellings are exempt from insurance under the scheme. This exemption also applies in
other states and territories in Australia. 267

4.65

Since 2002, claims against the Home Building Compensation scheme are made as a last resort
when the holder of the contractor licence is unable to compensate or rectify work under
statutory warranties as they have either died, disappeared (cannot be found in Australia),
become insolvent, or their licence is suspended for failing to comply with a court or tribunal
order to compensate the home owner that is making the claim. 268

4.66

During the financial year of 2017-18 the total number of certificates of insurance issued under
the scheme was 78,440, a seven per cent increase from the previous financial year. The total
premium reported in the 2017-18 financial year was $132 million. In this period there were
762 notifications of loss 269 and 316 claims lodged, with $55 million in payments made on
approximately 700 claims. Of all claim payments made, $32 million related to major defects. 270
However, despite paying out only $55 million last financial year the scheme also reassessed its
liability for past claims years and future costs for premiums sold in the last financial year. As a
result it reported a record deficit in the 2019 financial year of $201.6 million. 271
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4.67

The scheme is currently in deficit: in addition to the most recent 2018-19 deficit total of
$201.6 million, 272 the accumulated deficit of the scheme is $636.9 million ($201.6 million plus
an accumulated loss of $435.3 million to 30 June 2018). 273

4.68

At a hearing, Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief Executive, SIRA, indicated that the scheme 'is still
not a fully funded scheme', however advised that since the last legislative reforms of the
scheme in 2017 the financial situation has improved. Ms Donnelly explained that they are
gradually implementing appropriate assessments for setting adequate premiums for building
categories in line with the risk for the type of building and the potential claims cost. Ms
Donnelly advised that this will take a number of years and currently Treasury is covering the
cost, particularly for claims arising from the years prior to the 2017 reforms where premiums
were not adequate. 274 Ms Donnelly indicated that icare expect to reach break-even premiums
for post reform policies by 2021. 275 This evidence was given before the record 2018-19 deficit
was announced. The scheme is currently designed to sell Home Building Warranty insurance
below cost as a subsidy to the construction industry.
Participation of private insurers

4.69

There are currently no private underwriters operating under the Home Building
Compensation scheme and icare is the only insurer providing this service. Inquiry participants
discussed the barriers to private insurers re-entering the scheme.

4.70

Ms Donnelly, Chief Executive of SIRA, advised that icare is the only provider in the market as
the commercial market is not willing to underwrite that risk, commenting that 'it is a market
failure … in that sense'. 276

4.71

Some inquiry participants had the view that restoring confidence in the quality of buildings
will fix the issues with the insurance market. For example, Mr Robertson underscored that
high-risk construction is 'fundamentally uninsurable' and that 'people are focusing on
resolving the wrong thing, trying to make insurers insure the uninsurable, rather than making
sure that something is done about construction into the future that makes claims on insurance
less likely'. 277
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4.72

Similarly, Mr Terry Jones, a long term strata committee member, commented that the best
way to fix the insurance problem 'is to make sure the buildings get built right the first time'.
He noted that this 'does not mean that there will be zero defects, but there has to be some
level of defects beyond which builders, certifiers, architects … loses their licence if they do it
too often'. 278 Licensing is discussed in chapter 5.

4.73

When questioned as to what would encourage the insurance industry to re-engage with the
scheme, Mr Sullivan responded that a range of measures would be needed, including enabling
insurers to be involved at the planning stages of a construction project:
But insurers would need to be involved in the design and construct process, as would
a number of other stakeholders other than the developer and the approver. This way
insurers would have the confidence right from the plan and approval stage through to
what's been built stage that they understand the building, they understand the risks
and if something is likely to be incorporated into the building that puts it beyond their
risk appetite that they have a seat at the table to say this will not be acceptable. 279

4.74

The committee heard a range of evidence as to whether private insurers are likely to engage
with the scheme. In evidence, Mr Chandler told the committee that 'the insurers are lining up
to come back in' to the scheme. 280

4.75

When Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading
Commissioner, was asked to respond to this comment, she stated: 'I cannot agree with it. I do
not know for sure'. Ms Webb advised that she understood 'Mr Chandler to be talking from his
experience more generally in the market before he had joined the government, because he had
been doing some work in that area'. 281

4.76

Mr Peter Dunphy, Executive Director, NSW Fair Trading Specialist Services, Department of
Customer Service, clarified that from meetings with the Insurance Council of Australia 'one of
the things that they did say was that the insurance industry still had an appetite for building
insurance in the more general terms', however there are pockets where there is no appetite,
such as for private certifiers (as discussed earlier in this chapter). 282

4.77

Ms Donnelly gave evidence that 'there are some interested parties in terms of the Home
Building Compensation Fund', given the trajectory for icare to be charging break-even
premiums. Further, Ms Donnelly advised that the government has introduced legislative
reform to make the scheme attractive to new entrants, including removing the ban on private
underwriters to enter the scheme, working on bringing the scheme back into surplus and
having it priced at a 'fair rate' for the different types of projects. 283
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Exclusion of high-rise buildings
4.78

As noted earlier in the chapter multi-storey buildings that are higher than three storeys and
contain two or more dwellings are exempt from the Home Building Compensation scheme.

4.79

Ms Donnelly provided the history as to why insurance of high-rise buildings were removed
from the scheme. In 2002 following a number of global issues, such as the collapse of HIH
Insurance and the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, a number of states introduced an
exemption for insurance on high-rise multi-unit developments. However, New South Wales
did not proceed with the exemption as other states did and decided to underwrite private
insurance. Across 2002-03 private insurers started to exit the market, leaving only one insurer.
Subsequently an exemption was introduced in 2003 for insurance on the construction of
residential buildings more than three storeys high and containing two or more dwellings. This
issue was revisited in 2012 where stakeholders were divided as to whether this exemption
should be continued. In response, the NSW Government introduced the Strata Building Bond
and Inspections Scheme, discussed later in this chapter. 284

4.80

Many submission authors expressed alarm at the exemption of high-rise buildings. Comments
include:

284
285
286
287
288
289
290

•

'Under the current regime, the construction of multi-storey buildings, which is the most
complicated and risky construction, is the least regulated construction'. 285

•

'Currently, developers can employ unlicensed, uninsured, unqualified people to
construct multi-storey buildings and therefore have less insurance and quality control
than single occupancy dwellings'.' 286

•

'It seems extraordinary that given the government's reliance on the residential
development market (especially the hi-rise residential market) to meet our growing
housing needs and as a generator of economic wealth and state revenue; we find that
buyers of hi-rise units have little consumer protection'. 287

•

'The fact that home building compensation cover is no longer required for buildings of
four or more storeys is inequitable and erodes the confidence of purchasers in the
residential apartment market … The home building compensation cover (as a last resort
insurance) for all residential property (i.e. to remove the exclusion for properties of 4 or
more storeys) should be re-introduced'. 288

•

'The purchasers of apartments in building complexes greater than three storeys in rise
have been left completely unprotected since 2003'. 289

•

'I believe that owners of apartments in buildings of above three storeys should have the
right to safely built buildings and the same insurance rights as any other home owner'. 290
Answers to questions on notice, Ms Donnelly, 12 August 2019, pp 1-4.
Submission 70, Stanton Legal, p 5.
Submission 44, Willoughby City Council, p 2.
Submission 73, Shelter NSW, p 3.
Submission 79, City Future Research Centre, UNSW Sydney, p 1.
Submission 130, SecureBuild, p 1.
Submission 89, Mr Aidan Ellis, p 2.
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•

'The removal of statutory requirements for developers to provide insurance for all
buildings over three storeys in height in 2002 has had serious, and in some cases,
catastrophic effects on the lives of many apartment owners'. 291

4.81

Associate Professor Easthope emphasised that 'the consumer protections on a four-or-more
storey, multi-unit strata title housing in New South Wales are terrible' and are poorer than
other products, for example used cars and toasters. 292

4.82

According to Associate Professor Easthope, the only reason she can see that buildings of four
or more storeys are not required to have insurance 'is that no one is willing to underwrite that
insurance'. Associate Professor Easthope told the committee that the government can't
'expect private insurers to underwrite that insurance when that risk is not a risk that is feasible
for them to take' and that the solution to ensure private insurers come back into that market
would be 'to reduce the risk by reducing the incidence of defects and, therefore, claims'. 293

4.83

The Strata Community Association NSW proposed a seven-point plan to restore confidence
in the system and address the impacts of past failures. One of the Association's
recommendations was the 'reintroduction of a robust and accessible Home Owners' Warranty
Insurance scheme for all levels of strata development, removing the current four-storey
exclusion'. 294

4.84

However, Ms Hearn highlighted that 'homeowners in apartments in high rise buildings are
unlikely to see the return of the home warranty insurance any time soon, because the fund
clearly cannot sustain it'. 295 Ms Hearn highlighted that the ongoing changes to the scheme
effectively shifted the risks away from builders and developers to 'innocent' consumers:
Home warranty insurance for buildings over three-storeys was removed in 2003 and
there have been various amendments to the home warranty provisions, which make it
extraordinarily complex and difficult to use. In short, the risk of costly defects has
been shifted away from developers, builders and government to the innocent
purchaser. These buyers have no bargaining power in the market and little more than
a glossy brochure on which they rely for their award-winning luxury apartment. 296

4.85

During a hearing, Ms Donnelly noted the concerns from stakeholders that the Home Building
Compensation scheme does not provide coverage for high-rise buildings. Ms Donnelly
indicated that she intends to hold discussions with the Building Commissioner on this issue,
'paying very close attention to the submissions and to what witnesses say before this inquiry'.
Ms Donnelly further highlighted that 'most of the other jurisdictions have schemes that are
quite similar to New South Wales', however noted that in Tasmania it is a voluntary scheme
and in Queensland it is a first-resort scheme. 297
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Increase in premiums
4.86

Another issue raised by stakeholders is the significant increase in premiums under the Home
Building Compensation scheme.

4.87

The Housing Industry Association noted that changes to the Home Building Compensation
scheme to date 'have done nothing to encourage the scheme to break even' and 'as a result,
from November 2016 significant and consistent increases to premiums have been imposed on
the industry'. 298

4.88

SecureBuild compared the Home Building Compensation scheme in New South Wales to the
schemes in Victoria and Queensland, attributing the high premiums to the 'poorer
performance' of the New South Wales scheme. SecureBuild indicated that:
•

the New South Wales scheme is generally 'performing poorly'

•

the average claim costs in both Victoria and Queensland are significantly lower than
New South Wales

•

there is a much higher level of claims attributable to 'major defects' in New South Wales
compared to the other two states

•

as a result of the scheme's comparatively poorer performance, the premiums for
consumers in New South Wales are substantially higher than the other two states. 299

4.89

SecureBuild advised that Home Building Compensation premiums in New South Wales now
represent over one per cent of the contract price for a single dwellings, and in excess of three
per cent for multi-dwellings. It reported that 'premiums have risen by 60 per cent over the
past two years with icare indicating that a further premium increase will occur by the end of
the 2018-19 financial year'. 300 The committee did not have the benefit of evidence comparing
the less comprehensive building regulation environment in New South Wales and its impact
on the different insurance outcomes in these two other states which both have more robust
regulation and more robust insurance markets.

4.90

Mr Brian Seidler, Executive Director, Master Builders NSW, reported to the committee that
they have seen 'massive increases' in premiums over the last few years, where they are seeing
prices drop for standalone homes and duplexes and an increase in premiums for multi-storey
buildings (up to three levels) where the issues are occurring:
Over the last few years we have seen massive increases. In the last adjustment I think
we have seen a reassessment of risk, where standalone homes and duplexes have been
reduced for what we call medium density—the three-level walk-ups where a lot of the
problems are occurring, particularly if you take Zetland into consideration—they are
increasing. Certainly the premiums are increasing to at least look after the payouts—
and we have a lot of payouts. 301
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4.91

When questioned as to how to address increasing premiums, Mr Seidler suggested that those
who are causing the problems should attract some sort of extra payment. He said that at the
moment it is the good builders who are penalised and who have to pay the higher
premiums. 302

4.92

Ms Donnelly from SIRA explained that icare has been taking a more granular approach to
pricing projects and this means that for some projects the premiums have been adjusted
downwards to reflect the lower risk, and for projects where the risk is higher, the premiums
are going to continue to increase. Ms Donnelly added that this risk-based pricing approach
aims to ensure that builders fully carry the risk, and have incentives to manage that risk. 303

4.93

Ms Donnelly provided further information to the committee on the scheme's anticipated
financial performance over the next few years and how this is expected to impact premiums.
Ms Donnelly advised that essentially the scheme can be viewed as two portfolios: pre-reform
portfolio being insurance written between financial years 2010-11 to 2017-18, and post-reform
portfolio being insurance written in financial year 2018-19 and onwards. In looking at the prereform portfolio, Ms Donnelly advised that $583 million of its $636.9 million accumulated
deficit arises from anticipated future liabilities of icare's pre-reform legacy portfolio. Ms
Donnelly told the committee that the NSW Government has provided some funding to help
manage this shortfall. 304

4.94

In terms of the post-reform portfolio, it is intended that this portfolio will operate on a breakeven basis by 2021 across all classes of constructions (that is classes under four storeys)
without the need for further support from Treasury. At the moment the majority of
construction projects are being charged break-even premiums and icare plans to raise rates for
multi-storey units under four storeys through four tranches across the two financial years to
June 2021. 305 Ms Donnelly advised that this staggered approach would be 'the reason why
there would be some builders who are noticing pricing increases'. 306

4.95

Ms Donnelly provided the following figure that shows the change in premiums across the prereform and post-reform portfolios, that is June 2015 to June 2019.
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Figure 1

Premium changes between June 2015 and June 2019

Answers to questions on notice, Ms Donnelly, 6 September 2019, p 3.

Strata Building Bond and Inspections Scheme
4.96

This section outlines the Strata Building Bond and Inspections Scheme, as mentioned in
chapter 2, and stakeholder concerns that the defects bond as it currently stands is inadequate.
Overview of the Strata Building Bond and Inspections Scheme

4.97

The Strata Building Bond and Inspections Scheme commenced on 1 January 2018 and applies
to buildings over three storeys. The scheme is designed to incentivise developers and builders
to build correctly and to rectify any issues early in the life of the building. The NSW
Government advised that the scheme is intended to assist owners' corporations, builders and
developers to work collaboratively to rectify defects early with the aim of reducing costs to all
parties involved, minimising time delays and reducing the incidence of drawn-out and
expensive legal action. 307
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Submission 132, NSW Government, p 37.
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4.98

The scheme does not replace the rights of owners' corporations, developers or builders to
pursue legal action under any other law. It also does not apply to building work that is
required to obtain insurance under the Home Building Compensation scheme (buildings that
are under four storeys). The scheme only applies to building work carried out for the purpose
of, or contemporaneously with, the registration of a strata plan or subdivision of a
development lot. 308

4.99

Under the scheme, the developer of any new high-rise strata building must pay a bond of two
per cent of the contract price of the building work to the Secretary of the Department of
Customer Service. This bond is held in a Trust until building inspections are undertaken to
detect any defects and commence rectification. 309

4.100

A developer is required to appoint and pay for an 'independent building inspector' 310 to
undertake an inspection of the building work and provide an interim defect report, no earlier
than 15 months and no later than 18 months after completion of the building work. If defects
are identified in this report then the builder can meet with the owner's corporation to attempt
to rectify them if they so choose. 311

4.101

The developer is then required to arrange a further inspection of the building work, no later
than 18 months from the date of completion. This final inspection and report will assess any
defects identified from the interim report and whether these have been rectified. The report
cannot assess any building defects not already identified in the interim inspection report. The
Secretary of the Department of Customer Service considers the final inspection report to
determine the amount of the bond to be released, in whole or in part, either back to the
developer or to the owners' corporation, depending on whether there are any outstanding
defects. As at 12 July 2019, two building developers had lodged building bonds under the
scheme. 312
Adequacy of the scheme

4.102

Inquiry participants raised a number of concerns with the Strata Building Bond and
Inspections Scheme, including the time period for identifying defects and adequacy of the two
per cent bond.
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Submission 132, NSW Government, p 37.
Submission 132, NSW Government, p 38.
The owners' corporation must meet to decide whether or not to agree to the proposed
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4.103

Ms Stiles pointed to several deficiencies and told the committee that the scheme is 'destined to
fail':
Taking that a step further, the system that has been developed by New South Wales
Fair Trading is destined to fail. Putting aside the percentage, it is utterly destined to
fail. The developer engages the inspector. They are not even an expert. There are no
minimum requirements. The developer actually agrees the scope of works with the
inspector. 313

4.104

Associate Professor Easthope commented that although the requirement for an initial defects
inspection is excellent, the time period for identifying defects is too short and may rely on a
visual inspection:
But the problem is that not all defects will become apparent at that point and that is
likely to be a visual inspection. Many defects are not picked up during a visual
inspection. They are also unlikely to be picked up within two years of completion of
the building. We are not talking two years from when someone buys, we are talking
two years from completion of the building … The time frame is too short … 314

4.105

Further, Associate Professor Easthope reported that in many cases the two per cent bond is
inadequate, 'especially where there is a systemic defect that repeats across the development'. 315

4.106

The inadequacy of the two per cent amount for the bond was raised by several other inquiry
participants. For example, Mr Richard Devon, an owner in The Landmark building in
Charlestown, commented that 'the two per cent bond in our case is totally inadequate'. 316 Mr
Aidan Ellis also commented on the situation faced by owners in the Landmark Building,
particularly the inadequacy of the bond:
The proposal for a 2% bond to be placed to rectify defects occurring in the first two
years of occupation is inadequate. The quote for rectification in The Landmark
Building was over $5,000,000.00 in 2016 which was nearly 25% of the build cost and
other buildings are similarly and more seriously affected. Also, many large buildings
are only partially occupied at the end of two years and it often takes longer than this
for serious defects to manifest. 317

4.107

Ms Hearn from the Owners Corporation Network stated that the two per cent defects bond is
'manifestly inadequate'. 318 In its submission, the Owners Corporation Network argued that it is
not uncommon for rectification costs to be as high as 10 per cent of the contract cost. It
highlighted that 'such a scheme would have been useless protection for the owners of Opal
Tower if the builder was not financially strong enough to survive claims against the statutory
warranties'. 319
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4.108

The Owners Corporation Network concluded that 'clearly, if this scheme is to be retained
then the size of the bond and length of time for defects to be identified should be significantly
increased'. 320

4.109

The National Fire Industry Association also noted that the two per cent bond 'may not be
enough to cover costs of correcting core defects of a building that are not evident in the
interim and final reports'. The Association highlighted that 'certain defects may get magnified
over time through wear and tear' and may not be evident at the time of the initial and final
report. 321

4.110

Willoughby City Council contended that the two per cent bond is inadequate and called for an
increase to 10 per cent to act as a 'strong deterrent' to substandard work:
The State Government recently required a modest 2% of building costs to be kept as a
bond for the repair of building defects. Recent reports of serious structural and life
threatening defects in multi storey buildings highlight the deficiency of a 2% bond.
The bond should be an active and very strong deterrent to substandard building work
and the subsequent disruption and rehousing of occupants, significant
repair/rebuilding work and loss of investments by owners. A figure of 10% would not
be considered unreasonable. 322

4.111

When questioned on what amount would be appropriate and who should pay, Ms Stiles
highlighted that in commercial construction the developer typically retains 10 per cent from
the builder. However, Ms Stiles emphasised that they are not putting this model forward for
residential buildings. Ms Hearn clarified that 'it is very difficult to adjust or fine tune the
current system' and suggested a different idea of decennial liability and insurance where
everybody involved in the construction is on the insurance policy and when a defect claim is
made, it is made directly to the insurer who then considers who is liable. Ms Hearn added that
under this model 'you could keep the two per cent bond and just slot the decennial insurance
model into major defects', although noted there are currently issues with the definition of
major and minor defects (discussed earlier in the chapter). 323

4.112

Commenting on the burden on developers and builders of requiring a 10 per cent bond, Ms
Fisher argued that you should not be building if you are not able to put aside at least 10 per
cent of the property value of construction:
I think people should not be able to build if they cannot put 10 per cent away of the
property value of the construction. What is it at the moment? 2 per cent. Then you
should not be building. I read an article the other day that for someone to build an
apartment complex you need to sell 80 per cent of the apartments before you can
even start getting finance. Well, hold on. If you have not got the finance up front you
should not even be building. I think that is where it comes down to. 324
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4.113

The Building Commissioner, Mr Chandler, described the two per cent bond as a 'get out of jail
free' card for the substandard developers that this scheme is trying to target. However, he
noted that it is a burden for those developers that continue to do the right thing and 'are really
great developers'. 325

Committee comment
4.114

The committee believes that the problems in the residential building insurance market are a
consequence of a fundamental failure of building standards. It comes down to a failure of
government to regulate. We are deeply concerned that the current insurance market
environment is already unsustainable – and potentially we have only just scratched the surface
of the magnitude of building defects across New South Wales.

4.115

What is so concerning is the number of issues across all elements of the insurance market
involved in the building sector. It is clear that a coordinated approach by government is
urgently needed to fix the failures of the statutory warranty, professional indemnity and Home
Building Compensation schemes.

4.116

In terms of the statutory warranties, the committee believes that the two year timeframe for
minor defects, and six years for major defects are grossly inadequate, particularly when it can
take many years for some of these defects to appear. We also note that the definition for
'major defects' is causing difficulties and creates a window for more disputes between a
homeowner and developer or builder.

4.117

The committee notes the evidence from the Building Commissioner that he plans to create a
situation in New South Wales where there is an option for developers to offer a 10-year
guarantee on a structure by 2023, without making any legislative changes. The committee
questions why such a model cannot be implemented now.

4.118

While the goal must be to rapidly arrive at an industry with sufficient quality assurance and
standards that all homeowners, regardless of whether they are in a stand-alone dwelling or a
multi-storey high rise, will have the benefit of a sufficient warranty period for all building
defects this will clearly take time to implement. Simply mandating this now will see not a
single private insurer enter the market and the inevitable expansion of the state-subsidised
Home Warranty scheme run by icare. This will either cripple icare (and ultimately New South
Wales taxpayers) with multi-billion deficits to meet the claims for the defects that are so
endemic in the industry, or see premiums being offered at cripplingly high rates that will halt a
significant part of the residential construction industry. Indeed it may do both.

4.119

The answer to this dilemma is to tackle both construction quality and insurance coverage as
two parts of the one puzzle. This will require immediately moving to increase building
standards by implementing the recommendations in the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports
and as those improvements flow into the industry systematically increasing the level of
insurance coverage. Done well with a government genuinely committed to the task, this can
be achieved for all buildings three stories and below as the Shergold Weir report
recommendations are implemented. Given the scale of the task it will likely take additional
time to ensure there is sufficient confidence in the high rise sector for these insurance benefits
325
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to be mandated for residential towers greater than three stories. This should be achieved as
soon as reasonably practicable.
4.120

The committee therefore recommends that the NSW Government, subject to engagement
with the insurance industry and economic modelling of the effect of these changes, extend the
time period in which to claim under statutory warranties for residential buildings to a
minimum seven years for both major and minor defects. We also recommend that the NSW
Government consider amending the definition of 'defect' to provide more clarity for home
owners.
Recommendation 7
That the NSW Government, subject to engagement with the insurance industry and
economic modelling of the effect of these changes, extend the time period in which to claim
under statutory warranties for residential buildings to a minimum seven years for both major
and minor defects. Further, the implementation period be as follows:
• residential buildings currently covered by the Home Building insurance scheme – the
timeframe in which the Shergold Weir report recommendations are implemented
• all other high rise developments – as soon as reasonably practicable.

Recommendation 8
That the NSW Government consider amending the definition of 'defect' to provide more
clarity for home owners.

4.121

What is clear to the committee is that the industry is stuck in a vicious cycle, with some
operators setting up $2 companies that build as cheaply and quickly as possible and then
phoenixing once a building is complete. What is left is a defective building: it falls to those
with professional indemnity insurance, such as private certifiers, to pay the bill.

4.122

The committee notes the suggestion put forward by inquiry participants that all professionals
involved with construction of a building be held to account by holding professional indemnity
insurance. This was recommended in the Shergold Weir report and we acknowledge this is
one of the proposals put forward by the NSW Government in its Design and Building
Practitioners Bill 2019. The committee strongly agrees with this suggestion and this is
considered further in chapter 5.

4.123

In relation to the Home Building Compensation scheme, the committee notes that the scheme
has had a long challenging history. Private insurers lost confidence in this scheme many years
ago. The scheme's failure is reflected in its deficit, which is now sitting at $636.9 million.
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4.124

As mentioned we believe the pinch point is multi-storey buildings. We are currently in a
position where private insurers and even the government are not willing to take on that risk.
This leaves innocent homeowners bearing all of the risk and the financial cost when things go
wrong, as we have seen with the Mascot Towers incident. We believe that Recommendations
7 and 8, if implemented well, will provide the protection that homeowners deserve.

4.125

We note the government's evidence that there is some interest from private insurers to reenter the scheme, however we cannot see how this would be the case given the current
failures. It is difficult to see the scheme reach a sustainable or break-even basis without huge
increases in premiums and continual funding from taxpayers.

4.126

The committee acknowledges that the government is attempting to rectify some of the issues
undermining the insurance market for the residential building and construction industry with
the introduction of the Strata Building Bond and Inspections Scheme. Although this goes
some way to provide protection to homeowners in multi-storey buildings, it is insufficient to
address the current scale of the crisis of building defects.

4.127

We strongly agree that builders and developers should not be in the game if they cannot
afford to put aside an adequate bond. We have seen the consequences where dodgy
developers are building complex multi-storey apartment blocks. It is unacceptable that those
with the least skills and experience could be attracted to these high-risk projects given they are
not required to take out Home Building Compensation insurance.

4.128

We believe that a defects bond of two per cent of the contract price of building work is
inadequate. Therefore the committee recommends that the defects bond be increased. We
invite the NSW Government to submit economic modelling and advice assessing the impact
of any proposed changes, in consultation with the Building Commissioner and the industry.
Recommendation 9
That the NSW Government increase the defects bond under the Strata Building Bond and
Inspections Scheme, subject to economic modelling of the effect of these changes.

4.129

The committee believes that the fundamental issue that is causing the failure of the insurance
market for residential buildings is a lack of building quality, stemming from grossly inadequate
regulation of the industry. The NSW Government needs to urgently fix these underlying
issues before we can see the insurance market start to shift. The first step is fully
implementing the recommendations in the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports, as discussed in
our final chapter, chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Regulation of building practitioners

This chapter considers licensing and registration of the building and construction industry and the role
of government in regulating this area. The chapter focuses on the concerns raised by stakeholders
regarding the inconsistent requirements for building practitioners to hold a licence, be registered and be
held to account, and calls for a universal registration scheme. Finally, it outlines the government's
proposals in addressing these issues.

Adequacy of the current licensing and registration system
5.1

Concerns were raised by inquiry participants regarding the inconsistent licensing and
registration requirements across the various professionals involved in the building and
construction industry, and the impact on accountability within the industry. This section
outlines the concerns raised by key stakeholders relating to electrical, plumbing, fire safety,
engineering and building practitioners. The term 'building practitioners' is used to refer to all
personnel involved from the start to the end of the building construction process.
Electricians

5.2

The Electrical Trades Union provided a submission to this inquiry and appeared before the
committee raising its concerns with substandard regulation and licensing.

5.3

In its submission, the Electrical Trades Union stated that 'a major flaw in the current NSW
system is a lack of any statutory authority assessing the skills of licence applicants, relying
instead upon information from the licence's employers and past educational institution/s'. It
stated that there was no rigorous or independent assessment in place to check if licensees were
suitably qualified. This, it argued, 'exposes serious loopholes' so that employers may overstate
an employees' abilities on a licence application or private educators could apply less rigorous
standards in assessing students. The Union also noted that this was particularly concerning as
the sort of work that requires a licence under the Gas and Electricity (Consumer Safety) Act 2017,
such as electrical wiring work, was highly hazardous and complicated. 326

5.4

Further, the Electrical Trades Union highlighted that 'when the regulatory enforcement and
standards of licensing for electricians are compromised, we see the building industry try to
game the system to cut corners', which 'leaves consumers, strata committees and the public
with inferior and, at times, dangerous and costly outcomes'. 327

5.5

The Electrical Trades Union outlined the following key points:
•

326
327

there are risks to the public and individuals which are inherent in electrical products and
installations and central to the safety and quality of any building is the effectiveness and
safety of these products
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5.6

•

the best way to manage those risks and hazards is to ensure that only individuals that are
trained, skilled and licensed carry out electrical installations, however, currently in New
South Wales there is no independent safety regulator overseeing the state's electrical
industry

•

licensing and other regulatory measures only mitigate risk effectively through proper
oversight and enforcement by an adequately resourced and dedicated regulator

•

a lack of quality assurance in the private training sector, accompanied by an absence of
examination in the electrician licensing process pose a significant threat to future
safety. 328

In terms of the oversight role of the industry by Fair Trading, Mr Justin Page, Secretary of the
Electrical Trades Union of Australia, NSW Branch, highlighted that they do not inspect a large
part of the electrical sector:
The concern we have with Fair Trading, I think it has been highlighted to us that there
are 14 inspectors in Fair Trading that do gas and electricity. All they inspect is
advanced metering … Our understanding is they do not inspect any electrical
installations, any infrastructure, any domestic, commercial. 329

5.7

Overall, Mr Page expressed the view that 'Fair Trading and Safe Work are deficient in properly
regulating the dangerous and hazardous work performed in the electrical industry' and they
have also noticed a decrease in inspectors and inspection regimes. 330

5.8

In relation to its regulatory responsibilities, the NSW Government advised that in 2017-18
Fair Trading received 19 complaints concerning alleged electrical work and for 2018-19 there
were 24 complaints. Of the 43 complaints received in those two years, alleged breaches were
identified in 37 complaints. During this period Fair Trading issued 19 trader education letters
(warning letters) for various breaches and cancelled 119 contractor licences. In 2018-19 Fair
Trading brought forward four prosecutions against individuals relating to unlicensed electrical
work. 331

5.9

The Electrical Trades Union recommended that New South Wales adopt a new system for
licensing electricians and electrical work based on an independent examination process, and
that a single government agency be established with responsibility for licensing electricians and
auditing and inspecting electrical work. 332

Unlicensed electricians
5.10

Representatives from the Electrical Trades Union brought a particular issue to the
committee's attention; the extent to which unlicensed electricians are working, particularly in
Sydney, on large government projects.
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5.11

Mr Page said that the current infrastructure boom in Sydney has led to an 'influx of unlicensed
electricians, overseas electricians and trades assistants and backpackers into our industry'. Mr
Page claimed that unlicensed electricians are working on major government-funded projects
and contractors and labour hire firms are 'blatantly advertising' for these unlicensed workers.
Mr Page told the committee in his evidence on 16 August 2019 that in the two weeks
preceding the hearing the Union identified 19 companies and labour hire firms sending out 28
advertisements in breach of the legislation. 333

5.12

Mr Page advised that the Union notified Fair Trading and Safe Work on several occasions of
the instances, but had not received a response or seen a single prosecution or removal of a
licence as a result of these complaints. Mr Page described the response by Fair Trading as
'totally inadequate'. 334

5.13

Mr Page's evidence relating to unlicensed electricians operating in New South Wales was put
to the government representatives who appeared before the committee.

5.14

Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading
Commissioner, confirmed that they are aware of the concerns raised by the Electrical Trades
Union, commenting:
We certainly have had some contact from the Electrical Trades Union, both in Fair
Trading, but also SafeWork about unlicensed electrical activity. We have certainly
taken away some licences from some people and we have certainly investigated some
issues where there have been allegations of unlicensed work. 335

5.15

Ms Webb also advised that there is some debate between Fair Trading and the Electrical
Trades Union as to what work is required to be licensed under the legislation: 'there is a matter
of a grey area where they do not agree with our interpretation of the law and they think we
should go further'. 336

5.16

Ms Webb told the committee that she was unaware of the specific case of 19 companies
advertising for unlicensed workers and undertook to provide further information. 337 In its
further response, the NSW Government advised: 'Fair Trading has not been able to identify
any record regarding the Electrical Trades Union's allegation of 19 companies advertising for
unlicensed electricians'. The committee was told that Fair Trading has investigated one
allegation received from the Union for unlicensed work on the Northconnex Project, but a
site visit didn't detected any offences. In further written answers, the NSW Government
advised that representatives from Fair Trading and SafeWork NSW were scheduled to meet
with the Electric Trades Union in late September 2019 to discuss collaboration on alleged
unlicensed activity in the industry. 338
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Plumbers
5.17

The committee heard that only parts of the plumbing sector are required to hold licences.

5.18

Mr Chris Seet, Assistant Secretary, NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union, advised that
plumbing, drainage and gas fitting work requires a licence in New South Wales, however
'mechanical services work, a major part of plumbing which involves heating, cooling and
ventilating residential and commercial buildings, does not'. Mr Seet pointed out that 'this work
is highly specialised and technical' and 'the failure of these systems can lead to things like
legionella outbreak, major flooding and flammable explosions'. 339

5.19

The NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union and Plumbing Industry Climate Action Centre
emphasised the high risk of defective plumbing work in buildings that can take many years to
surface:
Plumbing products can be ticking time bombs. Plumbing product related risks,
associated with things like lead poisoning, or asbestos in products, is that the
associated impacts or illnesses may take years, sometimes decades, to be detected. In
this context, plumbing products that are installed, and then leak, break or otherwise
cease to be effective, can be causing damage today which we may not know about for
many years. 340

5.20

In terms of regulating those practitioners that are required to hold a licence, Mr Seet reflected
on his 20 years in the industry where he has not once been asked to show his licence or seen
an inspector on a worksite:
In the 10 years I was on the tools … I have never been asked before, first of all, by an
employer to see my licence. I know all the people I have worked with have never been
asked. Also, I think there are 33 inspectors in New South Wales for plumbing. I have
never, ever seen an inspector come on and look at any form of work, and I am talking
major government jobs to small construction jobs. 341

5.21

Mr Seet argued that 'all plumbing and fire protection work needs to be carried out by licensed
professionals from start to finish', with professionals engaged in continuous high-quality
training to 'keep up to date with ever-changing systems, modern standards and public
safety'. 342

5.22

Mr Seet highlighted that 'licensing and training is only an effective risk mitigator if it is
properly oversighted and enforced' and recommended an adequately resourced building
industry regulator. This should include a legislated plumbing trades council, which would be
the licensing authority for plumbing and fire protection. 343
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5.23

The NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union and Plumbing Industry Climate Action Centre
in its submission emphasised this point, arguing that the skilled, qualified and competent
practitioners and fit for purpose, certified products can prevent large-scale disasters and
reduce the likelihood of localised failings. It advised that this would involve licensing all
aspects of fire protection work and all mechanical services work, introducing an industry
training model, and establishing a dedicated building regulatory body, including a legislated
'Plumbing Trades Council' that would be the authority for licensing the industry. 344
Fire safety practitioners

5.24

As with plumbing, a key stakeholder within the fire safety industry informed the committee
that only some fire safety work is licensed and regulated.

5.25

Mr Wayne Smith, Chief Executive Officer, National Fire Industry Association, explained that
there are two key elements of fire protection: wet fire protection, and elements of this work is
legislated, and electrical fire protection, which is not legislated. Mr Smith commented that 'in
New South Wales today, for electrical fire protection, there is zero requirement for
qualifications or licensing or regulation that calls for the right people to do that work, so
anyone can walk in off the street'. 345

5.26

Further, Mr Seet from the NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union noted that in New South
Wales, although a licence is required to install fire protection systems, 'no licence is required to
inspect, test and maintain those installations'. Mr Seet stated that given the complexity of the
design, construction, service and testing of these systems 'it is imperative that all aspects of fire
protection work be carried out by competent practitioners with the appropriate qualifications
and credentials'. 346

5.27

The National Fire Industry Association asserted that 'fire safety systems in a significant
number of buildings in New South Wales are non-compliant and are at high risk of not
protecting the occupants of a building in the event of fire'. The Association indicated that 'the
biggest impediments to ensuring NSW fire protection systems are properly designed, installed,
inspected and maintained is a lack of registration or licensing of fire protection practitioners
and the lack of designer sign-off at the conclusion of the building work'. 347

5.28

Mr Smith recommended that 'there should be stronger fire protection regulation in place
supported by a regulated and licensed certification process, which enables informed and
qualified assessment and sign-off of safety systems'. 348
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Reforms to the fire safety practitioners framework
5.29

A particular issue raised by the National Fire Industry Association was the adequacy of the
governments reforms to the framework for fire safety practitioners. These reforms came
about in response to the Lambert report, to develop and introduce a co-regulatory
accreditation framework for competent fire safety practitioners into New South Wales
legislation. The NSW Government advised that the reforms aimed to improve quality
assurance and establish formal requirements for practitioners:
This framework sought to improve the quality of checks made throughout the design,
approval, construction and maintenance phases of work and establish formal
requirements for competent fire safety practitioners. The introduction of this reform
aligns with a number of recommendations of the BC [Shergold Weir] Report,
including those relating to strengthening requirements for fire safety and performance
solutions. 349

5.30

The National Fire Industry Association supported the NSW Government for taking steps to
address the issue of fire protection regulation, however it outlined concerns with the scheme.
•

The scheme is essentially a member association regulating members. This creates a risk
of conflict of interest. The scheme should be government run.

•

The government should introduce a robust licensing system for the fire protection
industry, underpinned by nationally recognised trade qualifications.

•

At a minimum, the government should require nationally recognised trade qualifications
to be accepted as sufficient evidence of competency for accreditation under the Fire
Protection Association's Accreditation Scheme. 350

5.31

Mr Smith observed that the new reforms are 'missing an important piece'. He explained that
under the legislation, the fire safety practitioner must sign off on the design prior to
construction, however there is no requirement for sign off at the end of construction. Mr
Smith proclaimed that this is a major flaw especially when it is common that 'what happens in
the construction phase can be different to what the initial design set out'. 351

5.32

Ms Anita Campbell, Executive Officer, National Fire Industry Association, told the
committee that the requirement to sign off at the end of construction was initially included
when the legislation was amended and was included all the way through the industry
consultation, however it was removed before gazettal. 352

5.33

The committee asked the NSW Government why this requirement was removed. The
government advised that the removal of this provision 'was in response to key stakeholder
feedback and concern on the practical complexity of certifiers determining the competence of
practitioners in the absence of an accreditation scheme for installers'. The NSW Government
349
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advised that 'the proposal for the involvement of accredited competent fire safety
practitioners at the sign-off stage is intended to be revisited after a recognised accreditation
scheme for installers is in place'. 353
Engineers
5.34

Inquiry participants told the committee that currently there is no mandatory requirement for
an engineer to be registered in New South Wales.

5.35

For example, the Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia NSW Division (IPWEA
NSW) advised that:
Currently, there is no formal regulatory regime that covers engineers in NSW. The
existing registration system is ad hoc and largely voluntary. Engineers wishing to issue
construction, occupation, subdivision, compliance and complying development
certificates under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) must
be accredited by the Building Professionals Board under the Building Professionals
Act 2005 (NSW). Engineers who are registered on the NERB [National Engineering
Registration Board] are taken to have satisfied all the specialty skills, specialty
knowledge, specialty underpinning knowledge, specialty qualifications and experience
requirements for the relevant accreditation statement and no further assessment of the
applicant is required in relation to those requirements. 354

5.36

IPWEA NSW commented that this accreditation system is limited as it only covers
engineering for building construction and not 'the wide range of engineering services which
are on offer in the State'. It also explained that under the current system competency
standards cannot be enforced and 'engineers and others claiming engineering expertise cannot
be prevented from providing services even when there is evidence of misconduct or
incompetence'. 355

5.37

Further, IPWEA NSW noted that engineers, unlike other professionals, do not have a
mandatory registration scheme and are not effectively regulated:
Professional engineers are one of the only professions that do not have a mandatory
licensing or registration scheme unlike other leading professions in NSW, such as
lawyers, doctors, nurses, architects and teachers, as well as many trades such as
electricians and plumbers. It does not make any sense that outside of the building
industry, engineers who design the systems that these groups often work within, are
not regulated. 356

5.38

Engineers Australia had a similar view. Mr Jonathan Russell, National Manager for Public
Affairs, Engineers Australia, appeared at a hearing and said that 'in New South Wales at the
moment there is no requirement to be registered to provide any sort of engineering service'. 357
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Mr Greg Ewing, General Manager for the Sydney Division, Engineers Australia, added that
unless you are a member of an engineering association, which is voluntary, than there is no
requirement to undertake continuous professional development. 358
5.39

Engineers Australia made three recommendations to the regulation and licensing of engineers
in New South Wales:
•

a new registration scheme be applied to all those who provide professional engineering
services (other than those working under the supervision of a registered engineer) in the
building sector

•

creation of legislative mechanisms to fulfil the short-term goal of engineer registration in
the building sector to enable later expansion of the scope of registration to all
engineering occupations in all industries

•

the proposed new registration scheme in New South Wales be aligned with the system
already in operation in Queensland and proposed for Victoria. 359

5.40

In this regard, Engineers Australia noted that registration of engineers is not a 'silver bullet' to
address all the issues in the industry, however it is the first step to create 'a system to recognise
people likely to perform competently, and a mechanism to exclude those found to be
unsuitable to work as an engineer'. 360

5.41

Engineers Australia outlined five key benefits of a registration system for engineers, including:

5.42

providing industry and consumer information on the competence and experience levels
of engineering practitioners

•

reducing the risks to public health, safety and welfare by excluding those unqualified to
work

•

continual professional development and recognition in the industry

•

enhancing international mobility and trade in engineering services

•

creating legislative efficiency. 361

Mr Russell highlighted that while most practicing engineers are very competent in their own
risk-management framework, 'there is no mechanism at the moment when someone is found
to be wanting, to get them out of the system'. Mr Russell argued that New South Wales runs
the risk of engineers coming to work in this state when they have been struck off registers in
other states, such as Queensland which has a long-standing registration scheme, or Victoria
which is in the process of introducing such a scheme. When asked if New South Wales has
become the 'last refuge of scoundrels', Mr Russell agreed. 362
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5.43

On the other hand, IPWEA NSW advised that Queensland has a comprehensive registration
scheme for engineers, which 'Victoria has recently adopted and Western Australia and the
ACT are moving towards adopting'. IPWEA highlighted that this means that 'an engineer
from NSW cannot seek employment in States where there is no mutual recognition of
qualifications' and 'this restricts the capacity of our local engineers to move between states'. 363

5.44

Mr David Dickson, a Consulting Engineer from Brooker Group, observed that each state in
Australia has different rules in terms of registration for engineers. He explained that he pays
and applies to be a registered engineer in each state, and called for this to be managed
nationally under the one register. 364
Builders

5.45

The committee heard from various stakeholders in relation to the lack of regulation of
builders across the construction chain.

5.46

For example, Mr Michael Lambert noted that under the current system there are 'no licensing
for builders who are commercial builders, which is a crazy system'. Mr Lambert said that this
'means there is an encouragement for people who are poor or shoddy builders to go into the
commercial area because there is no licensing requirement'. 365

5.47

Mr Brian Seidler, Executive Director, Master Builders NSW, provided the example of
waterproofing where if it is done poorly can create a major structural issue. However, Mr
Seidler confirmed that 'anyone can apply waterproofing products' and there are no
requirements to engage a licensed or trade contractor with a waterproofing background. Mr
Seidler suggested that all subcontractors, not just water proofers, should be licensed to
undertake the work and be required to undertake continued professional development. Mr
Seidler added that 'at the end of the day if you are not a contractor waterproof applicator, a
bricklayer or carpenter doing his or her job properly the consumer is going to be
dissatisfied'. 366

5.48

Several inquiry participants lamented the lack of professional pride and personal accountability
of each industry practitioner across the chain of responsibility.

5.49

Mr Dickson told the committee he is concerned about the lack of responsibility 'from the
developer all the way through to the worker on the floor'. Mr Dickson indicated that the
practice of relying on paperwork to tick off what has been built diminishes a builder's legal
and moral responsibility for the work they do:
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There is a lack of chain of responsibility and there is a culture that has developed
where builders—building foremen in particular—rely upon receiving a piece of paper
that says everything is okay and by having that piece of paper they believe that both
legally and more importantly morally relieves them from any responsibility in the work
that they do. This goes all the way through the industry and it is what I think is the
base cause of the issues that you are seeing today. 367

5.50

Mr Dickson added that 'builders these days have lost the skill of building' as they are now
'subbie managers' who rely on the skills of their subcontractors, who rely on the skills of their
employees, and when the piece of paper says it was built as per the drawing than 'we do not
have a way of checking'. 368
Extending the registration system across the chain of responsibility

5.51

Inquiry participants called for a registration system for all building practitioners to ensure
everyone involved in the construction of buildings is held accountable for the work that they
do.

5.52

Ms Jane Hearn, Director, Owners Corporation Network, stated that there needs to be a
'tightening of registration and licensing right through this system and a system for
independence, inspections and oversight', noting that currently the industry is selfregulating. 369

5.53

In terms of the quality of the high-rise buildings being built, Ms Hearn told the committee
that 'the people who are building the high-rise apartment buildings are not necessarily the
most qualified people to do it'. Ms Hearn said 'the risks and the defects that are being found
are serious, they are endemic, they are a threat to health and welfare, they put people into
financial distress'. Further, Ms Hearn suggested that extra licensing requirements for builders
who are building three storeys and above would be a good start to deal with some of the
issues that we are now seeing in those buildings. 370

5.54

Cr Linda Scott, President, Local Government NSW commented that they have continuously
called on government to 'address the deficiencies with building and certifier regulation in New
South Wales', including by instituting a strong regulatory framework to hold all practitioners
to account:
As part of those repeated submissions, have called for New South Wales to develop a
strong regulatory framework that ensures the building and certification system delivers
well-built, safe and compliant buildings. This means having a system where all parties
are responsible and accountable for their actions and the community and public
interest is protected. 371
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5.55

Mr Brett Daintry, Director, Daintry Associates, argued that 'the Act must be amended to
provide that each tradesperson and persons on a site must issue compliance certificates for the
work they do and they must be held accountable for that work'. Mr Daintry added that this
needs to apply to all people within the building construction chain:
That permeates the whole system. It goes from design to the manufacturing and
materials that go into buildings to the installation of building components or the
building itself down to the fellow who puts the wet area in or paints the building.
Unless you have a complete system in place and a complete and consistent approach
to checking compliance at every stage there is no guarantee that you are going to have
quality buildings at the end of the process. 372

5.56

Ms Kathlyn Loseby, President NSW, Australian Institute of Architects, argued that currently
there are not enough people in the system who are professionally trained, qualified and hold
appropriate insurance. When asked to comment on whether a licensing scheme should be in
place for all practitioners, Ms Loseby said that she 'absolutely' agrees and this needs to extend
from practitioners in the upfront design stage to the sign-off stage. 373

5.57

In addition, Ms Leanne Hardwicke, General Manager, Policy, Advocacy and Education,
Australian Institute of Architects, pointed out that in the NSW Fair Trading Act there is an
option to become registered to offer certificates that would then require the practitioner to be
accredited and have insurance, however this is only optional, noting: 'nobody is becoming
registered'. 374

5.58

Further in its submission, the Australian Institute of Architects NSW noted that architects are
currently practicing under a legislated registration scheme. 375 The Institute suggested that this
scheme could be a robust and appropriate model that could be introduced for building
designers, project managers, professional engineers and other building professionals. The
legislated scheme requirements among other things include requirements to follow a code of
conduct, undertake continuous professional development, hold professional indemnity
insurance and be subject to disciplinary processes. 376

Government regulation
5.59

This section outlines what the NSW Government has done to date to address the concerns in
the industry relating to the registration and ultimately the regulation of building practitioners.
It begins by outlining the current compliance and enforcement system. This section then turns
to the recommendations regarding regulation from previous reports and the government's
proposals under the Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper on these issues.
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Compliance and enforcement
5.60

The NSW Government informed the committee of the current regulatory functions in
oversighting building practitioners, including the number of complaints NSW Fair Trading has
received in recent years and the enforcement action it takes, as well as the number of
inspections that are carried out.

5.61

Those responsible for the construction of buildings are regulated by several government
agencies and departments, as well as local government under national and state laws that relate
to construction and consumer protection. This also includes a national framework that sets
out building codes and standards for construction. The NSW Government noted that only
qualified and experienced persons are licensed to undertake residential building work in New
South Wales and they have duties that are placed on them including to ensure they exercise
due care and skill and the work they perform is fit for purpose. 377

5.62

NSW Fair Trading is one of the agencies regulating the building sector and is responsible for
licensing, authorising and registering specific businesses, practitioners and organisations in the
industry, among other things. 378

5.63

Ms Webb, Commissioner of Fair Trading NSW, informed the committee that the department
'continuously supports compliance and enforces the law'. Ms Webb provided the following
data on complaints and enforcement action in the last few years:
We receive over 8,000 complaints a year in relation to the building sector and we
resolve the overwhelming majority. In the past five years, we have conducted over
10,166 building inspections and 4,453 building investigations. We have had 488
successful prosecutions in three years. 379

5.64

Ms Webb advised that when 'non-compliance is detected, a range of sanctions and remedies
are employed to right wrongs, including directions, rectification orders, recalls, penalty notices,
disciplinary actions and prosecutions', and the non-compliance will be publicised to deter
others engaging in similar behaviour. 380

5.65

In relation to the number of inspectors in Fair Trading responsible for the building sector, Mr
Peter Dunphy, Executive Director, NSW Fair Trading Specialist Services, Department of
Customer Service, provided the following numbers:
For building inspectors who look after the home building legislation, there are 20 staff
in the building investigation team. We have another 23 staff in the dispute resolution
and inspection branch. In the building professionals group we have a team of 27 staff
who provide services. They are not all inspectors, but, as I mentioned, there are seven
auditors who carry out the inspection functions in the audit team. We have another
team of about 10 staff who also carry out the investigations in that area as well. On
top of that we also have a plumbing service, which includes our plumbing inspectors.
We have 33 inspectors who carry out plumbing inspections and direct site inspections.
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They carry out over 30,000 inspections across that area per annum. In the electrical
and gas safety area we also have 14 inspectors who provide services around both gas
and electrical safety. That is the full range of resources that we have. 381

5.66

Mr Dunphy explained that Fair Trading takes a 'risk-based approach' where they target the
highest risks such as 'major defects, risks to safety, non-compliance and gross negligence'. 382

5.67

The NSW Government provided further advice on the number of inspectors, noting that Fair
Trading currently has 85 staff conducting inspections in the building sector who work on
'complaints, proactive inspections, audits, dispute resolution matters, disciplinary proceedings,
and investigation relating to building work, electrical and gas fitting work, plumbing and
drainage work, specialist building work and accredited certifiers'. 383

5.68

In addition, the NSW Government advised that they have initiated a total of 524 prosecutions
with 36 unsuccessful, and in the current financial year 2018-19 there have been 580 licences
cancelled or disqualified. 384

5.69

During a hearing, Mr David Chandler OAM, the newly appointed NSW Building
Commissioner, was asked to comment on the current enforcement of licensing in New South
Wales. He indicated that he will be reviewing the number of inspectors undertaking this work
in Fair Trading. However, Mr Chandler made the point that there are a lot more people
involved in observing the construction process than just the Fair Trading inspectors. Mr
Chandler concluded that 'there is no way in the world, if we had 100 or 1,000 people, that we
are going to observe all the construction'. 385
Recommendations on licensing and regulation - Shergold Weir and Lambert

5.70

Both the Lambert and Shergold Weir reports make recommendations regarding the licensing
and regulation of all building practitioners. The NSW Government's response to these reports
will be comprehensively considered in the final chapter.

5.71

Mr Lambert, in his review, recommended that 'key categories of building practitioners
involved in the design, construction and maintenance of buildings' be registered. Mr Lambert
outlined that this registration should require building practitioners to undertake certified
training, including continuing professional development on the National Construction Codes,
obtaining compulsory insurance and being held accountable for their work through certifying
the work conforms to the Building Code of Australia. Mr Lambert noted that the subsequent
Shergold Weir report endorsed this recommendation, as well as recommending that the
registration system be consistent across jurisdictions. 386
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5.72

The Shergold Weir report made two recommendations relating to the registration of building
practitioners. Recommendation 1 is as follows:
That each jurisdiction requires the registration of the following categories of building
practitioners involved in the design, construction and maintenance of buildings:
•
Builder
•
Site or Project Manager
•
Building Surveyor
•
Building Inspector
•
Architect
•
Engineer
•
Designer/Draftsperson
•
Plumber
•
Fire Safety Practitioner. 387

5.73

In terms of this recommendation, the Shergold Weir report noted that 'each jurisdiction will
need to have complementary provisions which provide that only registered practitioners can
perform the work for which they hold registration'. The report also noted that 'further
consultation should be undertaken with industry with a view to reaching agreement on the full
range of appropriate disciplines to be included'. 388

5.74

Recommendation 2 in the Shergold Weir report related to the registration requirements for
building practitioners:
That each jurisdiction prescribes consistent requirements for the registration of
building practitioners including:
•
certificated training which includes compulsory training on the operation and
use of the NCC [National Construction Codes] as it applies to each category of
registration;
•
additional competency and experience requirements;
•
where it is available, compulsory insurance in the form of professional
indemnity and/or warranty insurance together with financial viability
requirements where appropriate; and
•
evidence of practitioner integrity, based on an assessment of fit-and-proper
person requirements.389
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5.75

The Shergold Weir report stated that 'a nationally consistent approach to regulating building
practitioners is vital'. The report noted that 'these expanded requirements could be
implemented progressively based on categories of practitioners', with priority given to
Building Surveyors. 390

5.76

In addition, the Shergold Weir report suggested a collaborative approach to oversighting
registration, where industry bodies and/or associations are responsible for registration and the
state or territory licensing body have clear statutory responsibility for auditing performance
and disciplining registered practitioners. The report also noted the importance of as many
practitioners as possible holding professional indemnity and/or warranty insurance in order to
support accountability. 391
Response to licensing and regulation recommendations

5.77

As mentioned in chapter 2, in response to the Shergold Weir report, the government released
its Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper for stakeholder feedback in June 2019. 392

5.78

The discussion paper outlines four key reforms with the aim of delivering a more robust
regulatory framework for building and construction. This section will discuss two of these
reforms relating to the accountability and registration of 'building designers':

390

391

392

393

•

Requiring 'building designers', such as architects, engineers and other building
practitioners who provide final designs and/or specifications of elements of buildings to
declare that the building plans specify a building which will comply with building
regulations, including the Building Code of Australia. These design practitioners would
need to demonstrate how performance solutions would satisfy the requirements of the
Building Code of Australia. Builders would also have to declare that buildings are
constructed in accordance with building plans.

•

Introducing a new registration scheme for currently unregistered designers and
commercial builders who intend to make declarations. Only authorised practitioners
would be entitled to declare plans, how any performance solutions comply with the
Building Code of Australia and that a final building complies with its plans. 393

Professor Peter Shergold AC and Ms Bronwyn Weir, Building Confidence, Improving the effectiveness of
compliance and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia (February 2018),
p 17.
Professor Peter Shergold AC and Ms Bronwyn Weir, Building Confidence, Improving the effectiveness of
compliance and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia (February 2018),
p 18.
Department of Finance, Services and Innovation, Building Stronger Foundations, Implementing the NSW
Government Response to the Shergold Weir Building Confidence Report, discussion paper, June 2019, p 6.
Department of Finance, Services and Innovation, Building Stronger Foundations, Implementing the NSW
Government Response to the Shergold Weir Building Confidence Report, discussion paper, June 2019, p 9.
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5.79

In relation to the proposal for a new registration scheme, the NSW Government advised that
the introduction of a registration scheme will 'enhance accountability by ensuring that
practitioners have the relevant skills, hold appropriate insurance, and can be held accountable
for their actions including being subject to appropriate disciplinary action'. 394

5.80

The NSW Government provided the following explanation regarding the term 'building
designer':
The term 'building designer' is intended to represent a category of practitioners who
perform similar or complementary functions in providing plans and specifications for
buildings that are required to comply with the BCA [Building Code of Australia]. It is
anticipated that there may be many interpretations of this category of work and
multiple professionals who may be considered to be already performing some or all of
these functions. 395

5.81

The NSW Government indicated that the type of work undertaken by 'building designers' will
dictate what practitioners are required to be registered under the scheme, and proposed the
following types of practitioners:
•

architects

•

builders

•

building designers

•

draftspersons

•

some categories of engineers. 396

5.82

The discussion paper sought feedback from stakeholders as to what practitioners should be
required to be registered under this scheme, as well as the minimum requirements to register,
the types of insurance and the powers of the regulator to enforce compliance. 397

5.83

On 23 October 2019 the NSW Government introduced in the Legislative Assembly the Design
and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 which delivers on the reforms proposed by the government in
its Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper. 398 The committee considered the bill
extensively during this inquiry. The evidence received from key stakeholders on the bill is
detailed further in the following chapter.
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Stakeholder views on the government's licensing and regulation proposals
5.84

The committee heard concerns from inquiry participants regarding the government's
proposals to strengthen the licensing and regulation of building practitioners. A key voice on
this issue, Mr Lambert provided in his submission the following commentary on the
government's proposals. This was prior to the release of the Design and Building Practitioners Bill
2019, with Mr Lambert's comments on this bill documented in the following chapter.

5.85

Mr Lambert expressed the view that the proposals put forward by the NSW Government in
its discussion paper continue the practice of 'piecemeal and partial' regulatory reforms that
'have not addressed the major problems afflicting the industry'. 399 Mr Lambert noted that
although the proposals are 'a step in the right direction it is only part of a more comprehensive
reform that is needed'. 400

5.86

Mr Lambert explained that it is essential that all building practitioners are registered,
commenting that the proposal in the government's discussion paper is inadequate in
addressing the major gaps across the industry:
The current proposal is deficient in that it only proposes self-certification of design
and not building work and hence does not include the range of building practitioners
who design, construct and install the critical building systems and elements. This
means it is a very partial approach which leaves major gaps such as water proofing
which is an area which generates major problems and complaints as well as with the
installation of fire safety systems which is critical for safety. 401

5.87

Mr Lambert further explained that this 'partial' approach results in major problems for
certifiers which rely on the substandard documentation:
In turn, this partial approach to accountability and registration of building
practitioners results in major problems for the building certifier who issues an
approval to build based on documentation which is invariably incomplete, undertakes
inspections of only some of the building work, relies on certification from builders
and sub-contractors, and issues a Certificate of Occupancy at completion of the
project. 402

5.88

Mr Lambert said that although the issuing of a compliance certificate is legally binding, it is
rarely used, and the certifier must then undertake their own assessment of the building work
which includes the building design and technically complex building work. 403

5.89

Mr Lambert advocated that each building practitioner working on a building be required to
certify that the building design and the work they have carried out conforms with the building
codes. Further, he recommended that the building practitioner be fully accountable by being
registered, audited and holding suitable insurance. Mr Lambert added that the building
certifier should obtain certificates from each building practitioner, including the design
professional, and be able to rely on these when issuing the final occupancy certificate.
399
400
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He commented that 'this creates a proper chain of accountability and is a fundamental
requirement for effective building regulation and quality building outcomes'. 404
5.90

Mr Lambert suggested a co-regulatory model for the registration of building practitioners,
where established professional associations could administer the accreditation or registration
process subject to its approval and oversight by a Building Regulator. Mr Lambert explained
that 'the benefit of this approach is that it draws on the existing expertise and knowledge of
the relevant associations but maintains an oversight role for government'. 405
Response by government representatives

5.91

Prior to the release of the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, the committee examined
government officials across two hearings on the issues raised by stakeholders regarding the
government's approach to licensing and regulation of the industry to date.

5.92

At the committee's first hearing, the committee questioned how the government is regulating
not just the design aspect of construction but also the built outcome. In response, Mr John
Tansey, Executive Director Regulatory Policy, Better Regulation Division, Department of
Customer Service, referred the committee to the appendix provided in the NSW Government
submission that, as Mr Tansey suggested 'sets out all of the different specialities which go to
your question around components of construction'. Mr Tansey explained that 'there are
different categories of certification that go to those different elements and capabilities' and 'the
people performing those parts of the total certification function are accredited under the law
and do have qualifications' as certifiers. 406

5.93

When asked to clarify whether accreditation is required for practitioners who are providing the
certificates to certifiers to review prior to issuing an occupation certificate, Mr Tansey
provided the following advice:
Those are other persons who are required to be accredited under the same legislation
that accredits the principal certifier. They recognise different specialities of
construction. They are required under the law to be accredited also by the Building
Professionals Board and there are skills and experience prerequisites for those. If it
helps the Chair, it goes to the point that different elements of the construction can be
themselves certified by specialists in that field, which contributes to the overall
certification by the principal certifier … They would all have to have insurance to
maintain their accreditation. 407

5.94

Mr Tansey was questioned again at a later hearing on this issue where he advised that he was
trying to highlight to the committee the difference between those who are performing the
certification function and the licensing of them as certifiers compared to those who are
actually performing the building work. 408
404
405
406
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408
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5.95

The committee asked Mr Tansey to reflect on the conflicting evidence provided by Mr
Lambert that very few of the categories listed in the appendix that Mr Tansey referred to 'have
people that are licensed for them and none of them actually provide compliance certificates',
which leaves the building certifier as 'the only effective certifier operating at the moment'. 409

5.96

Mr Tansey took this question on notice and in the NSW Government's response, it advised
that compliance certificates are one type of development certificate which confirms that the
work or designs comply with the specified standards. It confirmed that under the legislation
these certificates may be issued by a certifier, or person prescribed by the regulations, however
non-accredited persons cannot issue a compliance certificate, only professional advice. It also
highlighted that there are currently a number of licence classes required by law in New South
Wales for trades undertaking residential and specialist building work. Although it did note Mr
Lambert's evidence that for some installation work a licence is not required under the law, for
example the installation of fire safety systems. 410

5.97

Further questioning of government representatives in relation to the requirements for a
licence and/or to be registered proceeded at a later hearing. In particular, the committee
discussed the proposal outlined in the discussion paper for the registration of 'building
designers' and sought clarification on this term.

5.98

At this later hearing, Ms Webb acknowledged that the term 'building designer' has been used 'a
little loosely' and clarified that the proposals are intended to ensure that any people who are
not already licensed under the current licensing regime for builders in New South Wales will
be licensed:
To the extent that people are not already licensed under the current licensing regime
for builders in New South Wales, the proposals that other people—I know we use the
word "designer" a little loosely and sometimes people interpret that is just being the
architects and designers, but it is also intended to scoop up anyone else involved in
building the building who is not currently licensed. But a large category of people who
are building buildings are currently licensed. 411

5.99

Ms Webb indicated that the reforms will provide a chain of responsibility and explained what
this means in practice:
I think the chain of responsibility might be another way of describing this idea that
everyone who is responsible for the building should be registered, have an obligation
to make a declaration of compliance, have insurance and be available to be sued and
owe that duty of care. One way of looking at it is that everyone in the chain who is
involved in building a building will now have clear responsibilities and liabilities. 412

5.100

Mr Chandler also confirmed that the legislation proposed would ensure that 'everyone who
should be licensed has a licence and that the people who get a licence are properly accredited
for those licenses'. When questioned further on exactly who those practitioners will be, Mr
Chandler provided the following response:
409
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411
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I believe everybody who is in charge of managing the building process at various
stages should have a licence. Designers should have licences, people in charge of
construction sites should have licences, people who are in charge of safety on
construction sites should have licences, people who certify progress payments should
have licences. There are a number of people who need to be licensed … We are
talking about including in that plumbers, electricians, people who are doing fire-rated
work, people who are doing waterproofing—all of those people are in the line of sight
to be licensed. You will see that in the draft legislation when it comes forward. I am
not talking to a blank sheet of paper here. 413

5.101

In addition, Mr Tansey explained that the clear intention of the Building Stronger Foundations
reforms is to link the design stage of construction with the final product, to build
accountability along the chain:
That response is particularly dealing with reforms in New South Wales that will, for
the first time, capture and require registration of people providing the designs and
marry that up with the people doing the construction, and who rely on those designs,
having to also declare that they have built according to those designs. If the building
required variation, we want to ensure that the variations are documented, and if the
variations are substantial enough, that they required changes to the approvals or new
plans and designs, that those new plans and designs are declared again. 414

5.102

Further, Mr Tansey said that the reforms will specifically hold builders to account with the
proposed obligation on builders to 'declare that the building work they are doing is done in
compliance with the various plans and specifications provided to them by the other
practitioners'. 415 The reforms are explored further in the following chapter.

Committee comment
5.103

It is clear to the committee that the current system of licensing and registration of building
practitioners in New South Wales is woefully inadequate. The system is piecemeal and in some
areas of the industry, non-existent.

5.104

We are extremely concerned that in some instances anyone can pick up the tools and work on
a building site without being required to hold a licence or be registered. This is causing a huge
oversight gap in the industry and has undoubtedly contributed to the problems we are seeing
today.

5.105

It is not just the bulk of those who perform building work who are unregistered and
unlicensed it is also the developers who conceive of and ultimately benefit from the various
projects who are unregulated and unlicenced. Given these are the entities that take the most
significant profits from the industry and who are responsible for the critical decisions about
timeframes for construction, choice of builder and initial design work, it is remarkable that
this aspect of the industry continues to be unregulated and unlicenced. This clearly creates a
moral hazard that is open to exploitation by ruthless players in the industry.

413
414
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5.106

This lack of regulation is particularly concerning in the case of fire safety. It is crucial to get
this right for the safety of the community. We are perplexed as to why only certain elements
of fire safety work are licensed and regulated.

5.107

The inadequacy of regulation is also clearly evident in the electrical industry. Although
electricians are required by law in New South Wales to be licensed, the evidence shows that
unlicensed electrical work is being undertaken. It would seem to the committee that this issue
has not been adequately addressed by NSW Fair Trading. Furthermore, unlike other states,
electrical tradespeople are not independently examined at the conclusion of their training.

5.108

The committee has not been assured by the evidence it has received that NSW Fair Trading
have the appropriate resources to regulate this major industry. Again, we believe that a fully
resourced Building Commission in New South Wales, established as an independent statutory
body, as recommended earlier in this report, should be tasked with regulating the building and
construction industry.

5.109

As the evidence shows, the certificates provided by builders and other practitioners to
certifiers do not provide any guarantee of quality. We believe the only way to bring back
confidence in the industry is to ensure each relevant building practitioner working on a
building is held fully accountable, is registered, subject to professional standards, audit and
disciplinary action, and holds a suitable level of insurance. We believe this will create an
environment in which each building practitioner will be responsible for signing off the work
that they do and will be liable if defects are found. We note this was recommended in both the
Lambert and Shergold Weir reports.

5.110

The term 'building designers' used by the NSW Government has caused much confusion as to
what building practitioners will be covered. We note there was also confusion when the Design
and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 was introduced by the government. This is discussed further
in the following chapter.

5.111

The committee agrees with the recommendations in the Shergold Weir report to address these
issues and therefore supports these recommendations being implemented in New South
Wales. We urge the government to consider these recommendations alongside the
commentary in the Shergold Weir report as to how they should be implemented, in particular
the collaborative approach with industry bodies. We do not repeat these recommendations
here deferring instead to the final chapter, where we call on the NSW Government to expedite
the full implementation of all the Shergold Weir report recommendations.

5.112

As part of its work to implement the Shergold Weir recommendations, the committee urges
the government to immediately investigate the current licensing system for building trades in
New South Wales. In doing so, the government should give particular consideration to the
effectiveness of the existing inspection regime, the need for an independent examination of
building trades before a licence is granted, especially for electrical trades, and which additional
building practitioners should be licenced, including, but not limited to, installation of medical
gas and maintenance of fire safety systems.
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Recommendation 10
That the NSW Government, as part of its implementation of Recommendation 1 of the
Shergold Weir report, immediately investigate the current licencing system for building trades
in New South Wales, giving particular consideration to:
• the effectiveness of the existing inspection regime
• the need for an independent examination of building trades before a licence is granted,
especially for electrical trades
• which additional building practitioners should be licenced, including, but not limited
to, installation of medical gas and maintenance of fire safety systems.
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Chapter 6

Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019

The previous chapters considered evidence received by the committee during its first three public
hearings. Subsequently the NSW Government introduced the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 to
the NSW Parliament, a bill intended to address the issues raised in this inquiry and other forums. This
chapter considers the evidence from stakeholders in relation to the bill, as well as the government's
response to stakeholder feedback.

Background to the bill
6.1

As discussed in earlier chapters, following the release of the Shergold Weir report the NSW
Government issued its Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper in June 2019, which set
out the scope of the government's proposed response to the report and sought stakeholder
feedback. 416

6.2

In October 2019, the NSW Government released a draft of the Design and Building Practitioners
Bill 2019 for public consultation. The draft bill is intended to implement the reforms to the
building and construction sector as set out in the discussion paper. 417

6.3

After the close of the public consultation period, which ran from 2 October to 16 October
2019, the NSW Government on 23 October 2019 introduced the Design and Building
Practitioners Bill 2019 (the bill) in the Legislative Assembly.

6.4

The Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation, in his second
reading speech said that 'the bill delivers on the NSW Government's promise to introduce a
suite of new obligations on design and building practitioners to ensure that each step of
construction is well documented and compliant'. The Minister advised that the bill is 'a priority
for our Government' and 'is critical to support the building and construction sector, and
provide New South Wales with a built environment where safety and quality is prioritised and
where there is strong consumer confidence'. 418

6.5

The Minister explained that the bill sets out the framework for the government's reforms with
further detail to 'be included in the supporting regulations that will be developed throughout
2020'. The Minister also advised that the 'bill reflects only the first tranche of reforms this
Government expects to make as part of the biggest overhaul of the New South Wales building
sector'. 419
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Department of Finance, Services and Innovation, Building Stronger Foundations, Implementing the NSW
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6.6

The Minister clarified that initially the bill will apply to class 2 buildings (multi-storey and
multi-unit residential buildings), as well as mixed-use buildings with a class 2 component (such
as residential units or office blocks that have residential apartments located above the block).
He said that 'additional classes of buildings, such as hospitals, schools and other multi-storey
buildings are intended to be included in the new scheme as part of the regulations over
time'. 420

6.7

Further, the Minister advised that the duty of care component of the bill will 'apply to
construction work in a building that is a class 1, 2, 3 and 10 under the Building Code of
Australia' and this will be set out in the regulations. 421

6.8

Minister Anderson concluded his second reading speech by stating that the reforms will
commence a new stage of building regulation, that prioritises public safety:
This Government is taking a no-nonsense approach to regulation in this State. This
bill will reflect a new era in the industry, and is about putting public safety first, to
ensure that New South Wales has a leading system of design and building regulation
that delivers well-constructed buildings into the future. 422

Purpose of the bill
6.9

The purpose of the bill, as set out in the explanatory note, is to:

420

421

422
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•

require compliance declarations for regulated designs to be provided by registered
design practitioners and principal design practitioners who provide designs for certain
building work (applicable building work)

•

impose obligations on registered building practitioners who carry out applicable building
work to take all reasonable steps to provide building compliance declarations and to
obtain compliance declarations for regulated designs

•

impose on building practitioners who do applicable building work an obligation not to
carry out the work unless regulated designs have been obtained and compliance
declarations provided

•

impose on building practitioners who do applicable building work an obligation to take
all reasonable steps to comply with the applicable requirements of the Building Code of
Australia

•

establish a duty of care owed by persons who carry out construction work relating to
certain buildings to take reasonable care to avoid economic loss caused by defects
arising from the work

Kevin Anderson, Second reading speech: Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, 23 October
2019.
Kevin Anderson, Second reading speech: Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, 23 October
2019.
Kevin Anderson, Second reading speech: Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, 23 October
2019.
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•

establish a registration scheme for design practitioners, principal design practitioners
and building practitioners who are subject to compliance declaration requirements and
to establish insurance requirements for registered practitioners

•

provide for enforcement of the requirements of the proposed Act, and establish a
register of practitioners registered under the proposed Act. 423

6.10

The full detail of the bill is outlined in the first print 424 as well as in the Minister's second
reading speech. 425 Here we highlight key elements of the bill that have been commented on by
stakeholders.

6.11

Firstly, the practitioners that the bill will apply to are defined as:
•

design practitioner – a person who prepares regulated designs

•

principal design practitioner – a person who co-ordinates the provision of design
compliance declarations for the purposes of building work done by a building
practitioner

•

building practitioner – a person who agrees under a contract or other arrangement to do
building work, or if more than one person agrees to do building work, a person who is
the principal contractor for the work

•

principal contractor – a person who agrees to do building work under a contract or
arrangement (the head contract) and for whom work is to be carried out under one or
more other contracts or arrangements as part of or incidental to the work carried out
under the head contract. 426

6.12

Minister Anderson explained that the role of the principal design practitioner is not
mandatory, however could be utilised where multiple registered design practitioners provide
declared regulated designs, and would assist in coordinating these documents. In this case it
would be the responsibility of the principal design practitioner to ensure 'all necessary design
compliance declarations have been issued and that such declarations have been issued by
suitably registered design practitioners'. 427

6.13

Secondly, the bill requires design practitioners, principal design practitioners and building
practitioners to be registered. They are also required to be 'indemnified by insurance that
complies with the regulations against any liability to which the practitioner may become
subject as a result of providing the declaration or doing the work'. 428
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6.14

Minister Anderson advised that the registration of practitioners under the bill is in response to
the recommendation in the Shergold Weir report to 'register a broad range of practitioners
involved in the design and construction of buildings'. The Minister noted that the Home
Building Act 1989 already provides for a 'broad licensing system' for persons undertaking
residential building work valued over $5,000, including builders working on high-rise
buildings. The Minister explained that this bill will extend the 'regulation to design
practitioners and other unlicensed categories of builder'. 429

6.15

Although the specific classes of practitioners that would be required to be registered are not
detailed in the bill itself, the Minister clarified that this 'detail will be prescribed by the
regulations' and at a minimum would include 'architects, engineers, draftspersons and various
designers' who will need to provide the types of plans prescribed in the bill. 430

6.16

Thirdly, the bill places greater obligations on building practitioners to take all reasonable steps
to ensure that:
•

regulated designs are prepared by a registered design practitioner and that a compliance
declaration is obtained for those designs

•

variations to a regulated design are recorded and that any new design is prepared by a
registered design practitioner and that a compliance declaration is obtained for those
varied designs

•

building work relating to a building element or performance solution for which a
regulated design is to be used is carried out in accordance with a design prepared by a
registered design practitioner and where a compliance declaration has been obtained

•

the work complies with the Building Code of Australia and other prescribed
requirements. 431

6.17

In this regard, Minister Anderson stated that this bill places 'additional, more stringent
obligations on building practitioners'. The Minister said that 'for the first time in New South
Wales registered building practitioners will be required to declare whether or not building
work complies with the requirements of the Building Code of Australia'. 432

6.18

Fourth, the bill stipulates that 'a person who carries out construction work has a duty to
exercise reasonable care to avoid economic loss caused by defects in or related to a building
for which the work is done, and arising from the construction work'. It notes that each owner
of the land and subsequent owner is entitled to damages for the breach of the duty under the
common law. 433
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6.19

Finally, the bill imposes a number of penalties for non-compliance by practitioners, for
example a penalty of up to $220,000 and/or two years imprisonment if a practitioner makes a
false or misleading declaration. 434

Stakeholder feedback on the bill
6.20

The NSW Government held public consultation on the draft bill between 2 October and 16
October 2019 and received over 80 submissions. 435

6.21

In his second reading speech, Minister Anderson advised that a 'large amount of that
feedback' as well as feedback through other forums had been incorporated in the bill:
This bill and its policy proposals have already been the subject of significant public
consultation. The Government has facilitated the feedback of stakeholders through a
series of targeted roundtables, public consultation through the "Building Stronger
Foundations" discussion paper, and public consultation on the bill itself. We have
carefully considered the feedback received and listened to the voices of industry and
the public. And, importantly, we have actioned a large amount of that feedback
directly through this bill. 436

6.22

As noted by the Minister in his second reading speech, changes to the bill that were made
following public consultation, as well as changes committed to be made in the supporting
regulations, include:

434

435

436

•

extending the reforms to apply to mixed-use buildings with a class 2 component, such
as a shopping centre or office with residential apartments located above the block, and a
commitment to extend to additional classes of buildings as part of the regulations over
time

•

excluding repair or renovation work that is valued under a certain monetary threshold

•

a requirement that the building practitioner be notified of a person's intention to apply
for an occupation certificate within a prescribed period of time (to be defined in the
regulations)

•

a defence mechanism for building practitioners in situations where they reasonably rely
on and build in accordance with a regulated design and its declaration, that is provided
by a registered design practitioner and that practitioner has declared that the designs
comply with the code

•

penalties for any person who unduly influences a practitioner, including by altering (or
threatening to alter) the position of a practitioner to their detriment, or failing (or
threatening to fail) to pay remuneration payable to the practitioner

Kevin Anderson, Second reading speech: Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, 23 October
2019.
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6.23

•

a requirement under the regulations for the principal contractor to provide a list of all
subcontractors who performed building work on site as part of the building compliance
declaration

•

a commitment to 'consider' utilising existing inter-jurisdictional licensing frameworks for
engineers to avoid duplication of registration and licensing requirements

•

a commitment to 'consider' broadening the types of building elements to hydraulic,
electrical and mechanical systems. 437

Minister Anderson indicated that stakeholder feedback will also help to refine the regulations
and committed to continuing consultation with key stakeholders as they are being developed.
To enable this, the Minister has established a building reform expert panel to 'provide advice
and industry insight to [the Minister], the Building Commissioner and the Department of
Customer Service'. The Minister indicated that the panel will consider 'the existing reforms
before us, including the development of the regulations and the agenda to come, ensuring we
get these important reforms right'. 438

Key issues
6.24

The committee invited key stakeholders to comment on the provisions of the bill by making
further written submissions and appearing at a public hearing. This section details the issues
that were raised by these stakeholders.
Overarching response to the bill

6.25

Stakeholders made a number of overarching comments regarding the bill. The majority of
stakeholders expressed concern about the government's approach, while others were
encouraged by the bill.

6.26

Mr Michael Lambert, in his submission, commented that 'what is notable about both the
process and the actual reforms undertaken to date in NSW since both my report and the
Shergold Weir report is how limited and piecemeal the "reforms" have been'. Mr Lambert said
that what is missing is a clear vision statement from the government of its approach to
building regulation. 439

6.27

At a hearing, Mr Lambert said that 'this bill has lots of defects' and only slightly improves 'the
status quo'. He added that it does not address historical defects or the crisis of confidence in
the industry:
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Of course, finally, it does not address the current problems with the current buildings
that are in defect, obviously, and therefore, by definition, it will not address the issue
of confidence in the industry. And this bill is so flawed that it will certainly not
provide any significant hope for the future. 440

6.28

Mr Lambert noted that he was not consulted on the draft bill: 'I did see the Minister and I did
see the Premier. They subsequently made available the bill once it was publicly released but
there was no consultation about it at all'. 441

6.29

Engineers Australia was consulted on the bill. Mr Jonathan Russell, National Manager for
Public Affairs, Engineers Australia, informed the committee that 'the consultation has been, I
think, overall, decent consultation in the context of going very quickly'. Mr Russell went on to
say that the government should slow down to make sure the reforms are right:
But acknowledging that the Government has been working very fast on this, our
advice is to slow down a little bit so that we can get it right in the Act first time.
Acknowledging that the community wants to see some evidence of action the
Government has been moving pretty quickly. 442

6.30

The Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia NSW Division (IPWEA NSW) said
that the government has a 'unique opportunity to correct the current flawed system and raise
professional standards through meaningful reform measures', however concluded that 'we do
not agree with the State Government's approach to piece-meal legislation'. 443

6.31

Mr Brett Daintry, Director, Daintry Associates, stated that 'this bill does not fix the mess, it
just adds another layer of complexity to the mess'. He added that 'this in my opinion is
another Act that is put in place to prop up a fundamentally flawed and failed system',
commenting that the 'whole thing is a kneejerk reaction to the Opal Tower, the Mascot
Towers and other matters and it does not seem to me that there has been a cohesive approach
to any of it'. 444

6.32

Concerns were also raised by the Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW
Branch) (CFMEU NSW). The CFMEU NSW said that they are 'very disappointed that this is
the response of the NSW Government' and that the bill 'fails to address the very real crisis in
the building and construction industry in NSW in relation to building quality and
fireproofing'. 445
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6.33

Cr Linda Scott, President, Local Government NSW, told the committee they supported the
'proposals to register building designers and practitioners and require building practitioners to
declare their plans and buildings are compliant with the Building Code of Australia'. However
Cr Scott went on to say that 'the public trust in this system of construction in New South
Wales will not fully be restored just with the passing of the bill'. 446

6.34

The Australian Institute of Architects NSW was encouraged to see the NSW Government
making changes, describing the bill as 'a first step towards rectifying issues around the quality
and safety of complex buildings'. The Institute advised that they have been working closely
with industry and government as the reforms progress, however, said that 'despite engaging
heavily in the public consultations related to the development of the current Bill, some
concerns remain'. 447

6.35

Mr Barry Mann, appearing on behalf of the Urban Development Institute of Australia – NSW
Division (UDIA NSW), told the committee that 'the bill is a step in the right direction to
restore confidence by bringing about accountability and removing a small minority of rogues
from the industry'. He confirmed that Urban Development Institute of Australia 'does not
have any objections with the intent or the broad objectives of the bill'. 448 Their evidence at the
hearing and written submission detailed numerous concerns with the bill including that it
appeared to duplicate existing regulations in the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Reliance on supporting regulations

6.36

Given that the NSW Government intends to develop the supporting regulations in 2020, a
number of stakeholders advised that it was difficult for them to comment on aspects of the
bill due to the lack of detail in the bill itself. Stakeholders also commented on the tight
timeframes for consultation on the bill, and the lack of parliamentary oversight of regulations
compared to legislation.

6.37

For example, CFMEU NSW said that it is difficult to comprehensively assess the bill without
seeing the supporting regulations:
Without seeing the regulations, it is difficult to assess the utility of the Bill. The
regulations are said to govern everything from definitions to requirement of insurance.
We are concerned about having important matters of substance relegated to
regulations that have not yet been drafted. Further regulations are much easier to
change and could lead to a further watering down of already weak proposed
legislation. 449
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6.38

Mr Philip Gall, Chairman, Owners Corporation Network, observed that the bill 'is a bit of a
foundation perhaps—not a very solid foundation, it seems—for future regulations and
associated ministerial arrangements'. Mr Gall said that without the detail promised in the
regulations 'the full operation of the bill does not deliver much for consumers'. He expressed
the view that 'even with the regulations in place, the time for this to work and to flow through
to meaningful changes is many years'. 450

6.39

The Property Council of Australia reported that 'there are industry concerns about the
practical implementation of the proposals as much of the policy detail is yet to be made
available'. The Council also noted that 'this is worsened due to the tight timeframes and the
seemingly arbitrary deadline for introduction of the Bill'. 451

6.40

IPWEA NSW highlighted that the 'bill, in its current form, seems to be lacking in detail and
instead leaves much of the work to be done through regulations which have yet to be
developed'. It commented that this 'makes it difficult to provide feedback on whether the
proposed legislation will indeed achieve what it is set out to accomplish', and raised concerns
that the regulations will 'not go through the same level of scrutiny as an Act of Parliament'. 452

6.41

Local Government NSW also noted the 'significant reliance' on the regulations to provide the
detail and raised concerns that the regulations will not be 'subject to the same level of
parliamentary process and scrutiny'. Given this, Local Government NSW stressed the
importance of 'comprehensive stakeholder input' to develop the regulations and
recommended that 'a minimum six-week period should be provided for detailed consultation
on the regulations during 2020'. 453

6.42

Similarly, the UDIA NSW said that it was 'challenging' to comment on the bill, as 'a
substantial amount has been left to the regulation'. It suggested that a draft of the regulations
be released to 'help inform debate in the Parliament', and if this is not possible requested that
there be 'adequate consultation on the Regulations prior to the commencement of the Bill'. 454

6.43

According to Engineers Australia, the 'nine business days' given to stakeholders to provide
consultation specifically on the bill was 'incredibly short'. Engineers Australia recommended
that the government 'allows more time for open, public, discussion' as it progresses with its
reform program. Engineers Australia also recommended that the bill itself provide more
detail:
The bill leaves a lot to regulations and it is recommended that it be amended to
provide much more detail. Doing so would provide clarity to industry and the public
as to what the reforms encompass. The reforms are important, so it is best to make
the laws with the full scrutiny of Parliament, as opposed to leaving much of the
changes to be defined by regulation. 455
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6.44

At a hearing, stakeholders were asked if they were aware of when the regulations would come
into place. Mr Russell advised that 'informally there is clear indication from Government that
it is intending to get started on the regulation pretty quickly … but I have not had a date'. 456
Mr Greg Ewing, General Manager for the Sydney Division, Engineers Australia, added that
the timeline for the regulations is 'an unknown length of string at the moment'. 457

6.45

In terms of the impact of the bill not being implemented until the regulations are developed,
Mr Darren Greenfield, State Secretary, CFMEU NSW, said that it will cause the industry to
push through contracts and approvals to avoid the obligations under the bill:
It will just push a major issue and a major problem we have now to an even bigger
problem 12 months, two years, three years down the track. It is going to get worse,
because they will rush in to beat it and get in early and lock it away. 458

Alignment with other Acts
6.46

Some stakeholders suggested that this new piece of legislation adds an additional layer to an
already complex regulatory environment and that elements of the bill duplicate other Acts.

6.47

For example, Local Government NSW said that if the bill is passed it would 'introduce an
additional stand-alone piece of legislation into an already-complex system of legal
requirements for building and construction'. It explained that the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, the Building Professionals Act 2005 and the Home Building Act 1989 all 'play a
key role in underpinning the design, construction and safety of buildings in New South Wales'.
It suggested that the reforms be implemented instead through an amendment to the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 as the provisions in this Act already allow for
'compliance certificates to be issued by building practitioners' and would just require an
expansion of this Act to include, for example, the list of practitioners required to issue those
certificates. 459

6.48

In addition, Cr Scott questioned why the Building and Development Certifiers Act, introduced last
year, and this bill 'are not forming part of the same bill' and did not link clearly with the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. She said that 'it is disappointing' that this is a
separate bill and leads to 'unnecessary complexity and confusion for councils and the public'.
Cr Scott indicated their support for a standalone Act that is closely aligned with the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 'to ensure that the definitions, for example, were
consistent'. 460
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6.49

UDIA NSW also highlighted its concerns 'about the possibility of two regimes for the
regulation of buildings'. It pointed to the existing regime through Part 6 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, 'where consents require compliance with the Building Code
of Australia, which is enforced by the certification process', and compared this with the
proposed regime which 'has the same objective of compliance with the Building Code of
Australia and provides a greater layer of regulation'. UDIA NSW commented that 'it is critical
that both schemes speak to each other clearly, particularly as the regulatory authorities are
different for each scheme; local Councils for the former and the Department of Customer
Service for the latter'. 461

6.50

Mr Daintry asserted that that 'this proposed Act is not required' and is a 'further duplication
and over complication for all stakeholders, [which] will confuse the public and not improve
simplicity, responsibility, accountability and liability'. 462 At a hearing Mr Daintry further
highlighted potential confusion by comparing the terminology across the various acts:
A "compliance certificate" seems to be a "compliance declaration", an "accredited
certifier" seems to be a "registered designer practitioner". A "principal certifying
authority" will be known as a "principal design practitioner". The Building
Professionals Act, the Development Certifiers Act and this bill all seem to cross over
and seek the same objectives. And they all do not talk to each other. It is a real
mishmash. 463

6.51

Mr Daintry called for 'a single cohesive approach to building in New South Wales' where all of
this falls under its own building Act, noting that 'I have been saying this for decades'. 464

6.52

Along similar lines, Mr Lambert expressed his disappointment at the 'very fragmented process'
that the government has followed to progress the reforms, which he said 'has been done in
little slivers that do not necessarily connect'. He explained that 'every time there is a building
problem, a new bit of legislation gets established' and that since his report 'there has been
three or four bits of legislation established, all of which do not link to each other'. Mr Lambert
stated that the bill 'is actually making the legislative structure progressively more and more
complex and difficult to navigate whereas it should be simplifying it'. 465

6.53

Mr Lambert told the committee that what is required is 'one omnibus Act' that is 'principlesbased plain English legislation supported by regulation underneath it'. Mr Lambert said he had
hoped that the government would introduce a comprehensive reform package:
I had wished the Government, in view of the seriousness of the situation, would have
come up with a comprehensive reform proposal with a stepped range of initiatives
that would be taken that are coordinated, which they commit to on a definite time
frame and which address each of the key problems … It seems to me that you need a
vision of the way you are heading and there is no vision … If you had had that vision
and a commitment to that, I would think it goes some way to giving assurance to the
community that there was a commitment and a plan it was proceeding.
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Simply releasing bits of legislation that are quite technical and narrow in scope does
not give anyone assurance. 466

Classes of buildings covered in the bill
6.54

As mentioned earlier, the government has said that the bill will initially apply to class 2
buildings and mixed-use buildings with a class 2 component and extend the provisions to
other classes of buildings over time. Some stakeholders raised concerns with this approach.

6.55

For example, Mr Lambert noted that the bill does not clearly stipulate the classes of buildings
that will be covered and suggested that 'there should be a time-based commitment to extend
coverage of buildings beyond class 2 and mixed-use buildings'. 467

6.56

While acknowledging the increased risk profile of class 2 developments compared with other
types of buildings, Local Government NSW stated that 'there is a perception and expectation
from the public that the promised tightening of regulation of building designers and
practitioners will apply to all construction, not just to selected building forms'. Local
Government NSW therefore requested an assurance that over time 'other forms of building
where there is a risk to quality, safety and non-compliance will be captured …'. 468

6.57

IPWEA NSW also called for the reforms to extend to other types of construction:
We contend that reforms should not be isolated and focused on just one class of
building structure as there are many other structures (such as bridges, tunnels, roads,
walls) that are beyond the remit of the Building Code of Australia that also need
registered practitioners to oversee their design, construction and ongoing care. 469

6.58

Engineers Australia noted that the bill is silent on the classes of structure it will apply to and
argued that the bill 'risks merely transferring the problems that Class 2 buildings have
experienced to other buildings and other major structures which rely heavily on engineering
services'. 470 It called for the bill to include more detail on the prescribed classes of building 'to
ensure industry and public confidence that the reforms will in fact extend to all parts of the
building sector, or do so within a prescribed timeframe'. 471

6.59

At a hearing, Mr Russell told the committee that they had been advised that the reason why
the government is starting with class 2 buildings was to 'stage out and manage the
implementation'. Mr Ewing went on to say that apart from the very public issues of Opal
Tower and Mascot Towers, he could not see 'any justification to not broaden it out'. 472
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6.60

By contrast, UDIA NSW held an opposing view and welcomed the announcement that the
scheme would initially be limited to class 2 buildings:
The crisis in confidence that the community has been feeling in relation to building
quality has also been limited to Class 2 buildings, therefore it is likely this response has
been designed for this building type. Government, commercial and industrial
buildings usually involve more sophisticated owners and tenants, who are better able
to represent their interests in the legal system, so require fewer consumer protections.
Class 1 buildings and homes are much simpler, so do not require the design
certification process that is envisaged in this Act. It is also possible that many
homeowners might be inappropriately captured through these provisions. 473

Practitioners covered in the bill
6.61

Several stakeholders were concerned that not all practitioners involved in the design, building
and construction of a building are captured under the bill.

6.62

Local Government NSW commented that 'the precise details about which practitioners will be
registered are not known at this stage' and that 'there is a public expectation that
announcements about stronger regulation of the building and construction sector will apply to
all the key players'. 474

6.63

According to Mr Lambert, the 'bill only covers builders and building designers and not other
relevant building practitioners'. Mr Lambert pointed to the recommendation in the Shergold
Weir report that 'each Australian jurisdiction require the registration of building practitioners
involved in the design, construction and maintenance of buildings'. 475 He noted that it was not
clear if the bill's intent is to register and regulate the full list of building practitioners as set out
in the Shergold Weir recommendation. 476 Mr Lambert concluded: 'So it is a very partial
approach, which is surprising, given the Government has endorsed that report completely, as
all governments have'. 477

6.64

Similarly, Engineers Australia stated that 'as a minimum, all areas of practice listed in the
Shergold Weir report – civil, structural, hydraulic, mechanical, geotechnical, fire safety and fire
protection system – should be subject to compulsory registration'. 478 Likewise, IPWEA NSW
called for the government to fully implement the first recommendation in the Shergold Weir
report to register all building practitioners. 479
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6.65

The UDIA NSW suggested that the term 'building practitioner' in the bill should also include
'subcontractors, suppliers and specialist installers, that currently provide certificates relied
upon by a certifier'. UDIA NSW said that this would ensure 'true accountability' along the
chain. 480

6.66

The Australian Institute of Architects NSW observed that 'there are many practitioners
besides architects, engineers and builders, who design, install, construct and manage aspects of
the construction process that have not been considered by this Bill'. The Institute explained
that 'the Bill focuses heavily on designers and design stages but fails to extend that focus to
the building professionals doing the building work and the construction stage'. It went on to
recommend that all building practitioners should be captured in the bill:
The Institute believes that all building practitioners including professional engineers,
project managers, building designers; drafters and a wide range of tradespeople need
to be brought under a regulatory regime and level playing field where all are required
to hold public liability and professional indemnity insurance and demonstrate
appropriate skills in line with clearly defined competency standards … The definition
of building practitioner in the Bill should therefore be expanded from “principal
contractor” to cover a wide range of building practitioners and tradespeople. 481

6.67

The Australian Institute of Architects NSW also pointed out that the bill treats design and
building practitioners differently, stating that this is 'inequitable, and all practitioners should be
held to the same standards'. The Institute gave the example of the principal design practitioner
who must 'ensure' that design compliance declarations are given, whereas the building
practitioner is only required to 'take reasonable steps to ensure' that regulated designs are
prepared by a registered practitioner. 482

6.68

When questioned as to what this issue means in practice, Ms Kathlyn Loseby, President, NSW
Chapter, Australian Institute of Architects, said:
In both circumstances, both are relying on the declarations by the design practitioners.
For the principal design practitioner, they must ensure that everything is correct.
Basically that means there are no excuses if anything is misaligned … Similarly, for the
building practitioners, they need to sign off their built works based on the documents
provided by the design practitioners. But they can take reasonable steps to ensure, on
the basis that they are relying on those documents, so if those documents are wrong,
they cannot be held responsible if it was declared and certified previously. 483

6.69

Ms Loseby advised that they raised this issue with the government and had expected it to be
addressed in the bill that was introduced. 484
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6.70

Mr Daintry agreed that 'there needs to be a level playing field that everybody in the system
needs to be equally accountable, and everybody needs to be registered'. Mr Daintry added that
he preferred 'the word "accredited", because registered to me means you put your name down
and you get a ticket', emphasising that 'everybody needs to be appropriately qualified, they
need to have relevant skills and relevant practical experience'. 485

6.71

Concerns were also raised that the bill does not seem to impose obligations on developers.
The CFMEU NSW and Local Government NSW both highlighted that it was not clear if the
bill covers developers, with CFMEU NSW stating that developers have been the 'group who
have significantly profited from the crisis in the industry' and have 'overseen and benefited
financially from the cutting of corners in construction'. 486
Registration of engineers

6.72

In particular the committee heard from Engineers Australia and IPWEA NSW who called for
all engineers to be registered and therefore regulated, noting that this is not currently the case
in the proposed legislation. This was also discussed in Chapter 5.

6.73

Engineers Australia strongly advocated for compulsory registration of all engineers in New
South Wales, stating that: 'It is unacceptable that at present virtually anyone in NSW can call
themselves an engineer, even if they have no experience, no education, no credentials and no
commitment to maintain competency.' 487

6.74

When questioned on whether New South Wales will become the wild west in comparison to
the legislative environments in Queensland and Victoria, Mr John Roydhouse, Chief
Executive Officer, IPWEA NSW, said:
It will become apparent and certainly within my membership it has already become
apparent that people who do not have the qualifications are seeking to move into
New South Wales because they can no longer work in other States. 488

6.75

Engineers Australia explained that there are three major parties that are involved in the design
and construction of buildings: engineers, architects and builders. It advised that architects are
registered and regulated under the Architects Act and builders are registered and regulated
under the Building Professionals Act and the Home Building Act. However, engineers 'are not
presently registered and regulated' by the government in New South Wales. 489

6.76

In its submission, Engineers Australia therefore called for the NSW Government to introduce
a Professional Engineers Registration Act that would 'apply to all professional engineers
working across any area of engineering, other than those working under supervision'.
Engineers Australia said that it would be preferable for this to be introduced in 2019, however
485
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if this is not the case, it 'strongly recommended that the Government makes a formal
commitment, to Parliament, to do so in 2020'. 490
6.77

Engineers Australia commented that it would be a missed opportunity to not extend
registration to all types of engineers at this time:
The building industry reform process is necessarily focused on engineers in that
sector, and the introduction of a Professional Engineers Registration Act would be the
most efficient mechanism for improving standards. It would be a missed opportunity
to not apply it more broadly. Engineers provide complex services in many industries,
like public infrastructure, power generation, manufacturing and mining, where
professional engineers provide critical services. 491

6.78

IPWEA NSW shared the views of Engineers Australia, and advised in its submission that it
has 'repeatedly called for a registration scheme for all types of engineers combined with a
formal cadet engineering program to be introduced into New South Wales'. IPWEA NSW
stated that the 'registration of engineers needs to be a priority' and that this 'request has been
strongly supported by industry bodies along with the broader community'. 492

6.79

IPWEA NSW commented that the government's 'partial regulation' excludes the 'vast majority
of civil construction in its scope', noting that the proposal only covers 'building designers' and
'some categories of engineers'. 493 The Institute emphasised why a broader registration scheme
for engineers is so important:
The State Government's response should not be limited to addressing the failures of
the building sector alone. NSW needs a registration scheme that covers all disciplines
of engineering, consistent with the other states. Every major engineering association in
the country supports such a scheme. Registration ensures that competent and properly
qualified engineers are approving plans for major projects and community
infrastructure. This will not only ensure safety but will also help to protect the
taxpayer from having to shoulder the consequences brought about by inadequate
project scoping and waste. 494

6.80

In addition, IPWEA NSW highlighted that 'engineering failures can result in devastating
consequences', and pointed to Mascot Towers and Opal Tower as examples of 'how these
failures affect consumer safety and confidence'. It noted that although engineering failures are
'low-probability events, the consequences are high-value', and stressed the importance of
having 'statutory arrangements in place', where 'appropriate standards of competence can be
set and assessed, and those found to be incompetent can be removed from the system, thus
affording the public some form of protection and a system for redress'. 495
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6.81

Witnesses drew attention to the Professional Engineers Registration Bill 2019 that was introduced
by a private member in the Legislative Assembly on 24 October 2019. The bill is intended to
establish a scheme for the registration and regulation of professional engineers and ensure that
engineering services are provided by professional engineers. 496

6.82

Mr Russell from Engineers Australia and Mr Roydhouse from IPWEA NSW appeared before
the committee and commented on both the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 and the
Professional Engineers Registration Bill 2019 and how they will impact the engineering profession.

6.83

Mr Russell called for both bills to be passed together to ensure the loopholes in the regulation
of engineers are addressed effectively:
The reason for this is the two are very much complimentary. We do not see them as
an either/or proposition but definitely the two need to work together. If we have just
the Government bill passed there will be a lot of benefits for the building sector, but
there will remain two things. One is some loopholes in regulating engineering practice.
The second thing is that it could be a missed opportunity to broaden the benefits of
what we are doing now to engineering practice in other industries, things like public
infrastructure, manufacturing, electricity networks and the like, other things that the
community also relies on. 497

6.84

Mr Russell explained that 'if you combine the private member's bill with the Government's
proposed reforms, we can actually reduce red tape and have one system for regulating
engineering practice and get all the benefits'. 498

6.85

Mr Roydhouse informed the committee that IPWEA NSW 'also supports that joint approach'
and 'believe[s] that they are complimentary pieces of legislation and should be looked at and
treated accordingly'. 499

6.86

Mr Russell noted that while the Minister in his second reading speech committed to including
other classes of engineers not specifically mentioned in the bill, some types of engineers were
not mentioned. Mr Russell explained that 'to try to list everything out all at once just invites
loopholes', and again called for comprehensive regulation of all engineers. 500

6.87

In terms of the cost of a professional engineers registration scheme, Mr Russell advised that
the budget for the set-up of the Victorian scheme was $5.9 million, and that this 'equates to
less than the cost of seven houses in Sydney'. Mr Russell highlighted this is minimal cost when
looking at the benefits of such a scheme. In terms of the ongoing cost to government, Mr
Russell reflected on the Queensland scheme and said that 'it is cost neutral, because the agency
… is funded through the fees that engineers pay. 501
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6.88

Ms Loseby gave evidence that the Australian Institute of Architects supported engineers being
regulated under their own act, in a similar way to architects. 502
Role of principal design practitioner

6.89

There was some confusion amongst stakeholders as to the role of the principal design
practitioner and what profession would take up this role.

6.90

Mr Lambert advised that it is not clear whether the role of principal design practitioner is to
be 'undertaken by the builder or is a separate position and who appoints the person and the
skills and training required for the role'. 503 He questioned how the new role would relate to the
role of a building certifier:
What is the role of the building certifier? To supervise at a broad level, collect the
certificates, but then you have got this new party who is called the principal design
practitioner who is collecting certificates too. What linkage does that have to the
building certifier? Who appoints the principal design practitioner? What are the skills
required? What is the linkage to the building certifier? It is all missing from the
legislation. 504

6.91

Mr Lambert suggested that if this role is to be introduced 'it should be more than a collector
of declarations and add value', noting that 'value could be added if the person holding the
position were required to assess whether the designs fit together in a coherent whole'. 505

6.92

UDIA NSW was also unclear on what the role of principal design practitioner entails. It
suggested that the role is primarily to collect design certificates and audit compliance,
commenting that 'therefore, this role could be carried out by the Certifier, in which case the
process could be run in parallel to the building certificate process'. UDIA NSW also noted
that in the context of residential building 'it may be intended for the Principal Design
Practitioner to be the architect, however, this would not necessarily be applicable for other
classes of building'. 506

6.93

In this regard, the Australian Institute of Architects said that 'architects are already well
positioned to take on the role of "principal design practitioner" as defined in the Bill'. It
explained that as architects are already regulated, insured and required to have ongoing
registration it 'makes architects particularly well placed to ensure design quality throughout the
construction process, and ready to assist bring consumer confidence back to the building and
construction sector'. 507
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Role of Building Commissioner
6.94

Some stakeholders commented that the Building Commissioner is not mentioned in the bill
and raised concerns that this role without clear statutory powers and independence will not
enable the enforcement that is needed to turn the industry around.

6.95

Local Government NSW highlighted that the 'bill is silent on the role and functions of the
new Building Commissioner' and that the provisions in the bill 'will be ineffectual unless they
are supported by a regulatory body that is independent, well-resourced and backed by the
requisite statutory powers'. It recommended the NSW Government clarify the 'statutory
provisions proposed for the Building Commissioner and commits to adequate funding and
resourcing to support this critical role'. 508

6.96

At a hearing Cr Scott advised that they have spoken with the Building Commissioner about
their 'concerns about a lack of resourcing and an inability to use appropriate resources to do
the enforcement that was needed—clearly, by anyone's measure, a huge task'. Cr Scott
indicated Local Government NSW's disappointment that 'this bill has no reference to him or
his powers', and advocated 'for much greater legislative clarity about that'. 509

6.97

CFMEU NSW said that it is unclear who will register the practitioners stipulated in the bill
and the resources that this body will have. Ms Rita Mallia, President, CFMEU NSW, gave
evidence that the 'bill itself does not address the need for better enforcement' and called for
'the establishment of a building regulator with the proper enforcement powers. Ms Mallia
argued that the existing penalties are not enforced, leaving consumers to pursue remedies
through the courts:
Lastly, we spoke to this in our submission, the penalties. To the extent we have just
heard they are not enforced and they are not commensurate to the damage that is
being caused. Those breaking the rules are left to break the rules leaving the
consumers and others to pursue matters through courts, which is highly inadequate,
or to pursue insurance companies, which does not solve the problem.510

6.98

Mr Greenfield explained that the only avenue for the union to report problems on the ground
is to SafeWork and Fair Trading, however their experience with the response from these
departments is 'pretty poor', where they rarely see SafeWork on construction sites, except in
the case of a death. 511

6.99

Mr Greenfield contended that unless 'we get a decent building code in this State and a
commission to enforce it,' problems will continue in the building and construction industry:
People have to be accountable for what they are building out there. We can see it
happening in other States and we can see that it happened in New South Wales many
years ago. There are ways to do it; the ways and means are known. It is just a matter of
putting them in place and being serious about what needs to be there. 512
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6.100

Along similar lines, Mr Daintry said that 'the biggest problem we have is we have a lot of
people in government and an exorbitant amount of resources being put to writing acts and
regulations and we actually have no enforcement'. 513 Mr Daintry said that the bill adds a lot of
new offences, in addition 'to all of the existing offences under numerous acts that have tried
to regulate development building and no-one has ever really enforced any of them'. He went
on to say that he is 'not aware of anybody ever being prosecuted for breaching' the existing
provisions, particularly under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act. 514

6.101

Mr Lambert had a similar view, informing the committee that the 'fundamental problem in
New South Wales … is a lack of a robust regulatory approach' and that the 'building
commissioner with four staff is not the party to handle it'. Mr Lambert said that New South
Wales 'needs a building regulator who has the skills of a Queensland, say, building commission
and the resources and the regime of inspections, review, interrogation that occurs in a robust
regulatory system'. 515
Insurance provisions

6.102

As discussed in chapter 4, there are a number of issues with the current residential building
insurance market that have made it difficult for practitioners to take out professional
indemnity insurance. This bill requires design practitioners, principal design practitioners and
building practitioners to be adequately insured. Stakeholders were concerned that the
insurance market is not positioned to support this provision in the bill.

6.103

The Australian Institute of Architects noted that 'although practitioners must be insured, this
insurance is becoming increasingly unavailable and insurers are, simply, withdrawing from the
space'. Given the difficulty of finding appropriate insurance in the current market, the
Institute recommended that 'liability for practitioners should be limited as contemplated in
Part 4 of the Civil Liability Act 2002'. It stated that: 'A failure to provide for this may well see
the application of the legislation fail, as well as the Building and Construction reform agenda
for want of insured practitioners'. 516

6.104

UDIA NSW said that it is 'critical' for there to be an appropriate professional indemnity
insurance product for the scheme to successfully operate. UDIA NSW was hopeful that the
regulations would provide further clarity on the definition of 'adequately insured' and that the
'insurance market will have confidence in the regulatory regime and provide a degree of selfregulation to improve accountability and standards through offering differing premiums based
on designer's track record'. 517
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6.105

Ms Mallia highlighted that the adequacy of the insurance, as referenced in the bill, will be
determined by the regulations. Ms Mallia said that the union is doubtful that there would be
an insurer who would undertake to write that risk:
We are sceptical that there will be an insurance scheme that would be possible or put
in place or even obtainable. I do not know what insurer would want to insure the sort
of risks that we are seeing that would not come without a hefty price. 518

6.106

Mr Lambert also questioned 'whether in fact you can actually establish the insurance required
to make a registration system work', noting that: 'If you do not have that insurance, what
protection does the consumer have?'. 519

6.107

In its submission to the NSW Government on the consultation draft of the bill, the Insurance
Council of Australia stated that 'its members support the objectives of the bill', however they
were 'concerned that elements of the Bill may potentially exacerbate rather than address the
lack of available insurance highlighted in the Building Confidence Report'. 520 The Insurance
Council of Australia quoted this section of the Building Confidence Report which states:
It is important that as many practitioners as possible hold professional indemnity
and/or warranty insurance in order to support accountability. It is acknowledged that
insurance is not currently available for the range of practitioners proposed to be
registered. This weakness needs to be addressed. There should be ongoing discussion
between governments and the insurance industry to ensure that the best possible
insurance is available to all categories of registered practitioner. 521

6.108

The Insurance Council of Australia explained that 'professional indemnity policies typically
contain exclusions relating to non-conforming products and practices, and certain other high
risk exposures'. It noted that the bill requires practitioners to be 'adequately insured' against
'any liability' and said that this section 'precludes an insurer from offering policies that contain
these exclusions'. The Insurance Council of Australia stated that given this 'insurers will not be
able to participate in the market'. 522
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6.109

The Insurance Council of Australia called on the government to clarify the intent of the
legislation in regards to the insurance provisions and work with insurers 'on the regulations
and on solutions to address the lack of available insurance in this space'. It added that if this is
not addressed it could lead to practitioners being unable to work in the building industry:
The experience of the Insurance Council in other areas is that if the causes of the high
risk of providing indemnity insurance for a particular profession are not addressed,
regulations requiring those professionals to hold insurance on terms which are not
commercially realistic leads to the likelihood of the professionals becoming
unauthorised. 523

Duty of care provisions
6.110

The committee received evidence that detailed a number of issues with the currently drafted
duty of care provisions in the bill.

6.111

A key voice on these issues was the Owners Corporation Network who called for several
changes to be made to the duty of care provisions. Firstly, the Owners Corporation Network
advised that the definition of 'building' in this section has been left to the regulations and this
means that the 'duty of care provisions will not apply to any building affected by defects
unless specified by the regulations'. The Owners Corporation Network was concerned that
'this definition could provide loopholes by not covering buildings that are mixed use'. In this
regard, it recommended that the bill explicitly include 'apartments in the definition for
buildings' and retain the ability to extend it through the regulations. 524

6.112

Secondly, the Owners Corporation Network highlighted 'significant loopholes' under the
existing statutory warranties (as discussed in chapter 4):
Developers who are not landowners currently avoid the section 18B Home Building
Act statutory warranty obligations to owners corporations and lot owners as those
future owners are not successors in title to a non-land owning developer.
Development contract structures routinely take advantage of that. It was done at Opal
Towers where the Sydney Olympic Park Authority engaged Ecove who then engaged
the builder and carried out the role of a developer despite not being the landowner. 525
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6.113

The Owners Corporation suggested that this bill 'should be drafted to close these loopholes
and to also provide a general anti-avoidance provision seeking to minimise the ability of
parties to avoid the warranties by using creative contract arrangements'. It provided a number
of suggested amendments to achieve this in correspondence to the committee. 526

6.114

Thirdly, the Owners Corporation Network identified that the bill does not require copies of
the final built design, the names of the person responsible for the design and the
subcontractors undertaking that work to be provided to the owners corporation:
This is highly problematic because owners' corporations that identify defects will have
trouble knowing who is responsible to pursue under the duty of care obligations in
relation to any design defects that are not defects in a regulated design and for
installation defects – noting that in many instances, the main concurrent wrongdoer
will be a subcontractor whose identity and/or required scope of work is not known to
the owners corporation. 527

6.115

In this regard, the Owners Corporation Network indicated that it 'weakens the prospect of
accountability for all parties involved in a development', and proposed amendments to the bill
to require contractors to lodge copies of all final designs and specifications, as well as the
names of practitioners involved, will all building compliance declarations. 528

6.116

Fourth, the Owners Corporation Network suggested that the definition of 'construction work'
in this part should also include 'supplying or manufacturing a product that is intended for use
in construction work'. It explained that 'not including them would leave a hole in the duty of
care cover' as a builder may use a product for a particular purpose and rely on the information
from a supplier or manufacturer that it is suitable for that purpose, however later it could be
found that it is not. As it currently stands, the Owners Corporation Network highlighted that
'suppliers and manufacturers are unaccountable to end consumers for faulty products'.529

6.117

Fifth, in terms of the transitional arrangements for the duty of care provisions, the Owners
Corporation Network described them as 'messy' and said they 'reduce(s) the effect of the
consumer protections'. It outlined that the transitional provisions would mean that some parts
of a project would be subject to compliance declarations and others would not, depending on
when each party entered into their relevant retainer. It went on to say that this would
challenge owners corporations in trying to ascertain if a particular party in a project owes a
duty of care. The Owners Corporation Network suggested redrafting the transitional
provisions so that:
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•

•

The applicability of the duty of care provisions in relation to a building will turn
upon whether the date of issue of an occupation certificate that authorises the
occupation and use of the whole of the building is on or after 1 January 2021
with the duty of care provisions applying retrospectively to the extent needed
to achieve that.
The applicability of the rest of the bill for a building turning upon whether the
date of issue of the first consent to construct the whole of the building was on
or after a particular date to be prescribed by the regulations. 530

6.118

Finally, the Owners Corporation Network recommended that the duty of care provisions be
applied retrospectively, as well as the removal of warranty loopholes (as mentioned earlier). It
stated that 'it is critical to achieve this because for every month that passes one thousand or
more new apartment owners in NSW are expected to face costs and disruption caused by
building defects'. 531

6.119

The Owners Corporation Network explained that by applying the provisions retrospectively it
would provide certainty for owners/owners corporations 'as to whether a duty of care is owed
by a party who has done construction work'. It noted that 'both builders and designers have
expressed the view that their members already owe a duty of care', and so 'any argument that
retrospective operation changes the goalposts upon which people have been operating in good
faith is fragile indeed. The Owners Corporation Network stated that:
Having a duty of care that will start helping some consumers who end up buying
buildings not yet under design or construction does nothing to address the current
crisis … The current crisis will not be addressed by passing a law that will start to help
some consumers 5 years or more from now. 532

6.120

Other stakeholders who gave evidence to the inquiry raised concerns in relation to the duty of
care provisions in the bill. For example, the Property Council of Australia raised concerns that
the section 'is ambiguous and will lead to uncertainty and will only promote litigation with all
the accompanying costs and time delays'. The Council argued that the proposed duty of care
provisions could have the following impacts:
•
•

•

530

531
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There is a risk that builders will stop building those types of buildings covered
by the duty.
A rational response to the measure would be for builders to add contingency to
the contract price to protect against their liability being expanded. Our advice is
that most builders contractually limit their liability and usually exclude liability
for defined types of consequential loss, subject to the application of item 4 of
Schedule 2 to the Home Building Act);
The flow on impacts of the above such as a rise in building costs (due to the
above), resulting in worsened housing affordability; and
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•

Increased pressure on the insurance market, at this stage it is unclear whether
the insurance market will be willing to insure at a reasonable price this potential
increase in risk. 533

6.121

In its submission, the Property Council of Australia put forward amendments to the duty of
care provisions. In regards to section 30(1), the Property Council of Australia highlighted that
this section 'could be the subject of dispute as to its interpretation, and the remarks in the
Second Reading Speech do not resolve this concern'. The Council called on the government
to clarify its 'intended interpretation, so as to minimise future disputes'. 534

6.122

Further, the Property Council of Australia recommended that the duty of care provisions 'be
limited to residential classes of buildings only' and that 'the definition of owner should also
ensure that it does not include tenants'. It also highlighted that there is a risk that the wording
in this section 'could mean that neighbouring landowners are owed the duty' and suggested
clarity on this point. 535

6.123

The CFMEU NSW also raised concerns, stating that the 'extension of a duty of care to
"exercise reasonable care" is weak and qualifies the duty unnecessarily'. It explained that this
wording 'provides an out to non-compliant practitioners who have access to legal
representation, unlike end consumers who end up owning a substandard property'. The
CFMEU NSW said that the 'right to claim economic loss and damages … are largely out of
reach of ordinary people who have already suffered at the hands of developers, builders and
subcontractors', adding that 'ordinary people cannot afford to litigate'. 536

6.124

Ms Mallia emphasised this point at the hearing:
Basically, good lawyers can drive a truck through those duties by applying the more
diluted interpretations that come with those words. This should be a strict liability
regime: You either have done the wrong thing or you prove you have not. 537

6.125

When questioned as to whether the duty of care provisions should be made retrospective, Ms
Mallia responded: 'absolutely, there needs to be some retrospectivity here for those who have
caused the drama that we are at now, because otherwise they get away with it'. 538

6.126

There was also some discussion in relation to proportionate liability. Ms Loseby told the
committee that 'contracting out a proportionate liability is allowed in this bill', however it 'does
not guarantee there can be no contracting out of proportionate liability through the
application of the Civil Liability Act'. Ms Loseby explained the impact of this:
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Contractors and consultants will use the provision to ensure joint and several liability
will instead apply. The flow-on effect is that insurance companies may not be able to
offer professional indemnity [PI] or if they do there will be limitations. The impact on
this is that PI insurance could rise in cost and in the end the consumer loses out. 539

6.127

By contrast, Mr Barry Mann of the UDIA NSW expressed the view that it would be difficult
to apply proportionate liability and could result in drawn out court proceedings:
I would have thought that if an engineering issue was the problem and the engineer
was found to have done the wrong thing, and if I were the architect, then I would not
want any liability for that. I would say, blame the engineer. If I were the builder, I
would blame the engineer and expect that to be upheld. I do not know—how you do
proportions would be the tricky part. Then if you do get proportions, does everyone
end up in a big lawsuit for years and years, figuring out who is liable for what? 540

Addressing illegal phoenix activity
6.128

As discussed in chapter 4, illegal phoenix activity is occurring in the residential building and
construction industry and is leaving homeowners without recourse to rectify building defects.
The committee heard from some stakeholders that the bill does not address this issue.

6.129

Mr Lambert stated that 'a major gap in the current regulatory approach is the presence of
phoenix companies' and that 'this situation undermines the regulatory requirement for builders
to make declarations about the building work conforming to the design and the building code
and to the provision imposing duty of care on builders and designers'. Mr Lambert
recommended that the bill address this issue, and pointed to Queensland as a model. 541

6.130

At the hearing Mr Lambert further emphasised this point:
Sure, corporate entities can be established for financing purposes, for business
purposes, but they can also be established for avoiding legal liability purposes, and this
legislation does not address that. Having phoenix companies in the wrong hands
undermines certification and undermines the duty of care completely. Queensland, in
its legislation, has addressed the issue of phoenix companies. The issue should be
addressed in some form as well. 542

6.131

Mr Greenfield told the committee that rather than being the exception, phoenixing is the
'common business model in New South Wales', where developers are setting up companies
for specific projects and then shutting those down just before the end of the project. 543
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6.132

Ms Mallia emphasised that ultimately it is the consumer that is at a loss due to phoenixing
activity:
If you are a home owner trying to work out who put in the faulty stairs or the
plumbing that leaks or, God forbid, the cladding that is not going to prevent your
building from falling down, you are never going to find those people. They are well
and truly gone by the time those defects become apparent to the people who own
those buildings. The whole system is designed to prop up bad behaviour. 544

6.133

In contrast, Mr Barry Mann informed the committee that companies are not set up 'with the
intent of going out of business' but are set up to be able to provide finance and ensure that
whoever is providing 'the finance is only limited liability to that particular project'. He added
that 'there are a lot of good, commercial reasons why those sorts of companies are set up,
rather than them wanting to get out of an obligation'. 545 Mr Steve Mann had the same view:
It is a special-purpose vehicle that is widely used across the industry, not just this
industry, to drive project-specific development. As Barry said, it is part of the
financing process and it is wound up when it has delivered its responsibilities in the
normal course of business. Phoenixing is a completely different question. It is illegal
and should be cut out of the industry wherever it is. 546

Response by government representatives
6.134

Government representatives appeared before the committee and responded to the concerns
raised by stakeholders in regard to the bill.

6.135

In terms of the practitioners covered in the bill, Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better
Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading Commissioner, advised that 'in general, building
professionals, people doing building and building contractors are currently regulated under the
Home Building Act' and that 'the intention of this current bill was not to replicate all of those
provisions over again, but to add to the number of parties who are now going to be subject to
some form of regulation'. 547

6.136

When asked whether the 'status quo' under the Home Building Act can be relied upon, Ms
Webb replied:
Yes. I absolutely admit that Fair Trading NSW can always do better, but we at the
moment regulate under the Home Building Act. We put people in jail; we take their
licenses off them; we do all the mediations … So I think just a blanket statement that
it is an unregulated area is unfair. I admit that we could always do better and we will
always be trying to do better and we will be using Mr Chandler to improve how we do
things, but to say that building is not regulated and the building contractor sector is
not regulated at the moment, I do not believe to be an accurate statement. 548
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6.137

Mr John Tansey, Executive Director Regulatory Policy, Better Regulation Division,
Department of Customer Service, further clarified this point, stating that 'the vast majority of
people who are doing the work of building—whether they are a builder, plumber, electrician
or painter—are already occupationally licensed in order to be able to do that work under the
Home Building Act'. He went on to outline the class of practitioners who will be the focus of
the bill:
The new ground here is that a whole range of people providing designs and plans and
performance solutions who are not regulated will be under an obligation to be
registered for the first time and will have explicit statutory obligations for the first
time … But it is absolutely the case that the people doing the work are already
licensed, and in vastly greater number, than without this bill relates to people doing
designs and plans.549

6.138

In relation to the role of the Building Commissioner, who is not mentioned in the bill, Ms
Webb clarified that the powers provided to the Secretary can be delegated to the Building
Commissioner by the regulation:
Just in relation to all of the building legislation that we currently and in the future
administer, nearly all of it gives powers immediately to a secretary and they are
delegated to all the Fair Trading officers and SafeWork officers as needed, including
delegation to Mr Chandler. As we speak, any piece of building legislation that is within
the Minister's portfolio, Mr Chandler has powers under the regulation. 550

6.139

The Building Commissioner Mr David Chandler OAM further clarified that he will be
administering and overseeing the operation of the legislation as it moves forward 'in
conjunction with the Secretary'. 551 Mr Chandler explained how he intends to undertake his
role:
My background has been one of being able to go in and look at situations that perhaps
could work better and to make those changes to make them work better. That is the
approach that we will take here. I expect that within not a long time you will start to
see a completely different responsiveness, but that is only simply because we are
looking to utilise our resources in a more dynamic way than perhaps may have been in
the past. We will also make our team more properly emboldened by the fact that they
have got a commissioner who will get out in the field and be seen at the front line. I
intend to run this transformation process by being very visible at the front line,
because we have got some great people out there and I just want them to feel very
comfortable and confident that they are supported at the highest level of the
organisation. 552

6.140

In terms of resourcing, Mr Chandler advised that at this stage he does not see the need for
more inspectors and his budget is 'currently being considered by the appropriate parts of
Government'. He added that some additional staff would be needed to deal with the
additional workload, such as with the lodgement of declared plans, however this will be
assessed against the 'normalised level of demand and how, then, we might outsource a higher
549
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level of demand that may occur during the implementation period'. Mr Chandler stated: 'I
believe that we can achieve an increased impact by the resources that we have and you will be
able to observe that'. 553
6.141

In terms of the insurance requirements under the bill, Mr Tansey said that there have been
conversations with the insurance industry and there is still an appetite for insurance in the
building sector, however noting the issues with certifiers:
We have had numerous discussions with representatives from the insurance industry
in a range of forums about a whole bunch of building issues. What they have said to
us is that there remains an appetite for insurance in the building sector. Obviously the
Committee is aware of the particular contraction related to building certifiers at the
moment. It has been put to us that that reflects a concern that certifiers could be
considered to be disproportionately targeted on risk in the building sector. 554

6.142

Ms Webb explained that the concerns of the insurance industry are 'that the risk is not spread
amongst all the building and design professionals, that the certifiers are carrying some of the
extra risk at the moment, and that they are disproportionately represented in claims'. Ms Webb
argued that given the bill will require more parties to have insurance along the whole chain of
building professionals this 'would actually help lay off some of the risk'. 555

6.143

Further, Mr Chandler told the committee that 'the insurers are very keen to come back into
the parts of the market that they have been walking away from but they want a new playing
field to give them the confidence to come back into that market'. He advised that 'there is a
number of things that need to be done to create that confidence' and this will be worked
through 'with the players that are involved' as part of the development of the regulations. 556

6.144

When asked if the government intends to address illegal phoenix activity, Mr Tansey advised
that 'the work that we have been asked to do in developing policy was within the ambit of this
bill' and 'it did not include dealing with phoenixing'. Ms Webb added that 'there is a lot of
work being done at both Commonwealth and State levels on the issue of phoenixing more
generally'. 557

6.145

Some committee members raised concerns with the timeframes for developing the regulations
under this bill, given the regulations to give effect to the Building and Development Certifiers Act
2018 are yet to be finalised, more than a year after the legislation was passed (as discussed in
chapter 2).

6.146

When questioned on this matter, Mr Tansey said 'the current resourcing, commitment and
effort behind developing the regulations under the new bill are targeting having that in place
during next year'. 558
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6.147

Further, Ms Webb declared that 'this bill is absolutely the priority'. She acknowledged that 'the
certifiers bill and Act and the regulations thereunder were not done as speedily as they could
because we had a large number of policy developments at the time' and it was unfortunate it
was 'not given the priority it should have been'. Ms Webb reflected on the environment last
year and the focus on this bill this year:
All I can say is I know the size of the policy team and the number of bills and pieces
of legislation and regulation that they were dealing with this time last year and,
unfortunately, I cannot say anything but something had to give and it was
unfortunately the certifiers bill took longer than it should have. But we have made
every effort and we will absolutely be making every effort to give this one priority
over everything else we are doing. 559

6.148

When asked whether the bill will address the legacy issues of historical defects, Mr Chandler
advised that 'the bill is not going to be retrospective'. He however indicted that for the
buildings that are currently in the system or will commence before the reforms are in place,
officials are currently 'out there right now reinforcing to people that these buildings need to be
built much better' and the practitioners 'need to be stepping up and performing a lot better'.
Mr Chandler went on to explain that this bill 'resets the compass' moving forward:
The new bill resets the compass. It resets the public expectations, the way that
buildings can be made going forward. It will reset the framework that banks should be
starting to have a look at in the way that they loan into projects and the way that the
pay for work for drawdowns by developers. It resets all of that. That is an
industrywide response that is needed. It is not just going to simply happen in the next
three to six months. 560

Committee comment
6.149

The committee is disappointed that this bill continues the fragmented way in which the
government is addressing the crisis in the building and construction industry. It is astounding
that the solution put forward to us, as Mr Lambert put it, is merely to tinker with the 'status
quo'.

6.150

There is no question that a standalone Building Act is both necessary and urgent. A
standalone Building Act, as suggested by many of the key industry stakeholders, overseen by a
single Minister and regulated by a properly resourced Building Commission, would ensure that
a comprehensive regulatory regime is put in place to address the current building crisis.
Instead, the government has taken a siloed approach: we are left with parallel regimes with
similar sounding regulatory models that have no connection with existing arrangements.

6.151

The committee therefore recommends that the NSW Government, in accordance with the
recommendation from the Lambert Review, undertake to consolidate the existing laws and
regulation into a consolidated, stand-alone Building Act covering building regulation in New
South Wales. It is important that this Act be principles-based and written in plain English.
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6.152

The committee also recommends that the NSW Government establish a single, senior
Building Minister with responsibility for building regulation in New South Wales, including
administering the new stand-alone Building Act, and responsibility for the Building
Commission and its Building Commissioner, as recommended earlier in this report.
Recommendation 11
That the NSW Government, in accordance with the recommendation from the Lambert
Review, undertake to consolidate the existing laws and regulation into a consolidated, standalone Building Act covering building regulation in New South Wales. This should be
principles-based and written in plain English.

Recommendation 12
That the NSW Government establish a single, senior Building Minister with responsibility for
building regulation in New South Wales, including administering the new stand-alone
Building Act, and responsibility for the Building Commission and its Building Commissioner.

6.153

The bill as drafted is entirely dependent on the regulations that the government has said it will
develop in the coming 12 months. Even if it was rushed through Parliament this year it will
not contain a single new right, obligation or remedy until those regulations are in place. Given
the extremely large number of concerns with the drafting and nature of the bill it is difficult to
see how simply rubber stamping the bill by Parliament and hoping that matters will be
addressed in the regulations would be an appropriate response. Indeed given the recent history
of the same department concerning the laggardly implementation of the regulations following
the passage of the Building and Development Certifiers Act 2018 such a course of action would be
placing hope before experience.

6.154

In the absence of a comprehensive reform package, and noting the urgency with which some
form of regulation of the building industry must be put in place, the committee recommends
that the NSW Government amend the bill to address the significant concerns raised during
this inquiry.
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Recommendation 13
That the NSW Government amend the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 to address
stakeholder concerns raised during this inquiry, in particular ensuring that:
•
•
•
•

all classes of building practitioners and types of buildings are specified in the bill
a Professional Engineers Registration scheme is put in place
a Building Commission is established, as per Recommendation 5
stakeholders' concerns in relation to the duty of care provisions are reviewed and
changes made where appropriate
• the duty of care provisions commence on the date of assent of the Act and are applied
retrospectively.

6.155

It is extremely concerning that there is no current insurance product that would provide the
kind of professional indemnity insurance that is required under this bill. As noted in chapter 4
this comes down to a fundamental failure of building standards across New South Wales.

6.156

The committee would have thought that there would have been some assurance that an
insurance product would be available before legislating this requirement. Without that
assurance we could end up in one of two situations: practitioners required under this bill to
hold insurance are not able to obtain this and would therefore not meet the registration
requirements and so the fundamentals of the bill fall over, or icare extends its insurance to
support the bill and this adds to the already large deficit, with taxpayers picking up the bill.
Neither option is acceptable.

6.157

Given this, the committee recommends that the NSW Government not proceed with the bill
until it works closely with the Insurance Council of Australia to develop appropriate insurance
products. The committee supports bringing forward the final implementation of the bill and
the regulations to 31 March 2020.
Recommendation 14
That the NSW Government not proceed with the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019
until it works closely with the Insurance Council of Australia and its members to develop
appropriate insurance products. The committee supports bringing forward the final
implementation of the bill and the regulations to 31 March 2020.

6.158

We concur with stakeholders that the bill is only a framework and lacks the detail to be able to
determine if it will deliver what the government has promised. At this stage we can only hope
that the regulations will fill the gaps in a credible and coherent way. We can also only hope
that the regulations will be developed as a priority and not pushed to the side, as was the case
with the Building and Development Certifiers Act 2018. As noted above, hope is not a good basis
on which to legislate, especially given the recent experience with regulation of this sector.
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6.159

We acknowledge the significant uncertainty outlined by stakeholders and stakeholders' calls
for the government to consult with them on the regulations. This is imperative given the
rushed approach to consultation on this bill. It is critical that all relevant stakeholders are
engaged on the way forward to ensure we get this right for the sake of all those who live, work
and play in the built environment in New South Wales. The committee therefore recommends
that the government not proceed with the bill until the draft regulations are developed in close
consultation with stakeholders, with their concerns addressed in detail, and the regulations are
made available to the Parliament for scrutiny. Again, the committee supports bringing forward
the final implementation of the bill and the regulations to 31 March 2020.
Recommendation 15
That the NSW Government not proceed with the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019
until the draft regulations are developed in close consultation with stakeholders and made
available to the Parliament for scrutiny. The committee supports bringing forward the final
implementation of the bill and the regulations to 31 March 2020.
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Chapter 7

Blueprint for reform

This final chapter considers the NSW Government's response to two key reviews of the building and
construction industry: the Shergold Weir report and the Lambert report. A number of inquiry
participants told the committee that together, these landmark reports set out a blueprint for reform of
the building and construction industry in this State.
The committee agrees that full implementation of these reports is the way forward to address the
deficiencies in regulation to date. This chapter assesses the NSW Government's progress in
implementing the recommendations of these reports, and comments on two areas requiring further
discussion in relation to the implementation of these reports.

NSW Government response to the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports
7.1

Two of the most recent reports into the building and construction industry in New South
Wales and Australia have been discussed extensively in this inquiry, as providing a blueprint to
resolving the issues facing the industry in New South Wales: the Shergold Weir and Lambert
reports.

7.2

The 2018 Shergold Weir report examines shortcomings in the building and construction
industry across Australia. The 2015 Lambert report specifically addresses issues in New South
Wales.

7.3

The NSW Government advised the committee that it is progressing the recommendations in
the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports, with a large number of recommendations of both
reports being completed or in progress. This view contrasted with evidence from the authors
of both reports, who questioned the extent and pace of progress against their
recommendations.
Shergold Weir report

7.4

The NSW Government responded to the Shergold Weir report in February 2019 and
supported the majority of recommendations. 561 The Building Stronger Foundations discussion
paper released in June 2019 detailed progress against each of the 24 recommendations. The
discussion paper indicated that New South Wales has completed or was progressing 20
recommendations, with the remaining four under active consideration. 562 The national
implementation plan details the recommendations being progressed through a national
approach. 563

7.5

When questioned on the NSW Government's progress implementing the Shergold Weir
report recommendations, Mr John Tansey, Executive Director Regulatory Policy, Better
Regulation Division, Department of Customer Service, advised that 'a good number of them
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are completed'. Mr Tansey noted that some of the reforms are being progressed as part of the
national implementation plan rather than by each state. 564
7.6

However, there is a discrepancy between the government's assessment of its implementation
of the Shergold Weir reforms and the assessment of the report's authors. In a submission to
this committee, Ms Bronwyn Weir and Professor Peter Shergold provided an overview of
progress implementing their recommendations. On their assessment, the NSW Government
as at July 2019 partially met some recommendations but did not fully meet any. 565

7.7

When appearing as a witness in August 2019, Ms Weir agreed that none of the Shergold Weir
report recommendations had been fully implemented by the NSW Government half-way
through the three year period set in the report. 566 Ms Weir characterised the NSW
Government's response as 'pretty typical' of the progress made across all the states and
territories. 567 Ms Weir informed the committee that if the NSW Government's only response
was that which was articulated in the Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper, the
government would be unlikely to implement all of the Shergold Weir report
recommendations. 568

7.8

Appearing in November 2019 in her capacity as Advisor to the NSW Building Comissioner,
Ms Weir updated the committee on the NSW Government's progress in implementing the
Shergold Weir recommendations. Ms Weir said that should the Design and Building Practitioners
Bill 2019 become law, it would implement three recommendations in full and a further five in
part. 569 Ms Weir explained that a number of other recommendations were addressed in part
through means other than the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, clarifying that 'it is not
the case that there are only three' recommendations that had been progressed by the NSW
Government. 570
Lambert report

7.9

The NSW Government's September 2016 response to the Lambert report supported 72 of the
150 recommendations in full or in part. 571 In its response the NSW Government committed to
implement a series of priority reforms, including addressing the regulation of certifiers, fire
safety for new and existing buildings, clarifying ministerial responsibility and administration of
building laws, and establishing a Building Regulators Committee to improve coordination
across government. The government advised that those reforms have been implemented. 572
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7.10

The NSW Government submission and answers to questions on notice provided examples of
certain reforms that have been introduced or are progressing as a result of the Lambert report,
noting that the remaining recommendations are still under consideration including as part of
the response to the Shergold Weir report. 573

7.11

The committee questioned government witnesses on the implementation of the Lambert
report. Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading
Commissioner, gave evidence that 'part of the review had been subsumed' following the
recommendations in the Shergold Weir report. 574 Mr Tansey elaborated: 'We would continue
to have reference to the Lambert review. But as Ms Webb said, this is an area of constant
reform and we do now also have the Shergold Weir review, which is a new point of
reference'. 575

7.12

When he appeared as a witness in August 2019, the report's author Mr Michael Lambert
critiqued what had been done to implement his recommendations in relation to fire safety and
the regulation of certifiers, observing that the NSW Government:
… had made a few minor gestures, but the two core areas they were going to address
in the first year was the practice guide for certifiers to hold them accountable and to
the issue of fire protection safety. It [the NSW Government] failed in both
approaches and did not do anything much else as well. 576

7.13

Mr Lambert's submission described the NSW Government's response to the
recommendations made in his report and those in the Shergold Weir report as 'limited and
piecemeal':
What is notable about the reforms undertaken to date in NSW since both my report
and the Shergold Weir report is how limited and piecemeal the follow up actions have
been and in the case of the Shergold Weir recommendations, the absence of a
nationally consistent approach. 577

7.14

When appearing as a witness in November 2019, Mr Lambert was questioned further on the
implementation of his recommendations. Mr Lambert agreed with the assertion that the Design
and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 did not significantly implement his report. Mr Lambert
expressed disappointment that the bill did not advance the Shergold Weir recommendations,
despite the report being endorsed by the NSW and all other Australian governments. 578
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Stakeholder views on implementation of Shergold Weir and Lambert
7.15

The recommendations in the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports received near unanimous
support from inquiry participants. Local Government NSW gave evidence that some of the
current problems could have already been addressed, had the Lambert report
recommendations been fully implemented since it was released in November 2015:
The Lambert review and the Shergold Weir report laid the groundwork for a program
of change … Had the New South Wales Government established and funded a solid
program of reform at the time of the Lambert review some three years ago, we would
claim that we would not be in the situation we are in today, which has been amplified
by the rapid pace and scale of development in New South Wales. 579

7.16

Inquiry participants were critical of the slow response not just to the Shergold Weir and
Lambert reports, but to the multitude of earlier reviews. Several witnesses told the committee
that they had given evidence to the Campbell inquiry in 2002. They lamented that 17 years
later they were appearing before another parliamentary inquiry to discuss the same problems
in the building and construction industry. 580 Mr Craig Hardy, President, Association of
Accredited Certifiers, gave evidence that:
Despite a string of reports … these issues still exist. Therefore, we hold the view that
it is hard to come to any other conclusion that all governments, successive
governments, and relevant ministers have been asleep at the wheel while this has
happened for the last 20 years. 581

7.17

Mr Tim Tuxford, NSW/ACT Board Director, Australian Institute of Building Surveyors, gave
evidence that '… we would not be sitting here today if the Campbell recommendations had
been taken up'. 582

7.18

In terms of the issues discussed in chapter 4 in relation to the insurance market collapse, Mr
Karl Sullivan, head of Risk and Operations, Insurance Council of Australia, highlighted that
implementing the recommendations made in the Shergold Weir report is part of the solution:
You are right to characterise it that the industry's response around this introduction of
this exclusion in professional indemnity is symptomatic of our view that the regulation
and enforcement has not worked. That over a number of years it has introduced a
range of risks that are beyond their appetite to be able to underwrite. How to fix that?
Introduction of all 24 recommendations for Shergold and Weir in a very
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comprehensive way and a number of other measures that we have advocated in our
submission, particularly around documentation of buildings. 583

7.19

The committee notes the consistency between the reforms proposed in the Lambert and
Shergold Weir reports: in his submission, Mr Lambert noted that all but one of the
24 recommendations in the Shergold Weir report were also addressed in his report. 584

7.20

In addition to the Shergold Weir report recommendations, Mr Lambert supported NSWspecific reforms, as recommended in his report: 'I would argue that building regulation and
building outcomes in NSW are poorer than in any other major Australian State and require
reforms in addition to those recommended in the Shergold Weir report'. 585 Mr Lambert noted
that 'NSW significantly lags behind major states such as Victoria and Queensland in this
area…'. 586

7.21

Mr Lambert told the committee that the NSW Government already had a blueprint for
reform, but that despite the government's public statements, it was not acting on that
blueprint:
… the Shergold Weir report and my report very much overlap in terms of the
recommendations. The government already has a blueprint. It said that it has signed
up for a nationally coordinated approach. However, the consultation paper it put out,
Building Stronger Foundations, is not in accordance with a nationally consistent
approach … 587

Issues requiring further comment
7.22

The committee supports the blueprint for reform set out in the Shergold Weir and Lambert
reports. Here, the committee will comment further on two areas covered in these reports:
•

whether to reintroduce a clerk of works model, as recommended by some stakeholders,
but which is not supported by the Lambert report

•

how to improve the adequacy of records and documentation, as recommended in the
Lambert and Shergold Weir reports, through online electronic lodgement.

Proposal to reintroduce clerk of works
7.23

One issue where the committee's view may vary from the conclusions of the Lambert report is
in relation to the proposal for a return to the clerk of works model. A clerk of works is a fulltime inspector of building works, who is on site throughout the build, and works on behalf of
the owner and usually under the direction of a site architect. 588
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7.24

A number of stakeholders, in particular the Australian Institute of Architects, supported this
model for large and complex projects. Ms Kathlyn Loseby, NSW President, Australian
Institute of Architects, gave evidence that 'we strongly recommend the appointment of a clerk
of works'. 589 The Institute advised that a clerk of works remains a key project role in the
United Kingdom, USA, Hong Kong, Ireland and Spain. 590 In relation to the model in the
United Kingdom, Ms Loseby said: 'They use it on their design and build projects and this is
very similar to design and construct. It could very easily fit in. What they have found is it
significantly improves quality on site'. 591 The Institute's submission further noted that in the
last three years, the number of clerks of works in the United Kingdom has doubled. 592

7.25

In a later submission commenting on the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, the Institute
advised that it still supported the appointment of a clerk of works, to address '… the gap
between when a design practitioner states that drawings and plans comply with the Building
Code of Australia and when the building contractor declares that the building is built in
accordance with the plans'. 593

7.26

Evidence from the Association of Accredited Certifiers pointed the committee to the
Singapore system, which mandates the inspection and full-time presence of engineers and
other building professions based on the project cost of works. 594 The Association further
advised that the cost of an individual clerk of works could be between $150,000 to $200,000
per annum. 595

7.27

Commenting on the costs of implementing this proposal, the submission from the Australian
Institute of Architects stated: '… the British adjudicator and barrister Tony Bingham once
declared that: "The cost of a clerk of works per annum is cheaper than a day in court"'. 596

7.28

Mr Jonathon Russell, National Manager for Public Affairs, Engineers Australia, supported the
clerk of works model, or something similar, noting that there is merit:
… having someone relatively independent to check that the reinforcing bar that
comes onsite is what was specified in the original drawing, that the cement that comes
in the bags is actually of the quality that was originally designed for a building. They
call it a clerk of works. A role similar or like that has a lot of merit, I think, in being
able to make sure that what is intended to be built is actually built. 597
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Evidence, Ms Kathlyn Loseby, NSW President, Australian Institute of Architects, 16 August 2019,
p 49.
Answers to questions on notice, Australian Institute of Architects, 5 September 2019, p 1.
Evidence, Ms Loseby, 16 August 2019, p 51.
Submission 129, Australian Institute of Architects, p 9.
Submission 129a, Australian Institute of Architects, p 6.
Answers to questions on notice, Association of Accredited Certifiers, 6 September 2019, p 1.
Answers to questions on notice, Association of Accredited Certifiers, 6 September 2019, p 2.
Submission 129, Australian Institute of Architects, p 9.
Evidence, Mr Jonathon Russell, National Manager for Public Affairs, Engineers Australia, 27
August 2019, p 10.
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7.29

In relation to those projects that would require a clerk of works, the Australian Institute of
Architects noted that 'the definition of "large and complex" will require careful consideration,
however as a default, the construction of all commercial and multi residential buildings over
three storeys would benefit from an on-site Clerk of Works'. 598

7.30

Inquiry participants spoke to the public misconception that private certifiers play a role akin to
an onsite clerk of works who is on site throughout the build. Ms Jane Hearn, Director,
Owners Corporation Network, observed that: '… In fact they probably should not be called
"certifiers" because that word itself tends to convey a meaning which says that they have
looked at every step of the construction process and they have signed off that work as being
compliant'. 599

7.31

Mr Hardy on behalf of the Association of Accredited Certifiers corrected this perception,
observing that on average, certifiers might be on site for 'less than 1 per cent, probably closer
to half a per cent of construction time' for a residential dwelling. 600

7.32

However, Mr Lambert did not agree with this proposal. He told the committee that it would
be very difficult to reinstate a clerk of works into the new 'design and construct' system:
… the clerk of works was basically on the old system which involved an architect as
the overall project designer and supervisor, and the architect then appointed a
chartered engineer who could handle the structural side and appointed a clerk of
works who handled the day-to-day inspections and management of the system. You
have a whole new system called "design and construct". It is very hard to go back
from design and construct to the architect-led system. The architect is now just simply
an employee of the builder. 601

7.33

Mr Lambert instead favoured making the present system work as it was intended, telling the
committee that under the current 'design and construct' system, 'the builder needs to be made
accountable … and for his subcontractors, which requires all the people who are doing
particular key elements to be responsible and accountable and to certify their work – and that
is not happening.' 602

7.34

In support of Mr Lambert's position, Mr Tuxford gave evidence that the return to a 'clerk of
works' model would not be a 'panacea'. 603 Providing further comment on the clerk of works
model, the Australian Institute of Building Surveyors advised that:
AIBS do not believe that a clerk of works will resolve the issues … Making those who
control and execute the work accountable is far simpler and a more economic means
of improving construction outcomes which should be considered first. 604
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Answers to questions on notice, Australian Institute of Architects, 5 September 2019, p 1.
Evidence, Ms Jane Hearn, Director, Owners Corporation Network, 12 August 2019, p 33.
Evidence, Mr Hardy, 27 August 2019, p 26.
Evidence, Mr Lambert, 12 August 2019, p 58.
Evidence, Mr Lambert, 12 August 2019, p 58.
Evidence, Mr Tuxford, 27 August 2018, p 21.
Answers to questions on notice, Australian Institute of Building Surveyors, 27 August 2019, p 4.
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7.35

When questioned on Mr Lambert's opposition to this proposal, Ms Loseby responded: 'I
highly respect Mr Lambert, but I do have a different opinion. Maybe I should meet with him
because I think if we could demonstrate how it works in the UK very successfully'. 605
Improving records and documentation

7.36

Both the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports commented on the need to improve the
adequacy of records and documentation. In this light, the committee considered the benefits
of online, real-time lodgement of documentation, for example through the new NSW
Planning Portal.

7.37

The Shergold Weir report observed that '… the nature of a design-and-construct project
means that many aspects of the design change after the initial approval is obtained', which can
often contribute to '… a significant difference between the as-designed building
documentation and the as-built building'. Further, the report noted that in those jurisdictions
'whereas-built plans are lodged there are consistent reports that the adequacy of
documentation is poor'. 606

7.38

Similarly, Mr Lambert gave evidence that a key problem is the 'absence of a digitally based and
accessible building information system that captures building plans, the nature of
developments and approvals and, for higher risk buildings, records information on building
systems products and maintenance'. 607

7.39

Although the Shergold Weir report did not recommend a centralised online repository as did
Mr Lambert, recommendations 13, 14 and 17 of the Shergold Weir report aim to improve the
adequacy of documentation and record keeping. 608

7.40

Mr Richard Devon, an apartment owner in The Landmark building at Charleston, near
Newcastle, told the committee of his struggle to access as built plans of his building:
The other problem I have had with local government private certifiers is trying to get
some as built plans out of everyone because our level 9 was totally changed three
times after the approval … There are areas which were not on the original plans on
one of the units … We have been trying to get as-built plans … We get funny letters
back from the private certifiers and no-one will take responsibility for anything. 609

7.41

A submission from the Landmark's strata committee also recounted problems accessing
information about the building, especially information on past building inspections. 610
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Evidence, Ms Loseby, 16 August 2019, p 51.
Professor Peter Shergold AC and Ms Bronwyn Weir, Building Confidence: Improving the effectiveness of
compliance and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia, February 2018,
pp 10-11.
Submission 56, Mr Michael Lambert, p 6.
Peter Shergold and Bronwyn Weir, Building Confidence: Improving the effectiveness of compliance and
enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia, February 2018, p 11.
Evidence, Mr Richard Devon, owner, The Landmark Building, Charleston, 12 August 2019, p 23.
Submission 43, Residential Strata Committee Strata 80605, p 1.
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7.42

The committee was told that while accredited certifiers were legally required to retain
documentation for 10 years, there was no requirement for them to provide that
documentation to individual unit owners who may be experiencing problems with their
building. Accredited certifiers are, however, required by law to provide that documentation to
the council. 611

7.43

Mr Brett Daintry, Director, Daintry Associates, called for the introduction of a centralised
online repository of documentation, for example through the new NSW Planning Portal:
There is no excuse for us not having good documentation: good PDF copies of every
plan, every report, every compliance certificate, the building manual, all in one place
… I have to give credit to the Department of Planning, this electronic DA system
they are implementing at the moment has got real promise … 612

7.44

Mr Daintry further called for online lodgement to be used in real time during construction:
Somebody could logon with a phone with their licence details connected, issue the
compliance certificate for what they are doing. And geotagging on it too … to prove
he was on site the day he issued the certificate. We live in a lucky time where all of this
technology is coming through and the documenting process should not be difficult. 613

7.45

While the Association of Accredited Certifiers supported an online centralised repository of
documentation, they cautioned that immediate uploading of documentation may not be
practical in all circumstances. Mr Hardy elaborated on the challenges of uploading
documentation contemporaneously:
However, if you go to a building site where you have got complex things happening at
a million miles an hour I do not know how practical it is going to be to get all that
stuff back and put in on the portal. I am a big advocate of the portal. I have been
pushing it in many other places. However, I just do not know if it as practical as that
for complex projects. 614

7.46

Mr Robert Marinelli, Vice President, Association of Accredited Certifiers, emphasised that
ultimately, 'the thing is you do want integrity in terms of what gets uploaded'. 615

7.47

Local Government NSW supported the NSW Planning Portal being used as the repository of
online documentation, with particular reference to the requirement in the Design and Building
Practitioners Bill 2019 for electronic lodgement of designs and compliance declarations. Local
Government NSW recommended that:
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Evidence, Mr Robert Marinelli, Vice President, Association of Accredited Certifiers and Mr Hardy,
27 August 2019, pp 23-24.
Evidence, Mr Brett Daintry, Daintry Associates, 16 August 2019, p 81.
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The draft Bill and/or supporting regulations must provide for the declared plans and
compliance certificates required under the draft Bill to be lodged and stored in a
single, central database, such as the NSW Planning Portal database, to ensure
consistency and ease of access for all users (community, industry and government). 616

7.48

When asked to respond to stakeholder questions as to the location of the single, centralised
repository for documentation required under the bill, the Building Commissioner Mr David
Chandler OAM advised: '… the intention is to lodge the declared plans in the ePlanning portal
and not build a new piece of architecture from the ground up'. 617

Committee comment
7.49

An issue raised repeatedly during this inquiry was why the significant issues in the New South
Wales building and construction industry were not addressed sooner, not only in response to
the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports, but going back to the Campbell report in 2002 – only
four years after private certification was introduced. We underscore that this was a missed
opportunity to rectify these issues almost two decades sooner, before the scale and severity of
building defects reached the current crisis levels.

7.50

The committee supports implementation of the Shergold Weir report recommendations. We
believe that this report provides a blueprint for resolving the current crisis plaguing the
building and construction industry in New South Wales, and would go some way to restore
plummeting public confidence in the industry.

7.51

We are disappointed that while the government says it is acting on the Shergold Weir report,
the NSW Government is not in fact fully implementing the recommendations. Additionally
disappointing is the evidence that even these weak efforts are taking too long. The committee
calls on the government to fully implement the Shergold Weir report recommendations within
the three year time period recommended by the report's authors, by February 2021.

Recommendation 16
That the NSW Government review its response to the Shergold Weir report, in light of the
evidence to this inquiry that its response does not fully implement the recommendations.
Further, that the NSW Government expedite its response to fully implement the
recommendations within three years, by February 2021.
7.52

However, the implementation of the Shergold Weir report, while an excellent start, will not be
enough on its own. The committee agrees with Mr Lambert that we need to address issues
specific to New South Wales that exacerbate the situation in this State. We are disappointed
that this was another missed opportunity to take action in 2015, and to prevent at least some
of the significant and concerning building defects that have arisen in the intervening period.
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Local Government NSW, Submission 145a, p 7.
Evidence, Mr Chandler, 5 November 2019 (uncorrected transcript), p 62.
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7.53

We therefore call on the NSW Government to revisit the recommendations of the Lambert
report, noting the consistent messages between that report and the Shergold Weir report, and
taking into account the need to address additional issues specific to New South Wales.

Recommendation 17
That the NSW Government revisit its response to the Lambert report, and commit to
implement those recommendations not covered in the Shergold Weir report that are specific
to the New South Wales building and construction industry by February 2021.
7.54

7.55

The committee draws particular attention to the recommendation made by several
stakeholders for the return to a clerk of works model. The committee finds this proposal
attractive, however we note that Mr Lambert did not support this recommendation. Key
issues remain to be resolved, including:
•

whether this model can be reinstated in the current 'design and construct' system, noting
that overseas jurisdictions continue to use this (or a similar) model

•

the scale of construction that would justify the cost, and how to define 'large and
complex' buildings, for example commercial and multi residential buildings over three
storeys.

In revisiting the recommendations of the Lambert report, the committee recommends that the
NSW Government consider the advantages and disadvantages of this proposal. The
committee invites the NSW Government to respond to Recommendation 18 before the
committee prepares its final report.

Recommendation 18
That the NSW Government, including through the Building Commissioner, consider the
merits of reintroducing a 'clerk of works' on projects of a significant scale as part of its
review of its response to the Lambert report.
7.56

The committee strongly supports the calls in the Shergold Weir and Lambert reports for
improved records and documentation. It is unacceptable that there can be a significant
difference between the as-built building and the available building documentation, and that
where documentation is provided, it is of poor quality.

7.57

The evidence to this inquiry also shows that more needs to be done to make documentation
publicly accessible. While this documentation has been held by councils, it can be very hard
for an individual unit owner to access – with one inquiry participant telling the committee that
he had struggled for 10 years to secure as-built plans of his apartment complex.

7.58

We note that the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 introduces new obligations on design
and building practitioners in an attempt to address the discrepancy between building designs
and as-built buildings. While the bill does require electronic lodgement, it does not specify
where this documentation will be held, and does not introduce a requirement for
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contemporaneous lodgement. The committee therefore recommends that the NSW
Government require on-line contemporaneous lodgement through the NSW Planning Portal
of all relevant documentation, including plans, drawings and certification, to clearly document
the full project as built.

Recommendation 19
That the NSW Government require on-line contemporaneous lodgement through the NSW
Planning Portal of all relevant documentation, including plans, drawings and certification, to
clearly document the full project as built.
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Appendix 1 Submissions
No.

Author

1

Rose Bay Residents Association

2

Strata Alert

3

Name suppressed

4

Mrs Louise Wilding

5

Confidential

6

Name suppressed

7

Ms Fernanda Rodas

8

Mr Brett Daintry

8a

Mr Brett Daintry

9

Name suppressed

10

Name suppressed

11

Name suppressed

12

Name suppressed

13

Name suppressed

14

Mr Larry Larstead and Ms Jan Olley

15

Name suppressed

16

Name suppressed

17

Name suppressed

18

Confidential

19

Name suppressed

20

Name suppressed

21

Mr Ian Childs

22

Name suppressed

23

Name suppressed

24

Mr Richard Devon

24a

Mr Richard Devon

25

Name suppressed

26

Cr Cath Blakey

27

Mr Andrew Martin

28

Confidential

29

Mr Peter Nowlan

29a

Mr Peter Nowlan
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No.

Author

30

Mr Ron Waters

31

Confidential

31a

Confidential

32

Mr Aleksandr Lukashev

33

Hornsby Shire Council

34

Mr Michael Want

35

Mr Che Leonard

36

Confidential

37

Name suppressed

38

Confidential

39

Name suppressed

40

Mr Neale Murden

41

Name suppressed

42

Confidential

43

Residential Strata Committee

44

Willoughby City Council

45

Mr Scott Smith

46

Mr William Chapman

47

Ms Julie Garoni and Mr Gerard Lukassen

48

Mr John Inshaw

49

Confidential

50

Mr Sean Lander

51

Name suppressed

52

Mr Matt Gregory

53

Name suppressed

54

Mr Peter Hopper and Ms Sharon Lambert

54a

Mr Peter Hopper and Ms Sharon Lambert

55

Ms Maureen Partridge

56

Mr Michael Lambert

56a

Mr Michael Lambert

57

Professor Marton Marosszeky

58

Mr Allan Veney

59

Confidential

60

Name suppressed

61

National Fire Industry Association
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No.

Author

62

64

Australian Institute of Quantity Surveyors
NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union and Plumbing Industry Climate Action
Centre
Terry West Building Approvals and Consultants Pty Ltd

65

Development and Environmental Professionals' Association (DEPA)

66

Mr David Gray

67

Building Products Industry Council

68

Lake Macquarie City Council

69

Name suppressed

70

Stanton Legal

71

Blue Mountains City Council

72

Friends of Erskineville

73

Shelter NSW

74

Association of Accredited Certifiers

74a

Association of Accredited Certifiers

75

Pro Cert Group Pty Ltd

76

LF Economics

77

Electrical Trades Union of Australia, NSW Branch

77a

Confidential

78

Fire Protection Association Australia

79

City Futures Research Centre, UNSW Sydney

80

Mr Mark Hindle

81

Strathfield Council

82

Australian Foundation Systems Pty Ltd

82a

Australian Foundation Systems Pty Ltd

83

Strata Community Association NSW

84

Name suppressed

85

Mr Justin Jones-Gardiner

86

Waverley, Woollahra & Randwick Councils

87

Urban Development Institute of Australia - NSW Divison

87a

Urban Development Institute of Australia - NSW Divison

88

Name suppressed

88a

Name suppressed

89

Mr Aidan Ellis

89a

Mr Aidan Ellis

63
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No.

Author

90

Name suppressed

91

Mr John Murray

92

Name suppressed

93

Ms Bronwyn Weir and Professor Peter Shergold

94

Name suppressed

95

Name suppressed

96

Name suppressed

97

Name suppressed

98

Mr Tim Stenning

99

Mr Brett Bates

100

Mr Manning Clarke

101

Mr Jan Luikens

102

Confidential

103

Confidential

104

Confidential

105

Confidential

106

Confidential

107

Name suppressed

108

Name suppressed

109

Name suppressed

110

Name suppressed

111

Name suppressed

112

Mr Clifford Bernard

113

Mrs Marcelle Carr

114

Mr Peter Conroy

115

Name suppressed

116

Confidential

117

Owners Corporation Network

117a

Owners Corporation Network

118

Randwick City Council

119

Byles Creek Valley Union Inc

120

Confidential

121

Cr Murray Matson

122

The National Trust of Australia (NSW)

123

Australian Institute of Building Surveyors
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No.

Author

124

Planning Institute of Australia (NSW)

125

Engineers Australia

125a

Engineers Australia

125b

Engineers Australia

126

Name suppressed

127

Confidential

128

Mr Charles Slack-Smith

129

Australian Institute of Architects NSW

129a

Australian Institute of Architects NSW

130

SecureBuild

131

NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption

132

NSW Government

133

Property Council of Australia

133a

Property Council of Australia

134

Insurance Council of Australia

135

Confidential

136

Name suppressed

137

Toplace Group

138

Dr Dorothy Robinson

139

Penrith City Council

140

Housing Industry Association (HIA)

141

Name suppressed

141a

Name suppressed

142

Better Planning Network Inc

143

City of Sydney

144

Australian Air Quality Group

145

Local Government NSW

145a

Local Government NSW

146

Name suppressed

146a

Name suppressed

147

Blue Mountains Conservation Society Inc

148

Cooks Hill Community Group Inc

149

Consult Australia

150

Mascot Towers Owners Corporation

151

Name suppressed
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No.

Author

152

Wollongong City Council

153

Name suppressed

154

Mr David Baker

155

Name suppressed

156

Name suppressed

157

Name suppressed

158

Liverpool City Council

159

Mr Chris Rumore

160

Sustainable Living Armidale, Subcommittee on Energy

161

Mr John Bush

162

Joe's Pools and Spa Pty Ltd

162a

Joe's Pools and Spa Pty Ltd

163

Mr Paul Schimke

164

Building Designers Association of Australia

165

Mr David Mehan MP

166

Yanni Kagaras

167

Society of Construction Law Australia

168

Name suppressed

169

MCG Quantity Surveyors

170

Ms Carol O'Donnell

171

Lighting Council Australia

172

Confidential

173

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch)

173a

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch)

174

Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia Limited NSW Division (IPWEA)

175

Mr Amir Bodenstein
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Appendix 2 Witnesses at hearings
Date

Name

Position and Organisation

12 August 2019
Jubilee Room
Parliament House

Ms Rose Webb

Deputy Secretary, Better
Regulation Division and NSW
Fair Trading Commissioner

Mr Peter Dunphy

Executive Director NSW Fair
Trading Specialist Services,
Department of Customer
Service

Mr John Tansey

Executive Director Regulatory
Policy, Better Regulation
Division, Department of
Customer Service

Ms Carmel Donnelly

Chief Executive, State Insurance
Regulatory Authority

Mr Richard Devon

Owner, The Landmark,
Charlestown

Mr Vijay Vital

Owner, Mascot Towers

Mr Alton Chen

Owner, Mascot Towers

Mr Terry Jones

Long term strata committee
member

Ms Jane Hearn

Director, Owners Corporation
Network

Ms Karen Stiles

Executive Officer, Owners
Corporation Network

Mr Karl Sullivan

Head of Risk and Operations,
Insurance Council of Australia

Mr Michael Lambert

Author of the Independent
Review of the Building
Professionals Act 2005

16 August 2019

Mr David Chandler, OAM

NSW Building Commissioner

Macquarie Room
Parliament House

Ms Rose Webb

Deputy Secretary, Better
Regulation Division and NSW
Fair Trading Commissioner
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Date

Name

Position and Organisation

Mr Justin Page

Secretary, Electrical and Trades
Union of Australia, NSW
Branch

Mr Chris Seet

Assistant Secretary, NSW
Plumbing Trades Employees
Union

Associate Professor Hazel
Easthope

City Futures Research Centre,
University of New South Wales

Dr Laura Crommelin

City Futures Research Centre,
University of New South Wales

Cr Linda Scott

President, Local Government
NSW

Ms Vanessa Burow

Senior Policy Officer –
Planning, Local Government
NSW

Ms Kathlyn Loseby

President NSW, Australian
Institute of Architects

Ms Leanne Hardwicke

General Manager Policy,
Advocacy and Education,
Australian Institute of Architects

Ms Kate Hurford

National Policy Manager,
Australian Institute of Architects

Mr Jonathan Boyle

General Manager, Australian
Foundation Systems

Mr David Christie

Managing Director, Australian
Foundation Systems

Mr David Dickson

Consulting Engineer, Brooker
Group

Ms Alisha Fisher

Chief Executive Officer, Strata
Community Association

Mr Brett Daintry

Director, Daintry Associates

27 August 2019
Macquarie Room

Mr Jonathan Russell

National Manager for Public
Affairs, Engineers Australia

Parliament House

Mr Greg Ewing

General Manager for the Sydney
Division, Engineers Australia
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Date

Name
Mr Brett Mace

Position and Organisation
Chief Executive Officer,
Australian Institute of Building
Surveyors

Mr Tim Tuxford

NSW/ACT Board Director,
Australian Institute of Building
Surveyors

Mr Craig Hardy

President, Association of
Accredited Certifiers

Mr Robert Marinelli

Vice-President, Association of
Accredited Certifiers

Mr Ian Robertson

Secretary, Development and
Environmental Professionals'
Association

Mr Brian Seidler

Executive Director, Master
Builders NSW

Mr Craig Donovan

Director Operations, Master
Builders NSW

Mr Steve Mann

Chief Executive Officer, Urban
Development Institute of
Australia

Mr Elliott Hale

General Manager Policy, Media
and Government Relations,
Urban Development Institute of
Australia

Ms Bronwyn Weir

Co-author 'Building Confidence:
Improving the effectiveness of
compliance and enforcement
systems for the building and
construction industry across
Australia' report

Mr Wayne Smith

Chief Executive Officer,
National Fire Industry
Association

Ms Anita Campbell

Executive Officer, National Fire
Industry Association

Ms Rose Webb

Deputy Secretary, Better
Regulation Division and NSW
Fair Trading Commissioner
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Date

Name

Position and Organisation

Mr Peter Dunphy

Executive Director NSW Fair
Trading Specialist Services,
Department of Customer
Service

Mr John Tansey

Executive Director Regulatory
Policy, Better Regulation
Division, Department of
Customer Service

Ms Carmel Donnelly

Chief Executive, State Insurance
Regulatory Authority

5 November 2019
Jubilee Room

Mr Jonathan Russell

National Manager for Public
Affairs, Engineers Australia

Parliament House

Mr Greg Ewing

General Manager for the Sydney
Division, Engineers Australia

Mr John Roydhouse

Chief Executive Officer,
Institute of Public Works
Engineering Australasia NSW

Cr Linda Scott

President, Local Government
NSW

Ms Kathlyn Loseby

President, NSW Chapter,
Australian Institute of Architects

Ms Kathryn Hurford

National Policy Manager,
Australian Institute of Architects

Mr Brett Daintry

Director, Daintry Associates

Mr Darren Greenfield

State Secretary, Construction
Forestry Maritime Mining and
Energy Union

Ms Rita Mallia

President, Construction Forestry
Maritime Mining and Energy
Union

Mr Steve Mann

Chief Executive Officer, Urban
Development Institute of
Australia NSW
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Date

Name

Position and Organisation

Mr Barry Mann

Chair of the Urban
Development Institute of
Australia NSW Building
Regulation Industry Advisory
Panel and former Chief
Executive Officer of NSW
UrbanGrowth

Mr Michael Lambert

Author of the Independent
Review of the Building
Professionals Act 2005

Ms Karen Stiles

Executive Officer, Owners
Corporation Network

Mr Philip Gall

Chairman, Owners Corporation
Network

Ms Rose Webb

Deputy Secretary, Better
Regulation Division and NSW
Fair Trading Commissioner

Mr John Tansey

Executive Director Regulatory
Policy, Better Regulation
Division, Department of
Customer Service

Mr David Chandler, OAM

NSW Building Commissioner

Ms Bronwyn Weir

Advisor to NSW Building
Commissioner
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Appendix 3 Minutes
Minutes no. 2
Thursday 4 July 2019
Public Accountability Committee
Members' Lounge, Parliament House, Sydney at 2.31 pm

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Borsak, Deputy Chair
Mr Graham
Mrs Houssos (by teleconference)
Mr Khan (by teleconference from 2.34 pm)
Mr Martin (substituting for Mr Farlow by teleconference)
Mr Mason-Cox (by teleconference)

2.

Previous minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That draft minutes no. 1 be confirmed.

3.

Correspondence
The committee noted the following items of correspondence:

Received

• 17 June 2019 – Letter from the Hon Andrew Constance MP, Minister for Transport and
Infrastructure, to Mr David Blunt, Clerk of the Legislative Council, providing the government's
response to the inquiry into the impact of the WestConnex project
• 18 June 2019 – Email from Ms Loretta Picone, resident of Balmain, to committee, providing comment
on the government's response to the inquiry into the impact of the WestConnex project
• 19 June 2019 – Email from Ms Vanessa Gill, Executive Officer, Office of the Auditor-General, to
secretariat, confirming the Auditor-General's attendance to provide a briefing to the committee on 5
August 2019
• 28 June 2019 – Letter from Hon John Ajaka MLC, President and Chair of the Procedure Committee,
to chair, advising that the Procedure Committee resolved to conduct an inquiry into the broadcast of
proceedings resolution
• 3 July 2019 – Letter from Hon Robert Borsak MLC, Hon John Graham MLC and Mr David
Shoebridge MLC requesting a meeting to consider terms of reference relating to regulation of building
standards quality and disputes.

4.

Consideration of terms of reference
The Chair tabled a letter proposing the following self-reference:
Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
1. That the Public Accountability Committee inquire into and report on the regulation of building
standards, building quality and building disputes by government agencies in New South Wales,
including:
(a)

the role of private certification in protecting building standards, including:
(i)
conflicts of interest
(ii)
effectiveness of inspections
(iii)
accountability of private certifiers
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(iv)

alternatives to private certifiers,

(b)

the adequacy of consumer protections for owners and purchasers of new apartments/dwellings,
and limitations on building insurance and compensation schemes, including:
(i)
the extent of insurance coverage and limitations of existing statutory protections
(ii)
the effectiveness and integrity of insurance provisions under the Home Building Act 1989
(iii)
liability for defects in apartment buildings,

(c)

the role of strata committees in responding to building defects discovered in common property,
including the protections offered for all strata owners in disputes that impact on only a minority
of strata owners,

(d)

case studies related to flammable cladding on NSW buildings and the defects discovered in
Mascot Towers and the Opal Tower,

(e)

the current status and degree of implementation of recommendations of reports into the
building industry including the Lambert report 2016, the Sherwood/Weir report 2018 and the
Opal Tower investigation final report 2019, and

(f)

any other related matter.

2. That the committee table an interim report as soon as practical and its final report by 14 February
2020.
Mr Borsak requested that the minutes record his declaration that he is a Director of a company in the
building industry that is involved in construction work.
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee adopt the terms of reference.

5.

Conduct of the inquiry into building standards, building quality and building disputes
5.1 Propose timeline
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That the committee adopt the following timeline for the
administration of the inquiry:
• submission closing date – Sunday 28 July, with the potential for extensions
• hearings – two to three initial hearings in August, on 16 and 27 August, and 14 August subject to
consultation with members on availability, with further hearing dates to be determined
• site visits – to be determined after consideration of submissions.
5.2 Stakeholder list
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That the secretariat circulate to members the chair's proposed list
of stakeholders to provide them with the opportunity to amend the list or nominate additional
stakeholders, and that the committee agree to the stakeholder list by email by 10.00 am Monday 8 July
2019, unless a meeting of the committee is required to resolve any disagreement.
5.3 Advertising
The committee noted that the inquiry will be advertised via Twitter, Facebook, stakeholder letters and a
media release distributed to all media outlets in New South Wales.
5.4 Online questionnaire
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee use an online questionnaire, and that:
• the media release announcing the establishment of the inquiry, and the committee's website, note that
the committee will use an online questionnaire to capture individual views
• draft questions be circulated to the committee next week, with a meeting called if members wish to
discuss in detail.
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6.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 2.45 pm, sine die.

Madeleine Foley
Clerk to the Committee
Minutes no. 3
Monday 5 August 2019
Public Accountability Committee
McKell Room, Parliament House, Sydney at 2.03 pm

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Borsak, Deputy Chair
Mrs Houssos
Mr Khan
Mr Martin
Mr Mason-Cox

2.

Apologies
Mr Graham

3.

Previous minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Mason-Cox: That draft minutes no. 2 be confirmed.

4.

Auditor-General briefing
The committee received a briefing the role of the Auditor-General and the future priorities of the Audit
Office. The briefing was attended by:
• Margaret Crawford, Auditor-General
• Ian Goodwin, Deputy Auditor-General
• Claudia Migotto, Assistant Auditor-General, Performance Audit.

5.

Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
5.1 Additional witnesses
Mr Borsak again declared that he is a Director of a company in the building industry that is involved in
construction work, and informed the committee that this company is Australian Foundation Systems Pty
Ltd, the author of submission no. 82.
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the following additional witnesses be invited to appear at
public hearings on either Friday 16 August 2019 or Tuesday 27 August 2019:
• Daintry Associates
• Australian Foundation Systems.
5.2 Preliminary report on online questionnaire
Resolved, on motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee empower the chair to approve the preliminary
report on the online questionnaire to be prepared by the secretariat, and that the preliminary report be
published by Friday 9 August 2019.
5.3 Audio-visual filming of hearing
Mr Farlow moved: That the committee authorise a video crew to film NSW Government witnesses giving
evidence to the public hearing on Monday 12 August 2019. The committee noted that the video will be
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used on the screens around Parliament House, the website, intranet and at events around Parliament
House and will feature members and staff as they go about their jobs.

6.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 3.20 pm until Monday 12 August 2019.

Madeleine Foley
Clerk to the Committee
Minutes no. 4
Monday 12 August 2019
Public Accountability Committee
Jubilee Room, Parliament House, Sydney at 9.48 am

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Borsak, Deputy Chair
Mr Buttigieg (substituting for Mr Graham)
Mr Farlow
Mr Graham (participating) (9.45 – 10.25 am, 12.45 – 1.30 pm)
Mrs Houssos
Mr Khan

2.

Apologies
Mr Mason-Cox

3.

Previous minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That draft minutes no. 3 be confirmed.

4.

Correspondence
The committee noted the following items of correspondence:

Received

• 15 July 2019 – Letter from Ms Cathy Szczygielski, Principal Registrar & Executive Director, NSW Civil
& Administrative Tribunal (NCAT), to the secretariat, advising that NCAT will not be making a
submission to the inquiry.
• 16 July 2019 – Letter from Ms Jill Brookfield, Chief Executive Officer, Association of Accredited
Certifiers (AAC), to the Chair, advising that they will be making a submission and requesting that they
appear as a witness.
• 3 August 2019 – Email from Mr Frederick Santos to secretariat commenting on the ongoing change of
the building industry.
• 6 August 2019 – Letter from the Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for Better Regulation and
Innovation, to the chair, declining the committee's invitation to appear as a witness at the hearing on
12 August 2019 and declining the committee's invitation for the Building Commissioner to appear as a
witness at the hearing on 16 August 2019.
• 8 August 2019 – Email from Mr Gavin Melvin, Chief of Staff to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP,
Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation, to the secretariat, advising the Minister will again
decline the committee' invitation to appear as a witness at the hearing on 12 August 2019, advising the
Building Commissioner will appear as a witness at a hearing on 16 August 2019 and suggesting that
government witnesses appear with the Commissioner on 16 August 2019 rather than on 12 August
2019.
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• 8 August – Email from Mr Gavin Melvin, Chief of Staff to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for
Better Regulation and Innovation, to the secretariat, confirming that the Building Commissioner will
appear at 9.30 am on 16 August 2019 with Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation
Division and NSW Fair Trading Commissioner.

Sent

• 25 July 2019 – Letter to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation,
from the chair, inviting the Minister to appear at the first public hearing on 12 August 2019.
• 5 August 2019 – Letter to the Building Commissioner, via the Minister for Better Regulation and
Innovation, from the chair, inviting the Commissioner to appear at the public hearing on 16 August
2019.
• 7 August 2019 – Letter to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for Better Regulation and
Innovation, from the chair, again inviting the Minister and the Building Commissioner to appear at
public hearings.

5.

Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
5.1 Approach to the publication of submissions
The committee noted that:
• submissions have been forwarded to forwarded to members with any proposed redactions (whether
requested by the author or identified by the secretariat) highlighted for their information and
consideration, and
• where a submission author has requested for their submission to be made public, only significant
adverse mention and/or the names of third party individuals will be highlighted for proposed
redaction. Building names, street addresses (excluding unit/apartment numbers), and organisation
names will not be highlighted for proposed redaction, unless related to significant adverse mention.
5.2 Public submissions
The following submissions were published by the committee clerk under the authorisation of the
resolution appointing the committee: submission nos. 1 – 4, 6, 8 – 13, 15, 16, 19 – 22, 25 – 27, 29, 30, 33
– 35, 37, 39, 41, 43 – 48, 52 – 58, 60 – 68, 70 – 94, 96 – 101, 107 – 115, 117-119, 121 – 126, 128 – 134,
136 – 140 and 142 – 153.
5.3 Partially confidential submissions
The following submissions were partially published by the committee clerk under the authorisation of the
resolution appointing the committee: submission nos. 3, 6, 9 – 13, 15 – 16, 19 – 20, 22 – 23, 25, 37, 39, 41,
53, 60, 84, 88, 88a, 90, 92, 94, 96, 97, 107 – 111, 115, 126, 136, 146, 151 and 153.
Resolved, on motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee authorise the publication of submissions nos. 3,
6, 9 – 13, 15 – 16, 19 – 20, 22 – 23, 25, 37, 39, 41, 53, 60, 84, 88, 88a, 90, 92, 94, 96, 97, 107 – 111, 115,
126, 136, 146, 151 and 153 with the exception of the author’s name, which is to remain confidential, at the
request of the author.
The committee considered the following submissions for partial confidentiality, at the recommendation of
the secretariat: submission nos. 7, 14, 23, 24, 24a, 32, 51 and 115.
Resolved, on motion of Mr Farlow: That the committee authorise the publication of submissions nos. 7,
14, 23, 24, 24a, 32, 51 and 115, with the exception of:
• addresses or other identifying information relating to properties with building defects, which is to
remain confidential, at the recommendation of the secretariat
• the name of the author of submission no. 23, which is to remain confidential, at the request of the
author.
5.4 Confidential submissions
Resolved, on motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee keep submission nos 5, 18, 28, 31, 36, 38, 42,
49, 59, 102-106, 116, 120, 127 and 135 confidential, at the request of the author.
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5.5 Change in publication status
Resolved, on motion of Mr Khan: That submission 94 be published, with the author's name.
5.6 Additional submissions
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Khan: That the committee defer consideration of submission no's 17, 50,
69, 95, 141 and 141a until after the the hearing.
5.7 Witnesses
Resolved, on motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee invite the Independent Commission Against
Corruption to appear as a witness.
5.8 Procedural fairness for inquiry participants
The committee noted the resolution regarding procedural fairness for inquiry participants adopted
October 2018.
5.9 Return of answers to questions on notice
Resolved, on motion of Mr Farlow: That witnesses be requested to return answers to questions on notice
and supplementary questions within the following timeframes after the date on which questions are
forwarded to witnesses:
• Hearings on 12 and 16 August – 14 days
• Hearing on 27 August – 7 days.
5.10 Public hearing
Witnesses, the public and the media were admitted.
The Chair made an opening statement regarding the broadcasting of proceedings, adverse mention and
other matters.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading Commissioner
• Mr Peter Dunphy, Executive Director NSW Fair Trading Specialist Services, Department of Customer
Service
• Mr John Tansey, Executive Director Regulatory Policy, Better Regulation Division, Department of
Customer Service
• Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief Executive, State Insurance Regulatory Authority.
Mr Graham left the meeting.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
•
•
•
•

Mr Richard Devon, owner, The Landmark, Charlestown
Mr Vijay Vital, owner, Mascot Towers
Mr Alton Chen, owner, Mascot Towers
Mr Terry Jones, long term strata committee member.

The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
Mr Graham joined the meeting.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Ms Jane Hearn, Director, Owners Corporation Network
• Ms Karen Stiles, Executive Officer, Owners Corporation Network.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
Mr Graham left the meeting.
The following witness was sworn and examined:
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• Mr Karl Sullivan, Head of Risk and Operations, Insurance Council of Australia.
The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The following witness was sworn and examined:
• Mr Michael Lambert, author of the .Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005'.
The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The public hearing concluded at 3.03 pm.
The media and the public withdrew.
5.11 Additional submissions for consideration
Resolved, on motion of Mr Khan: That the committee authorise the publication of submissions nos.
submission no's 17, 50, 69, 95, 141 and 141a with the exception of potential adverse mention and other
sensitive and/or identifying information relating to third party individuals.
5.12 Request for documents
Mrs Houssos moved: That the committee write to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for Better
Regulation and Innovation, and Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, to request
that they provide the following documents by 5 pm, Thursday 15 August 2019:
• the project delivery agreement between the Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA) and Ecove
relating to SOPA's ownership in the Opal Tower development, and
• the register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Buttigieg, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge
Noes: Mr Farlow, Mr Khan.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
5.13 Further witnesses
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Buttigieg: That the committee invite the NSW Government witnesses,
including the Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation, to give evidence on 27 August 2019.

6.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 3.15 pm until Friday 16 August 2019.

Madeleine Foley
Clerk to the Committee
Minutes no. 5
Friday 16 August 2019
Public Accountability Committee
Macquarie Room, Parliament House, Sydney at 9.16 am

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Borsak, Deputy Chair
Mr Buttigieg (participating from 10.30 am – 11.30 am)
Mr Farlow
Mr Graham
Mrs Houssos
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Mr Mason-Cox (from 1.40 pm)

2.

Apologies
Mr Khan
Mr Mason-Cox (until 1.40 pm)

3.

Previous minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That draft minutes no. 4 be confirmed.

4.

Correspondence
The committee noted the following items of correspondence:

Received

• 11 August 2019 – Email from Mr Peter Conroy, to the secretariat, providing further comment on
building regulation.
• 12 August 2019 – Email from Ms Leza Turnbull, CFMEU NSW, to the secretariat, advising
representatives from the CFMEU NSW are unable to attend in the morning of the public hearing on
16 August 2019.
• 14 August 2019 – Email from Mr George Houssos, Electrical Trades Union of Australia (ETU), to the
secretariat, requesting that the ETU film the Secretary at the public hearing on 16 August 2019 to
promote the ETU's involvement in the inquiry.
• 15 August 2019 – Letter from Ms Katie Stevenson, Chief of Staff to the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister
for Planning and Public Spaces, to the chair, responding to the committee's request for documents.
• 15 August 2019 – Letter from Mr Gavin Melvin, Chief of Staff to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP,
Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation, to the chair, declining the committee's invitation for the
Minister to appear at a public hearing and responding to the committee's request for documents.
• 15 August 2019 – Email from Rita Mallia, President CFMEU NSW, to the secretariat, attaching the
CFMEU NSW submission to the NSW government's Building Stronger Foundations discussion paper
and noting they would be willing to appear at a future hearing into the inquiry.
• 16 August 2019 – Email from Lewis Rangott, Executive Director Corruption Prevention, NSW
Independent Commission Against Corruption, to the secretariat, advising ICAC declines the
committee's invitation to appear at a public hearing on 27 August 2019.

Sent

• 13 August 2019 – Letter to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for Better Regulation and
Innovation, from the chair, requesting that the Minister provide two documents: first, the project
delivery agreement between the Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA) and Ecove relating to
SOPA's ownership in the Opal Tower development, and second, the register of buildings with
combustible cladding, and inviting the Minister to appear with NSW government officials at a hearing.
• 13 August 2019 – Letter to the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, from
the chair, requesting that the Minister provide two documents: first, the project delivery agreement
between the Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA) and Ecove relating to SOPA's ownership in the
Opal Tower development, and second, the register of buildings with combustible cladding.
4.1

Correspondence from the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces,
received 15 August 2019
Mr Graham moved: That the committee again write to the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning
and Public Spaces, to reiterate the request for the documents requested on 13 August 2019, and to:
• request that the Minister extend the request to the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
• if the request is refused, require an explanation of the reasons for not providing the documents
• advise that the committee may consider ordering the production of the relevant documents if they are
not provided.
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Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge
Noes: Mr Farlow
Question resolved in the affirmative.
4.2

Correspondence to the Hon John Sidoti MP, Minister for Sport, Multiculturalism, Seniors
and Veterans
Mrs Houssos moved: That the committee write to the Hon John Sidoti MP, Minister for Sport,
Multiculturalism, Seniors and Veterans, as the Minister responsible for the Sydney Olympic Park Authority
Act, to request the following document:
• the project delivery agreement between the Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA) and Ecove
relating to SOPA's ownership in the Opal Tower development.
Further, that the correspondence:
• request that the Minister extend the request to the Office of Sport and the Sydney Olympic Park
Authority
• if the request if refused, require an explanation of the reasons for not providing the document.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge
Noes: Mr Farlow
Question resolved in the affirmative.
4.3 Correspondence from the Electrical Trades Union of Australia regarding filming
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee authorise the Electrical Trades Union of
Australia to film part of the public hearing on 16 August 2019 to promote their witness appearance and
the work of the inquiry to their stakeholders, as per their request on 14 August 2019.
4.4 Correspondence from the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That correspondence and attached documents received from the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union on 12 August 2019 be processed as a late submission to
the inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes.

5.

Delegation to observe hearing
The committee noted that a delegation of local councillors and administrative staff from Jeju Special SelfGoverning Provincial Council, South Korea, may observe the hearing from the public gallery at 11.30 am.

6.

Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
6.1 Public hearing
Witnesses, the public and the media were admitted.
The chair made an opening statement regarding the broadcasting of proceedings, adverse mention and
other matters.
The following witness was sworn and examined:
• Mr David Chandler, OAM, NSW Building Commissioner.
• Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading Commissioner,
was examined on former oath.
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The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Mr Justin Page, Secretary, Electrical and Trades Union of Australia, NSW Branch
• Mr Chris Seet, Assistant Secretary, NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union.
Mr Justin Page provided a copy of a supplementary submission for the Electrical and Trades Union of
Australia.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• A/Prof Hazel Easthope, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW
• Dr Laura Crommelin, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Cr Linda Scott, President, Local Government NSW
• Ms Vanessa Burow, Senior Policy Officer – Planning, Local Government NSW.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Ms Kathlyn Loseby, Chief Operating Officer, Australian Institute of Architects
• Ms Leanne Hardwicke, General Manager Policy, Advocacy and Education, Australian Institute of
Architects
• Ms Kate Hurford, National Policy Manager, Australian Institute of Architects.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Mr Jonathan Boyle, General Manager, Australian Foundation Systems
• Mr David Christie, Managing Director, Australian Foundation Systems
• Mr David Dickson, building industry consultant.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witness was sworn and examined:
• Ms Alisha Fisher, Chief Executive Officer, Strata Community Association.
The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The following witness was sworn and examined:
• Mr Brett Daintry, Director, Daintry Associates.
The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The public hearing concluded at 4.58 pm.
The media and the public withdrew.
6.2 Supplementary submission
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the supplementary submission provided by Electrical and
Trades Union of Australia NSW Branch today remain confidential.
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6.3 Return date for document requests
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the NSW government be informed that the documents
requested again by the committee are due by 4pm Friday 23 August 2019.
6.4 Correspondence from NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
The committee noted correspondence from the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption
received 16 August 2019 advising that they decline the committee's invitation to appear at a public hearing
on 27 August 2019.
6.5 Possible delay in transcript
The committee noted that the transcript may be delayed for up to a week due to Hansard's current
workload.

7.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 5.15 pm until Tuesday 27 August 2019.

Madeleine Foley
Clerk to the Committee
Minutes no. 6
Tuesday, 27 August 2019
Public Accountability Committee
Macquarie Room, Parliament House, Sydney at 9.16 am

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Borsak, Deputy Chair
Mr Buttigieg (participating)
Mr Farlow (until 4.30 pm)
Mr Graham
Mrs Houssos
Mr Khan (until 4.20 pm)
Mr Mason-Cox (from 9.34 am)

2.

Previous minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That draft minutes no. 5 be confirmed.

3.

Correspondence
The Committee noted the following items of correspondence:

Received

• 22 August 2019 – Email from Ms Amanda Vries, Executive Assistant, Master Builders Association of
NSW, to the secretariat, attaching documents to be circulated to the committee.
• 22 August 2019 – Letter from the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces to the
chair, advising that his office is seeking advice from the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment relating to the requested cladding register and that he will provide a further response
after 23 August 2019
• 22 August 2019 – Email from Master Builders Association New South Wales to secretariat providing
documents titled 'New South Wales Policy Priorities, Key policy priorities for the building and
construction industry in NSW' and 'Build Better – A blueprint for delivering better building outcomes
in New South Wales'
• 26 August 2019 – Letter from Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, to the
chair, again declining to provide the documents requested by the committee.
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Sent

• 19 August 2019 – Letter from the chair to the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public
Spaces, requesting the Minister again provide certain documents and extend the request to the
department.
• 19 August 2019 – Letter from the chair to the Hon John Sidoti MP, Minister for Sport,
Multiculturalism, Seniors and Veterans, requesting the Minister provide a certain document and extend
the request to the relevant department.

4.

Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
4.1 Transcript of hearing
The committee noted that the transcript of today's hearing may be delayed due to Hansard workload.
4.2 Questions on notice
The committee noted that witnesses have 7 days to answer any questions on notice taken during today's
hearing as per a resolution of the committee.
4.3 Interim report deliberative date
The committee noted the chair will canvass availability for the interim report deliberative meeting in late
September or early October.
4.4 Further inquiry activity
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee hold four further full day hearings, one on
each of the following issues and with the flammable cladding hearing to take place first as a priority:
•
•
•
•

Public hearing to explore issue of flammable cladding
Public hearing to examine the building industry legislation after it is introduced by the government
Public hearing in a regional area such as Newcastle (regional area TBC)
In-camera hearing to examine construction industry workers.

4.5 Submission attachment
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the committee authorise the publication of attachments to
submission no. 65, previously circulated to the committee, for the purposes of questioning during the
hearing.
4.6 Public hearing
Witnesses, the public and the media were admitted.
The chair made an opening statement regarding the broadcasting of proceedings, adverse mention and
other matters.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Mr Jonathan Russell, National Manager for Public Affairs, Engineers Australia
• Mr Greg Ewing, General Manager for the Sydney Division, Engineers Australia.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
•
•
•
•

Mr Brett Mace, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Institute of Building Surveyors
Mr Tim Tuxford, NSW/ACT Board Director, Australian Institute of Building Surveyors
Mr Craig Hardy, President, Association of Accredited Certifiers
Mr Robert Marinelli, Vice-President, Association of Accredited Certifiers.

The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witness was sworn and examined:
• Mr Ian Robertson, Secretary, Development and Environmental Professionals' Association.
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The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
•
•
•
•

Mr Brian Seidler, Executive Director, Master Builders NSW
Mr Craig Donovan, Director Operations, Master Builders NSW.
Mr Steve Mann, Chief Executive Officer, Urban Development Institute of Australia
Mr Elliott Hale, General Manager Policy, Media and Government Relations, Urban Development
Institute of Australia.

The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witness was sworn and examined:
• Ms Bronwyn Weir, Co-author 'Building Confidence: Improving the effectiveness of compliance and
enforcement systems for the building and construction industry across Australia' report.
The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Mr Wayne Smith, Chief Executive Officer, National Fire Industry Association
• Ms Anita Campbell, Executive Officer, National Fire Industry Association.
Ms Campbell tabled the following documents: two articles published in 'Sourcable' relating to issues of fire
protection.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Ms Rose Webb, Deputy Secretary, Better Regulation Division and NSW Fair Trading Commissioner
• Mr Peter Dunphy, Executive Director NSW Fair Trading Specialist Services, Department of Customer
Service
• Mr John Tansey, Executive Director Regulatory Policy, Better Regulation Division, Department of
Customer Service
• Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief Executive, State Insurance Regulatory Authority.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The public hearing concluded at 4.48 pm.
The media and the public withdrew.
4.7 Tendered documents
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Mason-Cox: That the committee authorise the publication of documents
tendered by the National Fire Industry Association.
4.8 Public submissions
The following submissions were published by the committee clerk under the authorisation of the
resolution appointing the committee: submission nos. 29a, 155-156, 158-161, 162a, and 164.
The committee considered submission no. 162 for potential publication.
Resolved, on motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee authorise the publication of submission no. 162.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That the committee publish the late submission from Mr David
Mehan MP.
4.9 Partially confidential submissions
The following submissions were partially published by the committee clerk under the authorisation of the
resolution appointing the committee: submission nos. 155 and 156.
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Resolved, on motion of Mr Graham: That the committee authorise the publication of submissions nos.
155 and 156 with the exception of the author’s name, which is to remain confidential, at the request of the
author.
Resolved, on motion of Mr Graham: That the committee authorise the publication of submissions nos.
154, 157 and 163, with the exception of:
• addresses or other identifying information relating to properties with building defects, which is to
remain confidential, at the recommendation of the secretariat
• names of individual building industry professionals, at the recommendation of the secretariat.
4.10 Correspondence from the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces
received 26 August 2019
The Clerk of the Parliaments briefed the committee on the options for responding to the letter from Hon
Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, again declining to provide the documents
requested by the committee.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee write to the Minister for Planning and Public
Spaces, copied to the Secretary of the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment, to:
•

•

advise that the committee is not pursuing its request for the document known as the project delivery
agreement between Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA) and Ecove relating to SOPA's ownership in the
Opal Tower development, as this document is subject to order for production of documents by the
Legislative Council
reiterate the committee's request for the document known as the register of certain buildings with
combustible cladding in NSW.

In relation to the register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW, the letter will note that:
•

the document sought is within the inquiry terms of reference and is essential to the conduct of
the inquiry, as the committee intends to hold a public hearing on Tuesday 5 November 2019 to
further examine the issue of buildings with combustible cladding

•

the four grounds cited by the Minister for previous refusal of access to the document under the
Government Information and Public Access Act, namely public safety, business and commercial
interests, confidentiality, and prejudice the work of government, do not justify non-compliance
with the committee's request for the document

•

clause 186U of the Environment Planning and Assessment Regulation, as referred to in the
Minister's letter, authorises the Secretary of the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment to make the register available to the public, and to publish the register online.

The letter will further advise that if the document is still not provided in response to the committee's
further request:
•

the committee requests that the Minister provide further detail of the reasons for declining to
release the document

•

after considering any reasons put forward by the Minister, the committee will consider ordering
the production of the document by the Secretary of the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment under its common law power to compel the production of documents, subject to
the provisions of Legislative Council Sessional order – Orders for the production of documents by
committees, adopted 8 May 2019

•

should the committee proceed to ordering production of the document, the four grounds cited by
the Minister for refusal of access to the document under the Government Information and Public Access
Act may form the basis of a claim of privilege over the document, and the sessional order sets out
the process for dealing with documents considered to be privileged, including the appointment of
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an independent legal arbiter to evaluate and report as to the validity of the claim. Further, in the
twenty years since the Egan cases affirmed the power of the House to order the production of
documents, there has never been a breach of confidentiality of documents provided in a return to
order, and the committee would be similarly respectful of any claim of confidentiality over the
relevant document.

5.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 5.15 pm sine die.

Madeleine Foley
Clerk to the Committee
Minutes no. 7
Monday 14 October 2019
Public Accountability Committee
Room 1136, Parliament House, Sydney, 2.09 pm

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Banasiak (substituting for Mr Borsak)
Mr Farlow
Mr Graham
Mrs Houssos
Mr Khan
Mr Mason-Cox

2.

Previous minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That draft minutes no. 6 be confirmed.

3.

Correspondence
The committee noted the following items of correspondence:

Received:

• 23 August 2019 – Email from an individual, to Chair, providing information to the committee in
relation to a letter sent to the Minister
• 29 August 2019 – Letter from Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief Executive, SIRA, to Chair, providing a
clarification to the transcript of 12 August 2019
• 6 September 2019 – Letter from Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, to
Chair, declining again to provide the register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW
• 13 September 2019 – Email from Mr Andy Keane, Licensed Builder, to Chair, informing the
committee of a current major issue facing many consumers of property purchase
• 15 September 2019 – Email from Ms Carol O'Donnell, to committee, providing additional comments
relating to the inquiry and the Bush Heritage Annual Report
• 26 September 2019 – Email from Ms Carol O'Donnell, to committee, providing additional information
on group housing management, financial service literacy and training strata or land managers
• 9 October 2019 – Letter from Hon Robert Borsak MLC, Hon John Graham MLC and Mr David
Shoebridge MLC requesting a meeting to consider terms of reference relating to the budget process for
independent oversight bodies and the Parliament of New South Wales
• 11 October 2019 – Email from Mr Chris Rumore, Sydney Wharf ACP Sub-committee Chair, to
secretariat, providing additional information in relation to rectification of flammable cladding in the
Sydney Wharf residential complex.
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Sent:

• 30 August 2019 – Letter from Chair, to Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces,
reiterating the committee's request for the register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in
NSW.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Banasiak: That the committee keep the following correspondence
confidential, as per the request of the author:
• 23 August 2019 – Email from an individual, to Chair, providing information to the committee in
relation to a letter sent to the Minister.

4.

Consideration of terms of reference
The Chair tabled a letter proposing the following self-reference:
Inquiry into the budget process for independent oversight bodies and the
Parliament of New South Wales
1.

That the Public Accountability Committee inquire into and report on the budget process for
independent oversight bodies and the Parliament of New South Wales, and in particular:
(a)

Options for enhancing the process for determining the quantum of funding of the
following bodies, including the transparency of this process:
i.Independent Commission Against Corruption,

(b)
2.

ii.

Law Enforcement Conduct Commission,

iii.

Audit Office of New South Wales,

iv.

NSW Electoral Commission,

v.

NSW Ombudsman, and

vi.

Parliament of New South Wales.

Any other related matter.

That the committee report by the last sitting day in April 2020.

Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham:
• That the proposed terms of reference be amended by inserting '(Legislative Council and the
Department of Parliamentary Services)' after 'Parliament of New South Wales'.
• That the committee adopt the terms of reference as amended.

5.

Conduct of the inquiry into the budget process for independent oversight bodies and the
Parliament of New South Wales
5.1 Proposed timeline
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee adopt the following timeline for the
administration of the inquiry:
• submission closing date – Sunday 17 November 2019 (five weeks)
• hearings – two hearing dates in the week of 9 December 2019, subject to consultation with members
on availability.
5.2 Stakeholder list
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That the secretariat circulate to members the Chairs’ proposed
list of stakeholders to provide them with the opportunity to amend the list or nominate additional
stakeholders, and that the committee agree to the stakeholder list by email, unless a meeting of the
committee is required to resolve any disagreement.
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5.3 Advertising
The committee noted that all inquiries are advertised via Twitter, Facebook, stakeholder letters and a
media release distributed to all media outlets in New South Wales. It is no longer standard practice to
advertise in the print media.

6.

Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
6.1 Public submissions
The committee noted that the following submissions were published by the committee clerk under the
authorisation of the resolution appointing the committee: submission nos. 74a, 117a, 166, 167, 169 and
171.
6.2 Partially confidential submissions
The committee noted that submission no. 146a was partially published by the committee clerk under the
authorisation of the resolution appointing the committee.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the committee keep the following information confidential,
as per the request of the author: name of the author in submission no. 146a.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the committee authorise the publication of submission nos.
168 and 170, with the exception of identifying and/or sensitive information which are to remain
confidential, as per the recommendation of the secretariat.
6.3 Confidential submission
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the committee keep submission no. 172 confidential, as per
the request of the author, as it contains identifying and/or sensitive information.
6.4 Answers to questions on notice and supplementary questions
The committee noted that the following answers to questions on notice, answers to supplementary
questions and additional information were published by the committee clerk under the authorisation of
the resolution appointing the committee:
• Mr Vijay Vital, Owner, Mascot Towers, received 25 August 2019
• Ms Rose Webb, NSW Fair Trading Commissioner, Mr John Tansey and Mr Peter Dunphy from the
Department of Customer Service, received 28 August 2019
• Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief Executive, SIRA, received 29 August 2019
• Ms Jane Hearn, Deputy Chair, Owners Corporations Network of Australia, received 29 August 2019
• Mr David Chandler, OAM, NSW Building Commissioner, received on 4 September 2019
• Mr Chris Seet, Assistant Secretary, NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union, received on 22 August
2019
• A/Prof Hazel Easthope, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW, received on 3 September 2019
• Cr Linda Scott, President, Local Government NSW, received on 3 September 2019
• Ms Kathlyn Loseby, President NSW, Australian Institute of Architects, received on 5 September 2019
• Mr Chris Duggan, President, Strata Community Association, received on 9 September 2019
• Ms Alisha Fisher, Chief Executive Officer, Strata Community Association, received on 9 September
2019
• Mr Jonathan Russell, National Manager for Public Affairs, Engineers Australia, received on 5
September 2019
• Mr Brett Mace, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Institute of Building Surveyors, received on 9
September 2019
• Association of Accredited Certifiers, received 6 September 2019
• Mr Ian Robertson, Secretary, Development and Environmental Professionals' Association, received on
06 September 2019
• Master Builders of NSW, received on 10 September 2019
• National Fire Industry Association, received on 29 August 2019
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• Ms Rose Webb, NSW Fair Trading Commissioner, Mr John Tansey and Mr Peter Dunphy from the
Department of Customer Service, received 6 September 2019
• Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief Executive, SIRA, received 6 September 2019.
6.5 Transcript clarification
The committee noted the correspondence received 29 August 2019 from Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief
Executive, SIRA, in relation to a clarification of the transcript of 12 August 2019.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Khan: That a footnote be included in the transcript of 12 August 2019
noting the clarification received by Ms Carmel Donnelly, Chief Executive, SIRA.
6.6 Interim report
The committee noted the NSW Government's release of the draft Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019
for public consultation. The committee also noted that the consultation period will close on 16 October
with the final bill expected to be introduced into Parliament by the end of the year.
Mrs Houssos moved: That the:
• committee defers tabling the interim report until consideration by the committee of the draft bill
• hearing on Tuesday 5 November 2019 focus on the draft bill, instead of flammable cladding
• committee meet on Monday 11 November 2019 to consider the interim report
• committee table its interim report by Wednesday 13 November 2019.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Banasiak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Farlow, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
6.7 Hearing on the draft bill - Stakeholder list
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee invite the following stakeholders to
provide a submission by Sunday 27 October 2019 commenting on the NSW Government's draft bill and
to appear as a witness at the hearing on 5 November 2019:
• Master Builders NSW
• Urban Development Institute of Australia
• Property Council of Australia
• Engineers Australia
• Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia
• Australian Institute of Architects
• Electrical and Trades Union of Australia
• NSW Plumbing Trades Employees Union
• Unions NSW
• Construction Forestry Maritime Mining Energy Union
• Local Government NSW
• Mr Michael Lambert
• Mr Brett Daintry.
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee invite the following NSW Government
representatives to appear for 1.5 hours at the end of the hearing day on 5 November 2019:
• NSW Fair Trading Commissioner and department officers
• NSW Building Commissioner
• Ms Bronwyn Weir, in her capacity as supporting the Building Commissioner with the draft bill.
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6.8 Hearing on the draft bill – questions on notice
The committee noted the short turnaround time for tabling the interim report.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Banasiak: That there be no questions on notice taken at the public hearing
to be held on Tuesday 5 November 2019 or supplementary questions from members.
6.9 Further inquiry activity
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That the committee adopt the following timeline for the future
activities of the inquiry, subject to consultation with members on availability:
• public hearing on flammable cladding – one day hearing in the week of 9 December 2019
• in-camera hearing to examine construction industry workers – Monday 24 February 2020
• public hearing in a regional area such as Newcastle (regional area TBC) – date to be canvassed with
members once the 2020 sitting calendar for the Legislative Council is confirmed.
6.10 Final report tabling
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That the committee extend the inquiry reporting date to 14
May 2020.
6.11 Request for document
The committee noted the correspondence from Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public
Spaces, again declining to provide the register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW in response to
the third request from the committee.
Mr Graham moved:
That the committee notes that:
• the Solicitor General has indicated that Legislative Council committees likely have the power of
committees to order the production of State papers, and
• this position has also been expressed by the House in the Sessional order – Order for the production of
documents by committees, adopted 8 May 2019.
That notwithstanding the likely power of Legislative Council committees to order the production of State
papers, in view of the timeframes of this inquiry and the importance of obtaining the required information
in a timely manner, the committee authorises the Chair to order the production through the House under
standing order 52 of the document known as The register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW, in
the possession, custody or control of the Secretary of the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment.
That the committee write to the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces to:
• advise that the committee is not pursuing its request for the document known as The register of certain
buildings with combustible cladding in NSW, as the committee has resolved to authorise the Chair to order
the production through the House under standing order 52,
• advise that the reason for ordering the production of this document through the House is in view of
the timeframes of this inquiry and the importance of obtaining the required information in a timely
manner, and
• reiterate the committee's power to order the production of State papers.
That the committee authorise the publication of the following items of correspondence relating to the
order for papers:
• 13 August 2019 – Letter to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP, Minister for Better Regulation and
Innovation, from the chair, requesting that the Minister provide two documents: first, the project
delivery agreement between the Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA) and Ecove relating to
SOPA's ownership in the Opal Tower development, and second, the register of buildings with
combustible cladding, and inviting the Minister to appear with NSW government officials at a hearing
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• 13 August 2019 – Letter to the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, from
the chair, requesting that the Minister provide two documents: first, the project delivery agreement
between the Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA) and Ecove relating to SOPA's ownership in the
Opal Tower development, and second, the register of buildings with combustible cladding
• 15 August 2019 – Letter from Ms Katie Stevenson, Chief of Staff to the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister
for Planning and Public Spaces, to the chair, responding to the committee's request for documents
• 15 August 2019 – Letter from Mr Gavin Melvin, Chief of Staff to the Hon Kevin Anderson MP,
Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation, to the chair, declining the committee's invitation for the
Minister to appear at a public hearing and responding to the committee's request for documents
• 19 August 2019 – Letter from the chair to the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public
Spaces, requesting the Minister again provide certain documents and extend the request to the
department
• 19 August 2019 – Letter from the chair to the Hon John Sidoti MP, Minister for Sport,
Multiculturalism, Seniors and Veterans, requesting the Minister provide a certain document and extend
the request to the relevant department
• 22 August 2019 – Letter from the Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces to the
chair, advising that his office is seeking advice from the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment relating to the requested cladding register and that he will provide a further response
after 23 August 2019
• 26 August 2019 – Letter from Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, to the
chair, again declining to provide the documents requested by the committee
• 30 August 2019 – Letter from Chair, to Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces,
reiterating the committee's request for the register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in
NSW
• 6 September 2019 – Letter from Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, to
Chair, declining again to provide the register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Banasiak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Farlow, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.

7.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 2.30 pm until Tuesday 5 November 2019 (public hearing).

Sarah Dunn
Clerk to the Committee
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Minutes no. 8
Tuesday 5 November 2019
Public Accountability Committee
Jubilee Room, Parliament House, Sydney at 9.15 am

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Borsak, Deputy Chair (9.15 am until 12.30 pm)
Mr Buttigieg (participating)
Mr Farlow
Mr Farraway (substituting for Mr Khan)
Mr Graham
Mrs Houssos (9.15 am until 9.30 am, via teleconference; from 10 am, in person)

2.

Apologies
Mr Mason-Cox

3.

Previous minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That draft minutes no. 7 be confirmed.

4.

Correspondence
The committee noted the following items of correspondence:

Received

• 16 October 2019 – Email from Mr Andrew Chuter, President, Friends of Erskineville, to secretariat,
thanking the committee for running a public questionnaire for this inquiry
• 16 October 2019 – Email from Ms Emma Ashton, Senior Policy Advisor, Property Council of
Australia, to secretariat, advising that they are unable to attend the hearing on 5 November 2019
• 16 October 2019 – Letter from Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, to
Chair, advising that they do not hold The register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW in their
office and it’s a matter for the Secretary of the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment to
decide upon its release under standing order 52
• 28 October 2019 – Email from Mr Chris Seet, NSW Assistant Secretary, NSW Plumbing Trades
Employee's Union, to secretariat, advising that they will not be providing an additional submission or
appearing at the hearing on 5 November 2019
• 28 October 2019 – Email from Mr George Houssos, Operations Officer, Electrical Trades Union of
Australia, to secretariat, advising that they will not be providing an additional submission or appearing
at the hearing on 5 November 2019
• 29 October 2019 – Email from Ms Connie Vartuli, Executive Assistant, Unions NSW, to secretariat,
advising that they will not be appearing at the hearing on 5 November 2019
• 30 October 2019 – Email from Mr Brian Seidler, Executive Director, Master Buikders Association of
NSW, to secretariat, advising that they will not be appearing at the hearing on 5 November 2019.
• 5 November 2019 – Letter from Cr Linda Scott, President, Local Government NSW, to chair,
providing further information on the timeline for the draft bill and clarifying evidence regarding
membership of the Cladding Taskforce.

Sent

• 16 October 2019 – Letter to Hon Rob Stokes MP, Minister for Planning and Public Spaces, from
Chair, advising that the committee has resolved to authorise the Chair to order the production of the
document known as The register of certain buildings with combustible cladding in NSW through the House
under standing order 52.
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5.

Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
5.1 Submissions
The following submissions were published by the committee clerk under the authorisation of the
resolution appointing the committee: submission nos. 8a, 56a, 87a, 125a, 125b, 129a, 133a, 145a, 173 and
174.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the committee accept and publish submission no. 175.
5.2 Evidence for the report
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That the committee note that the Insurance Council of Australia
did not provide a submission to the committee regarding the Design and Practitioners Bill 2019, and that the
committee's report instead refer to the Insurance Council's submission to the NSW Government on the
draft bill.
5.3 Date for regional hearing
The chair informed the committee that he will defer a decision on the date of the regional hearing, and
requested that members keep the proposed dates of 10, 11 and 12 March 2020 free.
5.4 Allocation of questions
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the allocation of questions be left in the hands of the chair.
5.5
Return to order – disputed claim of privilege
Mrs Houssos moved: That the committee authorise the chair to dispute the claim of privilege on the
return to order relating to the Register of Buildings with Potentially Combustible Cladding, provided on 31
October 2019.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge
Noes: Mr Farlow, Mr Farraway
Question resolved in the affirmative.
5.6 Public hearing
The committee noted the previous resolution that there be no questions taken on notice at the public
hearing or supplementary questions from members.
Witnesses, the public and the media were admitted.
The Chair made an opening statement regarding the broadcasting of proceedings, adverse mention and
other matters.
The Chair reminded the following witnesses that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Mr Jonathan Russell
• Mr Greg Ewing
The following witness was sworn:
• Mr John Roydhouse
The witnesses were examined by the committee.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The Chair reminded the following witness that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Cr Linda Scott
The witness was examined by the committee.
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Cr Scott tabled the following document:
• Excerpt from LGNSW 2019 Annual Conference: Record of Decisions.
The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The Chair reminded the following witnesses that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Ms Kathlyn Loseby
• Ms Kathryn Hurford
The witnesses were examined by the committee.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The Chair reminded the following witness that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Mr Brett Daintry
The witness was examined by the committee.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:
• Mr Darren Greenfield
• Ms Rita Mallia
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The Chair reminded the following witness that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Mr Steve Mann
The following witness was sworn:
• Mr Barry Mann
The witnesses were examined by the committee.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The Chair reminded the following witness that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Mr Michael Lambert
The witness was examined by the committee.
The evidence concluded and the witness withdrew.
The Chair reminded the following witness that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Ms Karen Stiles
The following witness was sworn:
• Mr Philip Gall
The witnesses were examined by the committee.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The Chair reminded the following witnesses that they did not need to be sworn, as they had been sworn at
another hearing for the same inquiry:
• Ms Rose Webb
• Mr John Tansey
• Mr David Chandler, OAM
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• Ms Bronwyn Weir
The witnesses were examined by the committee.
The evidence concluded and the witnesses withdrew.
The public hearing concluded at 5.05 pm.
The media and the public withdrew.
5.7 Tendered documents
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Farlow: That the committee accept and publish the following document
tendered during the public hearing:
• Excerpt from LGNSW 2019 Annual Conference: Record of Decisions, tabled by Cr Linda Scott.
5.8 Further hearings
The committee noted that a further hearing is scheduled for Wednesday 11 December 2019.

6.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 5.07 pm until Monday 11 November 2019.

Madeleine Foley
Clerk to the Committee
Draft minutes no. 9
Monday 11 November 2019
Public Accountability Committee
Room 1136, Parliament House, Sydney at 2.05 pm

1.

Members present
Mr Shoebridge, Chair
Mr Borsak, Deputy Chair
Mr Amato (substituting for Mr Farlow)
Mr Graham
Mrs Houssos
Mr Khan
Mr Mason-Cox

2.

Draft minutes
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Borsak: That draft minutes no. 8 be confirmed.

3.

Correspondence
The committee noted the following items of correspondence:

Received:

• 5 November 2019 – Email from Mr Philip Gall, Chairman, Owners Corporation Network, to
committee, providing their proposed changes to the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019.

Sent:

• 5 November 2019 – Email from secretariat, to Mr Karl Sullivan, Head of Risk and Operations,
Insurance Council of Australia, advising of the committee's decision to refer to the Insurance Council's
submission to the NSW Government on the draft bill.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Mason-Cox: That the committee authorise the publication of
correspondence from Mr Philip Gall, Chairman, Owners Corporation Network, regarding their proposed
changes to the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, dated 5 November 2019.
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4.

Inquiry into the regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
4.1

Consideration of Chair's draft first report

The Chair submitted his draft report entitled Regulation of building standards, building quality and building disputes
– First report, which, having been previously circulated, was taken as being read.
Chapter 2
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That the following new paragraph be inserted after paragraph
2.16:
'The committee notes that in his 2015 report, Mr Michael Lambert supported increasing accountability
rather than abolishing the system of private certification: 'On balance it is concluded that at this point in
time in the operation of the building certification system, it is best to seek to improve the operation of
the existing system by increasing the accountability of certifiers to act in the public interest as regulatory
agents.' [FOOTNOTE: Mr Michael Lambert, Independent Review of the Building Professionals Act 2005: Final
report, October 2015 p 262.]
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That, subject to the secretariat checking for accuracy, the
following new committee comment and recommendation be inserted after Recommendation 1:
Committee comment
It is now two years since the amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 was
passed, and it is unacceptable that those amendments have not yet commenced.
Recommendation X
That the NSW Government commence the amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 passed in November 2017, relating to the building and construction industry, that were scheduled
to start on 1 September 2019.
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That paragraph 2.101 be amended by inserting at the end:
The committee is particularly concerned by the admission from the Department of Fair Trading that this
had not been prioritised by the department. This matter will be further addressed in chapter 6.
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 1 be omitted and the following recommendation inserted
instead:
'Recommendation 1
That the NSW Government ensure the implementation of the regulations to support the Building and
Development Certifiers Act 2018 as soon as is practicable, taking into account and noting the ongoing
stakeholder consultation process.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Mrs Houssos moved: That the following new committee comment and recommendation be inserted after
the new recommendation after Recommendation 1:
'Committee comment
The committee will be holding a further hearing specifically on the issue of flammable cladding, and
expects that it will have further recommendations to address the issue in more detail. However, the
committee was deeply concerned by evidence already received that shows a disjointed and lacklustre
response from the NSW Government. By contrast, other state governments have had a more
comprehensive approach, including a financial package to remediate buildings, co-ordinated through a
stand-alone agency.'
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'Recommendation X
That the NSW Government act now to address the issue of flammable cladding. The Committee
supports a more centralised approach to the issue of flammable cladding on NSW buildings, including a
financial support package to assist buildings to rectify and remove it as a matter of urgency.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
Chapter 3
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 2 be amended by inserting 'where practicable to do so' before
'the powers'.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 3 be omitted and the following recommendation inserted
instead:
'Recommendation 3
That the NSW Government ensure that the Building Commissioner is given all necessary powers to
oversee the activities prescribed in the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 4 be deleted and the following recommendation inserted
instead:
'Recommendation 4
That the NSW Government continue to support the Building Reference Expert Panel to support the
Building Commissioner, with its aims to include strengthening industry ties with government, and
providing advice to the Minister and Building Commissioner.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
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Chapter 4
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That paragraph 4.114 be amended by omitting 'due to a long
period of deregulation and privatisation' after 'fundamental failure of building standards,'.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham:
• That paragraph 4.119 be amended by:
a) omitting 'by February 2021' and inserting instead 'as the Shergold Weir report recommendations are
implemented'
b) omitting 'A realistic timeframe for this would be February 2022.' and inserting instead 'This should
be achieved as soon as reasonably practicable.'
• That Recommendation 5 be amended by:
a) omitting 'no later than February 2021'
b) omitting 'by February 2022' and inserting at the end 'as soon as reasonably practicable'.
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 5 be omitted.
Question put.
The committee divided
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Mr Graham moved: That Recommendation 5 be omitted: 'That the NSW Government extend the time
period in which to claim under statutory warranties for residential buildings to 10 years for both major and
minor defects, for residential buildings currently covered by the Home Building insurance scheme and for
all other high rise developments as soon as reasonably practicable', and the following new
recommendation be inserted instead:
'Recommendation X
That the NSW Government, subject to engagement with the insurance industry and economic
modelling of the effect of these changes, extend the time period in which to claim under statutory
warranties for residential buildings to a minimum seven years for both major and minor defects. Further,
the implementation period be as follows:
•
•

residential buildings currently covered by the Home Building insurance scheme - the timeframe
that the Shergold Weir report recommendations are implemented
all other high rise developments - as soon as reasonably practicable.

That the following new recommendation be inserted after Recommendation 5:
'Recommendation X
That the NSW Government consider amending the definition of 'defect' to provide more clarity
for home owners.'
Question put.
The committee divided
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That paragraph 4.120 be amended by omitting 'dodgy operators'
and inserting instead 'some operators'.
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Mr Khan moved: That:
a) paragraph 4.125 be amended by omitting 'Although this goes some way to provide protection to
homeowners in multi-storey buildings, it is insufficient to address the current scale of the crisis of
building defects' after 'Strata Building Bond and Inspections Scheme'
b) paragraph 4.126 be omitted
c) paragraph 4.127 be omitted
d) Recommendation 6 be omitted.
Question put.
The committee divided
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That:
a) paragraph 4.126 be amended by omitting 'put aside a minimum 10 per cent bond' and inserting
instead 'put aside an adequate bond'
b) paragraph 4.127 be amended by omitting 'manifestly' before 'inadequate'
c) paragraph 4.127 be amended by omitting 'to a minimum of 10 per cent until comprehensive home
building insurance is applied to all multi-storey residential buildings' after 'defects bond should be
increased'
d) paragraph 4.127 be amended by inserting at the end: 'We invite the NSW Government to submit
economic modelling and advice assessing the impact of any proposed changes, in consultation with
the Building Commissioner and the industry'
e) Recommendation 6 be amended by omitting 'to a minimum of 10 per cent under the Strata Building
Bond and Inspections Scheme until comprehensive Home Building insurance is applied to all multistorey residential buildings' and inserting instead 'under the Strata Building Bond and Inspections
Scheme, subject to economic modelling of the effect of these changes'.
Mr Khan moved: That paragraph 4.128 be amended by omitting 'stemming from grossly inadequate
regulation of the industry. The NSW Government needs to urgently fix these underlying issues before we
can see the insurance market start to shift' after 'lack of building quality'.
Question put.
The committee divided
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Chapter 5
Mrs Houssos moved: That paragraph 5.107 be amended be inserting at the end: 'Furthermore, unlike
other states, electrical tradespeople are not independently examined at the conclusion of their training'.
Question put.
The committee divided
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
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Question resolved in the affirmative.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That paragraph 5.109 be amended by omitting 'are not worth the
paper that they are written on' and inserting instead 'do not provide any guarantee of quality'.
Mrs Houssos moved: That the following new recommendation be inserted after paragraph 5.112:
'Recommendation X
That the NSW Government, as part of its implementation of Recommendation 1 of the Shergold Weir
Report, immediately investigate the current licencing system for building trades in New South Wales,
giving particular consideration to:
•
•
•

the effectiveness of the existing inspection regime
the need for an independent examination of building trades before a licence is granted,
especially for electrical trades
which additional building practitioners should be licenced, including, but not limited to,
installation of medical gas and maintenance of fire safety systems.

Question put.
The committee divided
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
Chapter 6
Mrs Houssos moved: That the following new recommendation be inserted after paragraph 6.150:
'Recommendation X
That the NSW Government, in accordance with the recommendation from the Lambert Review,
undertake to consolidate the existing laws and regulation into a consolidated, stand-alone Building Act
covering building regulation in New South Wales. This should be principles-based and written in plain
English.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
Mrs Houssos moved: That the following new recommendation be inserted after the new recommendation
after paragraph 6.150:
'Recommendation X
That the NSW Government establish a single, senior Building Minister with responsibility for building
regulation in New South Wales, including administering the new stand-alone Building Act, and
responsibility for the Building Commission and its Building Commissioner.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
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Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 7 be omitted.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Graham: That Recommendation 7 be amended by omitting 'not proceed
with the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 until the bill is amended' and inserting instead 'amend the
Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019'.
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 8 be omitted.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 9 be omitted.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Mr Graham moved: That Recommendations 8 and 9 be amended by inserting a new final sentence to each
recommendation: 'The committee supports bringing forward the final implementation of the bill and the
regulations to 31 March 2020.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.
Chapter 7
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 10 be omitted and the following recommendation be inserted
instead:
'Recommendation X
That the NSW Government review its response to the Shergold Weir Report to implement all
recommendations and publicly confirm the timeframe for full implementation.'
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
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Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Mr Amato moved: That Recommendation 11 be omitted.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Noes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Question resolved in the negative.
Resolved, on the motion of Mrs Houssos: That
a) paragraph 7.55 be amended by inserting at the end: 'The committee invites the NSW Government
to respond to Recommendation 12 before the committee prepares its final report.'
b) Recommendation 12 be amended by inserting ', including through the Building Commissioner' after
'That the NSW Government'.
Mr Borsak moved: That:
• The draft report as amended be the report of the committee and that the committee present the report
to the House;
• The committee secretariat correct any typographical, grammatical and formatting errors prior to
tabling;
• The committee secretariat be authorised to update any committee comments where necessary to reflect
changes to recommendations or new recommendations resolved by the committee;
• Dissenting statements be provided to the secretariat by 12.00 pm Tuesday 12 November 2019 based
on the draft minutes of the meeting being delivered at least two hours before;
• That the report be tabled on Wednesday 13 November 2019;
• That the Chair hold a press conference on Wednesday 13 November 2019.
Question put.
The committee divided.
Ayes: Mr Borsak, Mr Graham, Mrs Houssos, Mr Shoebridge.
Noes: Mr Amato, Mr Khan, Mr Mason-Cox.
Question resolved in the affirmative.

5.

Adjournment
The committee adjourned at 3.18 pm, until Wednesday 12 December 2019.

Madeleine Foley
Committee Clerk
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Appendix 4 Dissenting statement
The Hon. Trevor Khan MLC – On behalf of government members
Government Members dissent from the majority of recommendations in this report.
Recommendations in this report, in general, are neither supported by evidence, nor economic analysis.
Many also fail to recognise evidence provided to the Committee and the recommendations in their
totality show a distinct lack of understanding by the Committee into the Government's reform process
and the demand for urgent action from stakeholders and the wider community.
The Committee referred for inquiry the exposure draft of the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019,
which was not in keeping with the standard protocol for reference of bills through the Committee on
the Selection of Bills. Following feedback received on the exposure draft, a number of amendments
were made before the Bill was tabled in its current form. As submissions made to the Committee were
not prepared in response to the tabled Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019, the Government
strongly rejects any suggestion of sufficient evidence to delay passage of the Bill.
In contrary to suggestions made within the report, there is no evidence to suggest that the majority of
stakeholders express concern with this Bill. More specifically, none of the witnesses called before the
Committee suggested or recommended to the Committee that passage of the Bill be delayed for any
reason at all. It is also concerning that the Committee recommends the delay of this Bill to allow for
further consultation with the insurance industry as the Committee failed to inquire as to what
engagement the Government has had with the insurance industry over the last three months. It should
also be noted at the Committee's most recent hearing, which is where most evidence regarding
insurance was sought, there were no insurance industry representatives called to give evidence.
Recommendation 1 fails to recognise that stakeholder consultation has already commenced on the draft
regulations that support the Act. The Government has committed to stakeholders that this consultation
process will be thorough, as such it would be improper for this process to be rushed, risking a poor
outcome for all stakeholders.
Recommendation 3 is obsolete as the NSW Government currently provides centralised support and
advice to consent authorities and owners on cladding through the Department of Customer Service.
Government Members also note that detailed fire safety assessments for all buildings referred to
consent authorities by the NSW Cladding Taskforce are progressing per the required process. The
report fails to recognise rectification work that has been completed or is underway, and furthermore,
the Committee did not inquire into existing compensation pathways that may be available to building
owners. Given the final state-wide scope of any rectification is unknown it is not possible to establish
any level of direct financial assistance.
Government Members support the public release of the Building Commissioner's work plan prior to
the end of 2019, however Recommendation 4 does not take into account that the work plan will
include a number of long term project proposals which are yet to be properly scoped, and have the
ability to evolve over coming years. As such it may not be practicable for the Commissioner to release
specific details of all the resources needed before the end of 2019.
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Recommendation 5 is not supported. The Office of the Building Commissioner will lead the
implementation of the Design and Building Practitioners Bill as well as leading the implementation of future
Government reforms. This recommendation also fails to account for the endless testimony to the
Committee criticising the separation of building regulation functions from the core operation of
Government.
Recommendation 6 is obsolete as the Government has established the Building Reference Expert
Panel, which includes broad representation from industry. This Panel will advise and report to the
Minister and Building Commissioner.
The implementation of Recommendation 7 will not provide any additional assistance to owners
without a corresponding insurance product. The Committee noted that such insurance products are
needed before warranties are increased, and has not heard any reference that it is possible to ensure that
there is a statutory, or other insurance product likely to be available in the timeframes referenced in the
recommendation.
Recommendation 9, if implemented, is likely to have a major impact on the cost of new buildings and
negatively affect housing affordability. There is also no evidence that suggests it would stop defects
occurring in the first place. In contrast, the Committee recommends delaying the Design and Building
Practitioners Bill 2019, which directly seeks to address this issue.
Recommendations 13, 14, and 15 are not supported, as the Design and Building Practitioners Bill 2019 is
required urgently in order to improve the accountability of practitioners and improve building
standards. Delaying the Bill exposes consumers to further unnecessary risks and is not supported by key
industry stakeholders or the wider community. The main provisions of the Bill provide sufficient detail
to establish key requirements and to ensure that Parliament can be confident in the nature of the
legislation that it is being asked to support. Passage of the Bill sends a strong signal to those working in
the building and construction sector that new requirements and obligations will be imposed on them,
and allows them to commence preparations to embed new processes and systems into their business,
enabling the Government to expedite implementation of new scheme once regulations are finalised.
In respect of Recommendation 17, the NSW Government considered the findings of the Lambert
report and has already announced its response. The Lambert Report was provided to the Government
in 2015 and there have been significant changes in the sector since that time. The scope of the Building
Confidence (Shergold-Weir) report, commissioned by the Commonwealth Building Ministers Forum,
required the consideration of all previous reports and inquiries into the building and construction
industry. The Building Ministers Forum reached a consensus that all jurisdictions would work towards
harmonised regulation to and the Government is therefore focussed on implementation of the
recommendations of the Shergold-Weir report
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